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Abstract 
.  
Sounds produced by·.humpbaok ~hales, Megaptera novaeansliae, were 
recorded in Newfoundland . inshore "Water·s. O~ly the acoustic ·fe'aturea of ., 
the sounds· were available for ·classification'. · Because of the variabil-
~ .  . 
i ty · p-te sent' in · the datil, measurements such ·as minimum and maximum f re-· ·-
. . . . 
' .... 
- . . . que~cy, duration, etc, were iJladequate for establishing a catalog. · A 
. . . . '• . , . 
nev c~ding method was experime.nted vi th, where eac!l sound , vas digitized. 
into a matrix (16 x 21) of binary data• This.wa_s done using a digitiz-
ing tablet and a speotrogum of the .sound. : Additional· binary variables 
. • - • ' . • b . . . . . • ' . 
· were subsequently ·a~d_ed •to. the - ~.trices to co~e for :' . reliltiv~ · intens.it! 
within · a sou~d and ; hequency an,d amplitude modulation. A total of 1255' 
• ' • r ' , 
• sounds' w.ere digi tiied and clustered usi'ng : average ' linkage cluster 
analysis and the Jaccard sinlila i:i ty coet:ficient for binary data. 
The classification obtained .by : cl~ster. analysis wa's compared .with 
the author' 8 aural and vis'ual impressions of. the_ sount,is~ A final clas-
. -. sification of 50 classes was obtaiqed. · These classes were ·arranged ' in 
13 groups. Three inodes of sound production were recognized: respire. tory 
noises, percussion noises, and vocalizations. Most ciasses (46) , recog-
. nized appeared . to. be vocalizations. ··some sounds were . 
'found to be tonal, but inany had noisy and: pulBi.ve . _components.· · Fev 
classes · ve re a te'reotyped·~ . va riabiUty · v'ae often · hport.ant ·yi thin · 
~ -
classes, ana intermediate cases were often found between . classes, sug• · 
. . 
gesting that patt of the humpback's repertoire is a continuum of graded · 
signaJs. 
. . t 
.. · Frequency of . occurrence of·. each class varied from 1 to 194. A few 
. ' . ' . . . . . f ! • ' ' . • . 
classes were . very common: the five .large~t classes accounted" ior;5:5 .1% · 
/ ~.. ' ' 
of the data. Twelve classes had only ·one cas". Ttiia catalog i .e · essen-
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tially complete· for th& location and hasons' sampled; as . I susses ted · b~ 
an •as~imate of sample coverage .and ;the rate of discovery of nev classes 
with 1f\Creaa~ng sa11ple qhe. 
Di reotion finding devices and playback e~p.,rimenh should _be ·. used 
to. asseas if humpback whales can..,..d!aorlminate these .sound classes, - ~nd 
inves ti.sa te th 8'1 r fun<lti~n. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This st\.dy deals wi t~"_:he sound p rod.uctiorf o·r ·, humpback . whales, 
·Mesaptera novae.ansliae :--(Borowski), in Newfoun4lana. · wa.te.rs. In. thi's" 
• ! 
introduction~ a short · review o'f 'their . natural. history is given,. since 
. data gathered in the last few years o_n their biology and social system 
is 'relevant to their. communication ·system.· . Next'· the -imp'~rt~nce : of _: 
acoustic ·communication for cetaceans will-· be stressed·. ·A . review of 
cetacean vo.~aiizations recorcfed · to date .~ill f .ollow, · with emphasis . on 
. . , 
: humpback.' vocalizations.. . Finally~_ 'the prohlem.s· of clas~ifying ~ounds · 
will ' b~ discussed; 
THE HuMPBACK WHALE 
. ' 
Description. ·· · The humpback i.'s a ,paleen whale of .the family Balas-
nopteridae, which also includes the b~ue . vhale ·(Balaenoptera musculus), . 
. ! 
fin whale {!!• ·phys.alus), sei whale (_]. bafealiS ); Bryde' s whale (]. 
edini), and the minke ~hale (J!. acutorostratah B~ comparison with the 
other members of the rorqual family, it is a mid-sized whale. Males can 
reach (.1-17.5 " 111 (mean • 14.6 m)~ females 19 m .(mean • 15·.2 m). and ca~ves 
/ I 
\ 
··· "· .' .· 
};~_ 
·--- -&;re-abou·t 4~5 mat. birth (Watson 1981 ). It -is l'ess slender -thari" the 
. .. . 
,; 
other .'rorqual~ (Katopa 
. . . 
f ., ~ ' • , 
et al. 1971'), which 'is reflected in its slow . 
- · - . '· . 
swimming- speed: 12 km/hr when swimming fast, but. . normarly 6-a ~/h"f , 
... (Watkins _!! al. 1981) •. The number of·_·ventral grooves is· also less than 
in other Balaenopteridae: 14-:-24 (m.ean 22) (Watson 1~81 ). The head is 
broad and rounded, vi thou t a ridge but ~cove red with knobs from the · 
-
extremi-ty ·of the snout - to the blovhQle. - ~he dorsal fin . is small and 
qUite variable in shape, ·mo.unted on a fleshy step or hump slightly .mo;re 
·;i·;than 2/3 Qf the "!f!lY back (L~ath_erwood ~t al:. 
.,. 
1976i -Watson 198~). 
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-major characteristic is t~e pair of yery long pectoral . fins or 
flippers. .They, c~n . reach . 1 f3 ~f the length ~f th.e, animal·, .almoa·t 5 m in I p .• . 
. ,the adult, and have a scalloped leading edge (Leathervqod.:!i: !f.··· · 1976; ). 
~atson . 1981). The . baleen plates are·· black vith · 'blac.k or oliv~ · 
I 
~ristl~s.The tail. is. frequ_ ently ·raised above water vhen the whale ini-· .. 
J . 
tilites a. deep dive. It"' trailing ed6e i.s serrat~d · (Le.~therwood et a:i. · 
1976). 
. • I 
. Pike (1953) 'giv'ee True's ' (1904) observa-tions of European · humpb~ck ·: 
• I 
. ' ·. . ~ ' . 
coloration as representative. of all. hump,backs: the 1Colo.r· is. normally 
black on t'tie head, ,~ack ~~nd aid~a and around the,, c~ud11 pedu~cl~; . · ~he : 
color · of throat and !chest and the median iine below, at least as far ,. . . . 
·i 
back as t?e anus·, is · varied to a greater or less - extent with white 
spots, streaks and larger areas; the flippers hav~ the lowe.r surface, 
mostly white~ with . the upper surface varied. white and black; . the . flu~es 
are _largely · black abov~, more or less wh~te below. ,This·· last charac-
te_r_istic is used to. id~ntlfy individua;l· humpb~ck_s . (Sch~vill a · Backus 
.. 1960; KatoM et al. 1p79). This is possible ba~ause the flukes' colora-
tion is distinctive for each animaLand ·d·oes nbt .evolve much .over · the 
--· - . 
. . years. There · are some devdbpmental ch~~ge_s in fluke ~,pigm~ntation. (s • . 
Mayo, p~rs • . . comm.) and som~·times addition of - ~tks · resultins . from con-
. . " ' I . 
.· ta'ct with· sharp objects (rocks, fishing .gear, k.iller ~h~le teeth), which · 
:. · . 
may .confound long term .identification. But in one case~ a whale was 
still recognizable 14 years after the ~irst time is ~as photographed 
·(Katona 2.!, al. 1~82). Pigmentation and scars on the ba~k, dorsal fin 
and flippers of the animals are also used for individual identification 
. ' ' 
.(Schevi ll lt Backus 1960; Katona · et al. 1979: Glockner-Ferrari 1982; · 
"Glo.ckner a Venus f983) • . 
' ' ' 
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Humpback whales car.ry many barnacles and whale lice on ' their· chin 
•. 
and . . throat, :. trailing edge of flipper, a'round tne geni ~alia and at the 
tips of the tail (Leatherwood 197~) • . / . 
Exceji,for a female with a suckling calf or when the · ·pigmentation 
. · -~ · . ·. · 
pattern can ~e _identified-frloin a pre~ouSly sexed animal, it is .almos_t . 
i~pos~ibl~ ~: · dt~Un~·ir:~t·~ maleS_ and' femaieo ai sea. Obeeryation· 
of . the geni'tal area · is the. on't y known method. It is po~si:t~te only when" 
~he animal rolls over it.t the · s~r~ace .and at. close range; Of by sendi_ng a 
.. 
diver under the whale, as ; in GlockmH~Ferrari (1982) and .·Glockner 
(1983). Matth~ws (1937) claimed ~hat at least for southern 
. . ~ r . . .. 
humpbacks,' "remales were darker. Pike (1953) . f(!un~ 'that mo~·e 
.. 
hemisphere 
males (73% . 
. . • i 
vs 33%} had very dark flukes in eastern North·~ Pacific. · Herman ! 
. . . 
Antinoja (1'9.77.) found that males and females ..tare . r~present&d s~milaxly 
: . . . . \ : - . . 
in their four ola~aes of flipper coloration. Colora,ion appears to be 
. I 
too variable to be used in sexing· humpback whale·a. ; 
Recently two metho~~ of ~e~irig theal animals were p~oposed'• Jurasz 
( ) I I . . .J. 
_!! al. . 1980 )'llggested that th~ shap~ of the back. ·betweeu the· dorsal 
·fin and th,e tail vas different for males and femal~s. · Whitehead (1980).,. 
because .of 
• ,. . j . 
the marks commonly . lpft on . tne do real tin of humpbacks'· 
·engaged i.n ~onist~c int~ractions and .believed t'o .be ~las, suggested . · 
: , 
that ~ humpback with a very e~ooth dor~al fin w~s- likely to be a female: : 
Both., hypotheses await more data. · H~wever Winn et al. (;973). suggested a 
... . -- .... 
. . 
cytological . method that does not give immediate, results but seems to be 
reasonably accul'ate: if a small skin sampi~ ·cart be obtained, cyto.logical 
' . ' ' ' . 
examination c~n determine the sex of th~ anima~, by co~nting the number 
of sex chromatin bodies .,present in the · nucleus. Si.inilarly, sexirig' can 
,. . 
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4 
be done by . cutting skin samples with a modified arrow, and · kaYyotyping 
(J. Li.en, pers. co~.). 
~-
., 
Migrations and ·reproductive cycle. 
:::•,6-
packs · · undert~ke long .seasonal migra~ions. 
Like most baleen Whales~ hump-
Since humpback often migrate 
• • • tl 
along shorelines, their migrations vera known early (Scammon ~874; . Kel-
I . 
log .192~). Today i-t ~s well Jcnown ·that these .. whales. are found between 
·o ·. • 30 _in winter 
' ('Ma.ckin~osh . 1965). Migrations are intimately related to the physiologi-
cal cycle. Humpbacks; are feeding a~d-accumulating ftt reserves · during 
·the summer spent · in productive polbr waters. They rarely fee~ when on 
· the. tropical · grounds, . as not much food is available (l~acki.Jr('Osh 1965; 
Davbin 1966;_. Herman 1979: Whitehead ! Moore 1982). Their presence in 
\ . . . 
high concentration in tropical waters· is related to reproduction. Calv-
ing occurs at this 'time, and new-born calves, having a thin layer of 
blu~ber and a greater surface to volume ratio 'do not suffer a therml 
shock in warm waters (~hitehead a· Moo.re 1982) (but Kanwisher a Sundnes 
· -t 
· ~·,· 
196.6, argued. that calves of m.ost large spec~es of whales ·are ·born with 
enough blubber for thermoregulation). :Breeding is also thought to occur 
there, even tr ·no definite mating has been «?bserved . ( Tyack 1982). 
. ' 
Reviewing several papers, Tyack gives the folloving ' evid.e~~e for winter 
to be the mating season: mature male tiuiDpback whales ~how an increased . 
testis wet sht and increased spermatosenea\s during the winter~ females 
ovulate in the same season and the vast majority of tt~m bear . ··their 
calves in the. winter' (since the gestation period is about one ·year, it .. 
.. 
suggests that matins must occur during the same $eason). 
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Kellog ( 1929) ;noticed that females wi.th calves arrive later in sea-
1grounda tha~ bulls and non~reeding cows. j· Later, 
- I 
son·.\ ~n ;the 'feedin~ 
Da~bir· ( 1966) . found . a segregation by classes .in southe~n hemisphere .· 
I . . . 
migrating . h.umpback. 
, -, · .' .' 
In spring, pregnant and resting females, immatJre 
whales, . mature males and finally lactating felll6les depart for the feed-
i ng . a,ieas ~ 
I 
In fall; the, order ·is different: females with yearlings· (end 
of l~.citati_on)~ · immature .~.la·s, immatu.re females, mature males and' .then · 
•· 
area. Arrival of sex/age -leave breedi ng for pregnant· females the 
classes in Newfoundland ·do~s not follow strictly this order: larger 
whales arrive in the middle of the season (Whitehead_!!..!.!:.· 19S2)./ Day-
i 
·length might b·e. the initiating factor of _humpback· wha,le migrations 
! 
\ (Da.wbin : 966) • . · \ l . 
\
. Populations. There are several populatio~ of humpback/ whales, 
both i~· · northe.rn: and southern hemisp)'leres~ r~ackintosh ( f965) dis-
' . . . ./ 
\ t~nguishe~ six popula tiona ·in the southern hemisphere, and two in the 
I . . . 
i northern . hemisphere: .North Pacific and North Atlantic.. He ;suggested 
I .. 
I , , • 
\.that th~re wa. some segregation between · the humpbacks of. eastern and 
: \western wa~~ra of these two oceana. Fluke photographs can help follow 
. \ • 1 
,. ;humpbacks ·in . their migrations, ·when whales are photographed on mo're than 
.\ ' \ 
:one .<:~ccasion a.nd in diJ'ferent loc.ations • . The northwest Atlantic popula-
. . . • . . .. 
f ion, which is of intez:eist for; thi~ study, ·has been 
; 
graphed' since the early 1970' e. ~ales · pave been 
extensively 
. I ~ 
I 
photo;raphed 
photo-
' on the 
·b~eeding grounds, the W~st Indies, and on several feeding hounds: Gulf 
o,f . Maine, Nova Scotia, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Newfoundland and . Labrador~ 
G;reenland, and Iceland. Fluke data indicate. that .these .animals share 
I 
' thei.r bt.eedi1)g grounds but segugate in . several r ubetocka on . the feedi~t\ 
t 
I 
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6 
grounds: no ~hale was photographed in more ·than one of these four feed-
ing regions: Nova Scotia-Gulf of Maine, Newfoundland-Labrador, Green-
land, : and Iceland (Katona et al~ 1982; S. Katona, pers. comm. ). The 
.. 
sample· size is too small in the Gulf of St.Lawrence, however no whale 
i 
seen there vas seen on any other feeding region either (Katona et al. 
1980). Recent data (R. · Sears, per~.' eomm.) will further ciarify the 
\ status of Gulf of S~-~avrence humpbacks~ Katona et !..!.· (19.80) sugge~ted I that, since whales ·. of all feeding ,grounds are in close spa,tial proximity 
on. the br.~eding grounds, whales return to the feeding. g~~unds they first · 
visited with their mother~ 
.' ~itchell A Reeyee (1962) estimated the 1865 virgin (prior to whal-
ingf.popula~ion for 'the northwest Atlantic population at 4200 and prob-
~bly more. The latest technique to estimate today's population size is 
• 
- . 
the use of capture-recapture method with fluke photograph data. The 
population voula be 3o0o-5900. individuals (Katona ~ al. 1962). 
' ~ • t 'rl 
' Mitchell a Reeves (1982) prefer a more· conservative estimate of 1500-
. . 
2000, vhales, but the fluke catalog already contains slightly ' more tha~ 
Z400 individual photographs (S. Katona, per9. comm.) and present photo-
graphi? recapture rates make it .unlikely that all whales have been · pho-
tographed. 
Feeding. Depending on what popu.lation or substock they belong to, 
humpback whales feed on krill and various schooling fish (Jonsgard 1966'; 
i . \ Nem.oto 1970; Leatherwo.od .~ !.!· \1976; Watson . 1981). Nemoto (1970) 
' described two basic feeding modes in bal een whales: swallowing and ski~-
I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
., 
• I 
\, 
... . 
~ · !' ming. 
"Swallowing type whales (blue, fin, Bryde' a· .and humpback 
whales) · swallow the food found in the patch or swarm, along 
with water, then discharge the sea water through the baleen 
'plates while . -the food iemains in the mouth cavi ty" (tiemoto 
. ~i • . 
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Wit;in\:his type, humpbacks use different strategies accor~ing to .their 
populaUon and the species of prey: lunge feeding, bubblenets,' 
.. 
flickfeeding, diving into deep schools, etc. (Jurasz ~ Jurasz 1979; Wat-
• I 
I kins & Schevill 1979; Hain .!!!.!!· 1982; Bredin 1984). In Newfoundland, 
' they feed on krill in e·arly spring (Bredin 
cape lin (Mallotua villosus') (JU tchell 
19~~· _·bu:· princ¥Jlll~ . on'-~ 
1973) through-out the su~e.r . ........- · 
\ ~ --
. -----· . . S.q':lid (..!!!! illecebrosus) has also been . ~t~ r s .to_machs ( J ••. 
Lien; <"pers. coll!iu•). They-uie-l~~;;-~eding (sh~_rt dive ·followed by a 
. 
rush toward the prey .at the su.rface, _the 'open 'mouth often breaking the 
( ' 
~ surface of the water) 'on krill, spavn).ng capel~n and squid, and dive to 
... -··· 
· get deep schools of prey in .late summer (see Bredin .1984, for details) • 
Social system. Since~ feeding and reproductive activities· are 
segr~ga~d seasonally, it is not surprising to find that the 
whale's social sy~tem is quite different in winter anci ~-p -~'"'"' 
(1964, in Herman 
o~in-tne 
···accounted for 43%. and 7% 
the 92- 'pods he 
feeding Pairs 
were . in groups of at least three whales. 
Whitehead~~· (1982) also noted that grouping vas labile in Newfound-
. I : 
. 
' land waters, and that whales that were seen together on one occaston 
were not more likely -to regro1;1p later than any other whales. 
0 
On the other ~and, whale~ on their breeding grounds were seen more 
. . . 
often ·in large groups of up to 15 animals (Tyack 4 Whitehead 1983). In 
. 
Hawaii,' 41.5 % were. singles, 26.1% in pairs, and 32% in groups of three · 
or .. more (H~~man a Antinoja 1977). Whale density can be very high ( 1 pe'r 
I 
' . 
square km on Silver Bank, in the West Indies, Tyack a. ·Whitehead 1983). 
Herman a Antino~a . (1977) noted tha t single whales or mother and calf 
.- ' • • o: 'H'"'· ~ • ~·-.... 'f •r'P" ~ ~. . --- - - .. - - .-. "';&~.! ""~"1"111"""...,.,  . ,.,.,...... .,,._.~---- . 
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\ . . 
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-· 
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8 
were swimming m_ore slowly in Ha•1aii than
0 
mul·fi•adults · J>ods. Tyack 
• / Q. 
(1982) repor;ted that pods wi~h two adults were less active than larger 
. I 
' I <' /· . 
groups. Ty11ck and \(hitehead _( 1983) found that these large groups were . 
. . 
in fact engaged in much physical and acoustic activity. 
. . .Strue'ture of these large g.roups and thai r behavior was the same · f-or 
humpbacks o~served in Hawaii and Silver Btmk (Tyack and Whitehead 
An adult' called the "nuclea I animal". is the cente I of 
.;. 
inqifferent to the oth~r whales. ·Nbclear 
I 
. I . 
the 
mothers of calves • . The other animals ter~ competing to get, 
and th.en to stay, to the nuclear animal. They 
were closest to the female being .the ."prin-
. 
others ".secondary escorts". 'the authors believed 
' that escorts are males as no escort was ever seen with a calf .and, in 
.· . 
the simpler cases where a female had a single escort, all escorts (21) 
. . . ~-·· · .. · 
tl}at were sexed were males (Glockner-Ferrari & Ferrari 1982 ," cited ·if! 
I .,. ' ; 
...... . . 
Tyack a Whitehead ~983; Gl~ckner 19~3) • . Th~ principal .escort ~auld pqt 
its body in the way of any seconda~ escort (the challenger) that would · 
try to get between it and the female. Contact between males was some-
times fairly violent. · They also noted that often .(9% of attempts) ·one 
challenger whale would be successful in dislodging the principal escort 
. ' 
. . 
. and becoming the new principal escort. Tyack and Whitehead (1983) wrote 
· that even if no mating was observed, such fierce comp~tition ind;cates 
" 
that the principal escort likely ha~ better chances of mating · with the 
nuclear animal. 
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COHMUNICATION CHANNELS AVAILABLE TO CETACEANS 
·./9 
I 
seen / in Need for a communication system. Humpbacks are often 
I 
. . ~~ i 1 
pair§' and more rarely in l~rger groups on their feeding grounds, and iare I , ·' 
very gregarious on their breeding grounds. Similarly, other . mysticetes 
'• I ! 
...... 
(baleei whales) and many odontocetes (tooth ·~hales) . are social, at least. 
duting thei ~ breeding s~ason .(Mackintosh 1965; :.,Eayne & Webb·· 1971 ; ; and 
I 
W(l. tson 1981). Complex inteYactions have been des·cri bed· for many s~·ecies 
' 'I 
.. 
.· (e.g., Wursig•& Wur~ig 1980, fqr d~s~y dolphins Lageno~hynchus obsJur~s; . 
'~- . ' J · ' 
. . 
Clark 1982 and 1983, for rfght whales Eubalaen! aust r~lis; 1T~ack & 
. . . ·I · . 
Whitehead 1983, for humpbacks; and others)~ These animals mu·a~ e~change 
, . , I I , 
information in one way or anoth~r· a.bout swimming speed and di-rection; · 
1 • - ~-- ... / . I 
sex, ;reprgductive 'status, etc. Schalle~· (1972, p. 83) said: "The sue- · 
c~ssful · functio~ing · of a "Jociety is entirely dependent on ita co.nimunica-
. \ . 
tory system ••• " Many definl tiona of "communi.cation can be ' found. ; Hailman 
', I 
( 197'7, p. 21) gives the. foilowing: I' _ 
• • •
1 t 110 : • -
"Cornmu.nication may occur when a sender ini tiat'E!s 1.n some 
channel a physical disturbance (the signal) that .is.detecte~ 
by a receiver." 
Klopfer . & H~tch (1968, p. 32) explained h9w to recognize communication 
empirically: 
•' 
' • 
"The ui tiinate. criterion for recognition of the· occurrence· of 
comm.i.mication "is that of a resultat)t change,' sometimes 
. delayed, ·sometimes , sc.a:z;cely percept~b'le, in the _probabi1i ty 
of subsequent behavior ·of the other communicant." , . 
~For Hailman (1977), communication is a very broad ~~ncept, which can be 
· ' subdivided. Fo'r example, animal communication is a · subset of. communica-
.tion where both send~r and receiver are animals. Similarly, . s6cial com-
. . . ' ..... 
. ' ' 
munication ' is a special case .·' of · animal communication · consisting of 
• • . • • • • . ' .... t. ! J 
l'eciprocal exchange · of. s ignals , be tween <;:onspeci f i cs with ·Use; ·or speci al-
. . . . . -· ·- . r. . . 
i zed structures or behav:i:o rs . ·. In. this .t hesis, communication i s used i n 
. ' 
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meaning of 
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social communication, untes-a·. otherwise 
I ' . ' 
A communication chanhel is · the physical medium that is used to send 
,.... ._ a signal .· (Hailman 1977)·. The list of pos.sible med:i_a would i'nclude the 
tactile . channel '(e.g. ,- physical contact),. the electrical channel (emis• 
·. sian_· of electrico charges)_,, the chemical channel (involving the use of;·-- ~ 
chemi~al compounds), the optical channel (emission of lig~t· and/or 
~modification ~f ambient light) and the acoustic channel (production of 
sounds or modification o"t. ambient sound). As it can 'lle seen by looking 
· at any general te~t on the subject (e~g., Sebeok 1977; "Smith 1977) moat 
~rganisms make u·se of several channels in their communication . SfStem~ 
·. Each channel offers 
\ . . 
its own advantages and limitatibns. Obviously, a 
"··· 
;. given organi,gm is limited by its· capacity to produce some disturbance in 
a " mediu~ rthe signal), as well as _by the. capacity of a· co~specific to 
·- pe'rceive \ this ,'signal, before any transfer ~f . informs tion can be c~nried 
:-' out. The envi rc;>nment also imposes limitations on the use of the va rio_us 
f channels·.· Two important constraints are the transmission characterie-
tics of the Qhannel in a given environment, as well as the naturally 
OC«;lurring disturbances in the ~hannel (nplse) that might mask the sig.;. 
nal. In other. words, anatomy and physiology of a speci.e·s, physical pro-
\ ' 
perties of a channel in the. habitat and presence -of noise are the limit-
. . . 
i!ng factors for c~mmunicatory use of the ch_annel _by. this species .• ) . . 
In the next page·s, perf-ormance characteristics of each channel in / 
I 
l 
\ 
the oceanic environment will be discussed, as well as the abilities of 
· whales ;t? ·produc.,e .and r'e~ve ~ignals dn each one.. .The 'electric channel 
is riot · included, . since ·marine mammals do not use·· it (Heiinan a Tavol$a 
1 ~80). There is often little data ava:j.lable on the sensory physiology 
·--.. ---"· ,~-
.... .,.. • • ?~ . ........ ~--- ·-,~ ... - -:..· - -:· :: ,..."\.· .- -
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of baleen whales,. and ·one has _' toj be ci_areful 
from odontocetes. / . 
.·: 
'· . 
in _e~tr"~pr~ting 
. . I . 
Tactile signals. . The properties of this· chan_nel .a r:e the 
1 1 
· usul ts 
same in 
and,, out ·of water. · Its li~itation is that; by its nature·, it ,becomes.. . I . 
useless when the animal~ · are at a distanceJ · Its. ·(U rectiomill ty is 
' i ~dvanta_~e?_us: it allows 1 the sender' to selec,t the receiver when many. con-
B_p~cif•ics a~e present. The fact that it . requires physical contact 
. between the communicants mlght be . advaritageou~. in · faciii tating further 
. . . . . . ' . . 
interactions. Tactile signals can . be energitally more costly .than other 
signals • 
' . ... 
Behavioral and ana tomicai ev:!,dence _-reveal · a .. good · tactile sen-
sitiJity for cetaceans ... (Slijper 197Q; Herms~ & Ta~olga 1980). They use 
t~ct~l~ · ·signals i~ a~ti~ities_ su~h .. as courtship ~a~~ . inating; ri~rsfn~ -and 
afol'tistic situations {McBride. & Hebb 1948; 'Payne 1976;. Herman & 'ravolga·_.. 
1980; Clark 19B3; Tavolga 1983; Tyack and Whiteh~ad ~983) • 
Chemicai •signals. The . rate of propagation of chemical. compounds 
-~.epe~ds .~n ~he fluidity of ,the medium in which th~y are releas'ed. Chem-
_ical ·diaper iori is generally slowe·r in water than in air (a· .few inet'Ens 
• • • e. • • • . • ' 
.. 
per second, Schevill ~t . al. 1962.), bu\ depends on curr!"nts and o.ther 
water movements. This precllldes its use for _fast . changing signals, but 
can be advantageous when long lasting m_essages ~ are needed: · the reduction 
of the ·~eed for repeating messages can be of considerable economy (Wil-
son 1975) • 
·-
·~ Odohtocetes have no olfactory receptors and · mysticetes .have very 
·reduced olfactory h~rves , b~lbit<and peduncle's in- compa:tiaon w.ith terres-
trial mammals (Herman & ·Tavolga 1980). Even if it is· functional, baleen 
.. I · .. I 
.··· 
l .• 
!. ·· 
; 
. i 
' 
, i 
I 
" . 
.·· . ... "' · 
., . ... .. :. ···· · 
/ 
C~ldwell (1977) and Herman a Tavolga (1980)' - r~ported some studies ind·i·-
........ 
eating that cetaceans may still have taste discrimination. Nozris &. 
Dohl ( 1980) suggested that feces and urine might . be Ul!_ed by cetec~an~ to · 
·transmit infor'mation about serual readiness. -Chemical signa~ing is at 
.. .. 
best very. limited i'n · cetaceans, with poor reception added to slow propa:-
gation. 
'' . OJ:!tical sil!'\als. Transmission of light Is greatly ~d under-
·water, especially in waters rich it:l nutrients and marine ··organisms, .and 
vision is often possible only at ranges up to a few meters (Schevill et 
al. 1962). This channel cannot be used at n'igh t, except nlaybe at very . 
·.· . ' 
~hort distances .(Kinne '1975). Within these limitations, the op_tical·· 
,• · i 
I 
~ . ! 
., 
.. 
channel has great communicatory potential: it. . can carry 'very complex· · . 
. I 
... ,\ 
signals··illstantaneously and support a very high rate of signa-ling (Hail-
. man ·1 ~~7; H~rman a 'I'avol~a 1980; Schevill.!.! ~· 1962)," , . . _""" 
Jtudies reviewed in· Herman ci Tavolga ( 1980) and Madsen a Herman 
·( 1. 980)' .revealed that oceanic cui, on to:cet~i have a wide field of: vision,-
good brightness and . moveuie_~t detection, .: jnd . aie sensi ti ~e- to those 
~avelengths- 'that dominate in the euphoti zone. Vi.sual.a9uity is good 
at 1 m, but deteriorates rapidly with distanc'e. Color vision -is prob- . 
ably weak or absent ·and · discriminatio~ of abstract-forms is poor. At 
least for the bottlenosed d~lphin (Tursiops truncatus), long distance 
• • ae~i~f'\ision is fairly go_od (Herman ·.!! :al. 1975) • . Not much is known of 
I • 
mysticete vision. The relative number :Of fibres . in . the optic nerve aug- · 
gests better vision in +sticetes than _odo~_tocete~ (~~nne 1975.). · 
Cetaceans can · pro.~~ce o·ptical ·signals passively (presence vs. 
abs~nc~, body coioration, · ori-entation) or actively (by adopting sp~~~~l · 
. - ·.. .. I . . . ... . . 
po~,tures and behaviors}_(Hai:lman:1977; : Herman a T·avolga. 1980; -Mads:en · ·a 
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'Herman. 1980). Social communication is .only one f unction of . body '. 
coloration, as it can evolve in response to several selection pressures: 
I 
thermoregulation, feeding auccess, predation, social 
. . I . 
For example, · some studies show a . (Hailillan . 1977). · 
coloration and feeding habits: cetaceans ' feeding on 
items or ·in near darkness are uniformly ~olored, but 
faete r prey under conditions of good visibili.ty tend 
· e-nvi·rorunent, etc. 
correia tion between 
slow movinj prey 
those which feed on 
to be crypJically 
colored · (Madsen & Herman 1 980). Brodi~ . ( 1977) also hypothesized ·some 
deceptive functions of the white coloration of North Atlanti c humpback 
whai.e: flippers aDd t~.~ wJite patch present on North AtlaDtie minke'S 
fl.ipper~: these whales feed .Jn fast moving schooling fish and might use 
.their · flip'pers .to herd the fish toward their mouth. He added that ·popu-· 
. ' lations of these two ·species that feed · on sa.ower prey' have darker .· 
flippers. This fu.nction of coloration does not preclude its use :for · 
social co~unicati.on (predatc:>r-prey interactions . . and ~ intraspecific or 
social communication are two subsets of animal communication in 
Hailman Is classification ( 1977)). as ofte]' 'contrasting pa'tc~es are found' 
on .~eiea that tend to travel in large g roups (!!adaen a · Herman 1980), 
In summafy, the~ optical channel is restri ted to short distance communi-
cation in cetacea~s, .and more likely to be well developed in ve.ry gre-
. ga rious species. In these cases, its possible uses are 'coordination of 
·group movements, - identifi.cation of species, sex, ag'!' .and identity, 
courtship, nursing, communication of physiological and behavio-ral states 
{Madse~ a Herman . 1980; Tavolga 1983). 
Acoustic signals. Sound tr11nsmission is often efficient even over 
I 
~ I 
.. ; long ranges . underwater ( Sche'.{illll al. 1962; Herman & Tavolga 1980). f 
· j Th_e· speed of sound varies directly with temperature and preseu ~e (Payne 
··- ~ ·~ .. --, .... , 
. 
. . 
I 
1. 
! \ 
' . 
' 
.. 
' • 
.. 
t: { ., 14 
. . ·. "'-~' -
. ... 
-a Webb 1971), but is about 4.5 times faster ·underwater than in ! air 
, ; . . .. 
~ ·r 
!" ·(Kinne 1975} ·. ·· Four · factors · affe-ct the distance over which a sound is 
,,· 
.audible: the tran·smisaion characteristics of sound in the. e_nviroMent, . 
. 
the level of . background noise, the sound intensity ·at the source, and 
. . . . . . . 
the _sensitivity of the receiver (Morton 1975; Waser ·a Waser 1917), • . 
... 
The main fac.to rs . affecting . soun_d t 'ransmission are geometrical 
spreading, attenuation and sound redirection. Geometrical spread~ng is 
. . 
the .reduotiori ·i'n sound intensity ~aused by the . expansion · of' . the ,ra~e . 
~-- - . . . 
f.~ont (Lyon' 1973: Mo rto~- 1975}· . The e~fects _·of geometrical SP .. readins on : 
sound propagation depend principa,lly on water depth a!ld stratification · 
. . 
of the water column (Payne a Webb 1971}. Attenuation is due to dissip~- . 
tiort of .energy as ·heat owing to the .viQcosity of' the medium and t·~ : . 
molecular absorption (0Piercy ~ et al. _1977; .. Wiley .a Richards 19t2) ~ .. 
·--
Att~nuation is proportional to distance and frequency: . low frequencies . 
• I • J • • • 
will transmit much further thjin high fre~~encies :(Payne. a w·ebb t97t). 
Sound waves can also be redirected by refraction~ ., ~eflection, diff;ac-. 
tion and. scattering;· ·thus ·affect.ing soutid - ~ritensity. at the receive·r•s· 
.. 
loce,tion.(!ng~rd 195'3; ·Lyon '1973;' Wiley ,.; Richa'rds 1978). Like attenua-
•• • I ' • • : !' .,, • f ' 
. ·tion, sound redire~?ti.on is more importati~ . 'for h!gher r.r~quencies. 
: . . . ·. . 
Background n~ise is rno re or less important, accordins to the fre-
• 1 • • . 
. quency and ·.the . local conditions-;:·. -·.'In general, noise decreases 'with 
.. 
increasing -f requency .(Wenz 1964.}."· In ·~~ - very · 1ov . freq~encie.s (t-100 
. Hz), noise is always important. ·:rts causes are oceanic turbuience and 
. pressure . fluc'tu'~tions, microseisms a~d occasi_onally, earthquakes; e~plo-
etc. 
. . 1 
Oceani. c t raf'fic is the mof!.t · .impo1etant aou.rce of ·noise in 
. ' . . . '· 
' ·' . 
· the 10-1000 Hz rang~. wh.ile surface agitation, . ~ich is ~ weather. depen-i. . • . . 
dent, · affect; a . mo!J'tly the 100-1000 Hz range, ; but creates ·noi'se in fre-
... . ' .. : . ; . 
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o\ ' t 
'· s:-~~' quenci.es· as high as 50 kHz; Biologica~·- sources can · al~~ make noise in 
. . I • . • 
frequenci-es o·f 10-50000 Hz (Wenz . 1962_.and '964; · Caruthers 1977). 
· The acoustic cHannel ~an transmit very ~omplex signals at ~ery . high 
rate. and can be used day and: night (Busnel· 1963). It often offers the 
~ 
~d . 
best potential fo_r efficient and effective ~-etacean. communication. 
. . \ 
\. 
In: the ~a~t few decade~, odontocetes have been successfully kept in 
captivitY·. Using conditioning and neurological techniques, several stu-
• t~ • 
die~ of odontoc~.te helfri~g (rev-iewed in Herman a Tavolga 1980;. Poppe~ 
1980; Ljungblad !!! al. 1982) revealed exceilent hearing _C&J>abil~ties, 
. . ~'-· \ 
fine frequency discrimination ·- and . higtiY precise sound localization ·.-
l . 
capabili~ies. Audiograms of· ·several species show s~nsi tivi ty over as 
<t• •. ; ·. . 
·' . 
._~a~ as~ t 0 6ctave_s ._. ;· . 
Stupiea ~!. mysticete _hear.ing -are ·more difficult. Wh·alers knew thd 
baleen khales had good hearing (Herman a Tavolga 1980), and.more 
... ~ . recently, anatomical studies revealed' that they haye --,~an acute · sensi-
tivity for low frequencies, but probably lack the very high-frequency 
~ \ · 
hearing -~apabilitlea of odo'nto_cetes·, (Herman .a -. T~plga: ·-1980). - Sin:ce 
odontocetes were found to hear best in the frequencies· they use for 
sound production, the same can 'be assumed . for mysticetes_ (C.al~~ell a 
Caldwell 1977). Most mysticete sounds published to date have their fun-
. ~ 
damental belov_-2000 Hz, vhlch ·corroborates 'the anatomica·l data • . -In ' the 
future, p~ayback experim~n~.s could be use( to more ·· precisely defi,ne 
their hearing capabilities.· 
.,, 
~~i~ntific _.,reports 
Finally, the capacity of cetaceans to produc~ sounds is ·vell known.-
''· 
of cetacean sounds abound (for review.s, see .Evans 
.,9.67; Poulter 1968; Caldwell a Ca~dwell 19.77.; ' Herman ~ Tavolga 1980). 
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It is clea:r that cetaceans took advantage of the good · transmissi!)n 
characteristics of the acoustic channel. They can prO~l;lCe signals that "" 
are transmitted over long distances. Dusky dolphins sounds can be heard . 
by.- -human beipgs at more than 0.5 km (Wurstg ·a. Wursig 1980), while spe~m 
::' . I 
whale (Physeter catodon) clicks can be transmitted ·over~ more than 10 lcm 
(Watkins 1980), Humpback whale song units have been rec.orded at 2.5-20 
km (Payne .a. Guinea 1983) ·.~ .A theore~i-ca-1 · r.a~ge · of 83 _( wHh sphe_rical. -.· . ,.: 
spread{,ng) and . 97'2 .km (cylindrical spreading. ~n~ ·special ·~epth -con4i- . 
i ' . . •.· ~ . . ' . " \ • • - ~ 
tiona) have been calcu·lated. for .the fi.n whale's 20 Hz. ~ignale ·(Payne ci . ~· 
• • • ' • f • ... • • 
Webb 1971)), · Sou~as can carey information about location, ·specie,s, sex, 
i • . . . · . 
'identity, activitY,, physiological and behavl,o'ral state" or serve to co_or- . ,. 
dinate behavior (Madsen ! . Herman 1980; F..o.rd & F~rd i9B1; Steinez ' 19~H;. 
' ' ' 
Tyack 1981 and 1~83; Clark 1982; McLeod . 1982; Ford ! Fisher 1983). 
Odontocetas .. also use sounds to detect prey or obstacles (i.e.~ echoloca-
' 
tion, seeNorris -.!!al. 1961) and may use them}o stun prey '(Norris a. 
Mohl 191:}3) • 
.. ' 
·'!:_ •. 
CETACEAN SOUNDS 
H:l.storical records ·show that Aristotle (in the fourth century. B.c.) 
and, more recently, many -whal~rs (Eighte~n and beginning of •Ninetee~ . 
• I , 
. I , 
centuries) knew that cetaceQns produce sounds 
I , 
(Schevill let al • . 1962; 
~--· 
Schevill 1964) •· ·. However scientific evid'Ance came only J.ith increasing 
I 
. i 
use of hydrophones during and after World \iar II . (Schevill et al. 
. . .. ·"' --
1962; 
Watkins 1977). Since this time, ~eta~~an s'Ounds have bean recorded reg-
ularly; 
"· 
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In many cases, it was dlfflcuii· to ascertain what species of .-wha.les :, 
··: . l .... 
were responsible. Often, the eq~ip~ent .could not cov~r ·th& entire fre-
quency range of the sounds. Loss of the . high ' !requencie~ was common 
~ith the equi}lment used. in · the fifties and early si~Ues (e.g., Schevill 
· et . al~ t962). · .More recently, most researchers have . used . equipm~_nt 
recording at least up to 10 -kHz·. But unles~ special--.fr'~cautions ·~re 
. -.! . 
'taken, low 'frequencies are still. frequ~ntly masked by ocean and equip-
men t ·noises ( Curiuni ngs et al. 19(58). 
· ~ . . . - .-
. ·: 
Thompson et al. (1979).reviewed the literature on ·mysticete sounds. 
-- · ~ . . 
All species ·b~t : the pygmy righJ 'w~a'le (Caperea marg~na:ta .) a;re kri;wn. ~o 
. ~ . . . '• . '"" , .. . 
· produce sounds (if sound origin was corre.ctly assessed it:t . ~11 the:. stu·> : 
dies). But the . • t • information is very frag~entary for . several species. '·t··. 
~ 
Sounds of several baleen whales have similar acoustic properties. · Winn • 
& Perkins (1976) . and Thompson_!!! al. (1979) divided them in four broad· 
c.~asser;~ and listed the sp,ecies· known. to niake ·sounds · in each cla~s._ The 
_f~rst group includes : low-freq~_e.n~y moans 0.4-3~ sec long, W:it.h fundamen-
tal frequencies of 12-506 ·Hz .• Alf baleen whales . ex.cept . the . sei'· lind . 
. . • 
minke wha_les are said to -produce such_· sounds. Grunt like thumps and 
knocks of shorter. duration form · the second class. They range fiom 40-
I . 
200 Hz and 50-500 msec and were· .recorde4 froin all species but the blue; ·o 
ser and Bryde's whale.s. "The third group ~ontains . chirps, cr~es, and 
whistles a~ frequenchs above 100Q Hz." ( hompson ._!! .!.!·' 1979, p. 425}. 
. . . . . 
Hum~back · and gray whales _are known to produce these sounds. ·Clicks· ·and 
pulses of. very short duration are ~he\ fourt~ class_. · Th.ey last 0.5-5 
msec and their bandwidth varies from spectes to species. Such sounds 
were recorded in presence of mi~~e, gray, humpback, sei, Bryde's, fin, 
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18 
·and blue whales.· 
.. 
All these squnds are ·welL iJtto human heariris.:range. · The blue whale 
~- B~ami.sh a Mitchell 1.971) and maybe the firi whale· (Thompson et\ al. 1979) 
: . -,-are ' thQught · t~ utter ultrasonic .{a~9ve human earlng capabilities) . ·emis.: 
. . .. j. . . ... 
s.ions. 
Because several species of, odontocete echolocate well, every time 
h b 
. . . l 
t at J aleen whale was- found . to produce _sounds of the fourth class 
;·(clicks· ~nd pulses), · the · P.Os~ibili ty that they too might echo locate :vas 
J ·• • • • . . . . .. 
· raised. · Very_ ra~ely were the acoustic . properties ·or the ciicks, investi- · 
. . 
·. gated ·to see if t~ey could, at .least in theory. be _used to ~etec:;t the 
.. favorite .prey . of the. whale, as in Beamish a Mitchell (1971 .and 197,) • 
.. II~weve·r, echolocation .has .riever be.en · demonsha~~d in· mysti.cetes . .. . Beam-
ish (1978) 
. , ~ 
reported t'he . only cent :t:olled experiment on the ·matte'r: a 
b.lind(olded .humpback ran silently intc;> obstacles instead of emitting the · 
clicl(a; that the species is known to produce • 
HUMPBACK WHALE VOCALIZATIONS 
~Eariy 'reports. Rawits (1909, cited,in .Slijper 1979 and Watkins . 
1967a) describes a noise resembl1.ng· a siren that was. made by a school of 
· forty humpbacks. The frequency of these howling blows first increased, 9 . . 
but decreased at the end. Simtlar "whe·ezlng". b'iovs have been recorded 
·-, 
· by Watkins (1967a) who confirmed Rallits suggestion ·tflat they are caused 
by constricting the nostrils. Contrary to normal blows; wheezing blows 
( . 
' . 
are clearly au~ible underirater (Watldns 1967a). 
I • 
: 
Whalers knew that humpbacks produce sounds underwater (e,.g., 
I • 
I 
·Aldrich . 1889; Nordhoff 1940), · but · the ·first recordings a_re probably 
' . 
those of ?chre~ber (1952), f rom Hawaii. Sou-nds of "ra th.er mus ical qua~-
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ity". Ye~e recorded in early spring, during the. seas"onal presence of 
I 
whales c':sdhrei~er ·1952. p.1 ~ 6)_·· JA~~~rdin~. to Herman ( 1979), the only 
·. species of whales present ·in the ar a at that time o{. >ear .. _are · hump-
backs. . . .Sch~~ill ._!! af- ( f962) . reported that :loY freque~cy sounds (300-
, 400 H~) . w.ere recorded from humpback_s. In a later pa'per (1964, P• 310), 
Schevill reported a seasonal effect: 
.. . 
. . . . - . I . . . 
" - • • p - • • • 
. The sonorous moans a!d . screams . associated with . the migra-: 
tioris of Megaptera. ·pa ·i;" Bermuda and Hawaii may be an audible 
manifestation of more . fund~'me.ntal ·vernal urges, for in . New 
England waters and at othe_r seasons ·we do not · hear anything 
nearly so spectacu·lar from this spe~ies " • 
. - . . . . 
. Humpback song. Watli , gton in Bermuda .(in Payne a McVay 1971) and · 
Kibblewhite · et 81. _(1967) in New Zealand also .' recorded numero.us sounds 
:1 · from humpbacks m~~.~a-ting toward ~heir breeding gr~unQ.s. · In . the la.ter 
. r· ~··-· _ .: ... study, . the sgunde_ were cal~ed the "Barnyard Chorus" an~ ~on~istedo ~f "a 
c)lorus of squeals, creaks, . cries; barks, . groans; . arid who_ops"· (Kib-
·' 
' . : 
blewhite et al. 1967, P• 644) • Payne 8: McVay (1971) studied . 
· Wa-tlington's tapes and found that the sounds . humpbacks .utt{tr in · Bermuda 
corresponded to a defini t~on of song· given by Broughton ( 1963, p. 883): 
' · 
. .... 
"a · series of notes, 
in succession_ and 
sequence or pattern 
gene rally of more than one type, uttered 
so related as to Nrm .a recognizabie 
in time"; ., . 
'· ····. 
Since this_ early work, humpback songs have been recorded on -the · breeding 
·.- grounds of both the Nor~h Pacific .(Hawaii) a~d the Northwest Atla~tic 
' ' .. , ' '' 
. (the Caribbeans) populati.ons (Wi.nn.!! &• 1970; Payne .1978; Winn ci Winn 
. ' . . 
1978; Whitehead a Moore 1982; _ Payne _!1,!.!.: 1983)". 
The . humpback. song is th?. _most 9,0mpiex. voca:).izatio·n reported from a· · 
· whale,_ and from any animai.ac_cording to ·wilson (1975). Tyack (1982) h4s 
·. ·comme'nted on 'this presumed. CC?mplexity. A song is composed. of differ~nt 
uni. ts, : which 
f· : a~~ .; __ the_ shortest.
1
sounds .t hat are continuous to the . ~uman · 
·: · 
I 
. '• :. : · .. ,' :~. 
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ear in real time (Payne & McVay 1971; Payne et al. 1983). Uni ta • are 
not utt~red ~ at . random, but organized into . short sequ~ri.Cel!J called 
I 
· p~ra.ses. Phrases can be . rep·eated a variable numbet of times, ,to fo~ a 
theme. Several themes form the song. An animal will usually start 
. siri~ng aga~n almost vi thout bre.ak after it finished a song, t~us pro-
ducingij'a song session. ~rom one u ttE,"rance oj}the song 
tpemes ·may be deleted, but the order .of the · remaining 
to 'the n·ext, some 
th~~s ia ·. very 
_: prediftabl~. . 
- rinn et ai. (19'70) studied singing humpback in the \fest Indies· and 
- ~ . 
~ound t~at' one sequence of the song, called the surface ratchet~ corre-
latee · wi1th · the surfacing of a whale, presumab~y the singer. ·\finn a liinn 
( 1978) also reported that songs are always -uttered· by lone individuals. : 
..... 
This fact has been. co.nfi rmed by Tyack : ( 1 982), who recorded 96% of his 
songs . f -rom · single _whales, and Whitehead (1981), who . fo~nd 94% of his 
i . 
singers to be alone. i Tyack's work ,in Hawaii (1'982) presents the first · 
1 
\' 
. evidence that humpoack song is a courtship display. As in \finn a Winn 
. " 
· (1978), _the few ainge;rs that were sexed were males (with one possible 
' i. i 
ex"cep.tion) •.. . Also, nearl:iy groups would swim away from a singer, or 
tovud it, 4epending on their . composition (Tyack 1981, 19.82 and 1983). 
· Payne (1978), liinn.!! al." (1981) and Payne & ·Guinea (1983) found · 
· geographic . variation in the . song. Animals from .the Pacific and the 
Atlantic have different songs. even if they shar~ the same song foruiat 
' i 
·(Payne et al. 
--
1983) • . .For both breeding stock;3, it was noted that. :the 
. ' ~ . 
song changes. f .rom year to year • Tpe reasons fa~· this are not clear •. _I .t 
. :i.s. not that whales forge.t· some details of their song during their feed-
in·g season, since Payne_!!! al. (1'9~3) t'ound the song at th~ beginning of 
a breeding season p·~actically unchanged Sil)Ce the pr~~eding spring. In 
• • •' , ' ·• I 
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~ fact, . the changes take _place progressively during a breeding. s.eason. 
Since · id is suspected th,at whales do not remain at the sB.DJe plac.e but 
·continuously move ~hrough their breeding area ·(Herman et · al. 1977), 
. ·_qhanges . in 'the· song might be caused by this .turnover of · singers. But a 
., 
study by Guinee',!! al. (1983) ruled out . this hypothesis:· k.nowri individu-
ale recorded several times d.uring a singing season had changed their 
song, along vi th the rest of the whales. Having found that themes grow 
in . complexity · and then begin to deteriorate, . Payne . .!! al. ( 1983) pro-
. . poa~d -iha.t·· t!his c.ontinual modification of· the ~ong results· fro~' female : . .,; 
.. . ' ' •. . . .· . . ' ' . . 
• f ' • h~p~a·c~s selecting·. ,males . wqh a :complex song. It is . still ·not· clear 
why al:l males sing the same s'orig a 1;· a given time, if · selection 1s : for 
., ' 
song complexity. Maybe some whales gain in adopting the song of .'othe.r 
whales; like. inexpe ri'enced indigo buntings (Pa~se rina cyanea) increase 
0 
their r~~roductive fitness. by mimicking the son_g of successful.males 
' 
(Payne 1983). Some female songbirds are especially st-imulated by expo-
sure to .. l ore varied song repertoire".( ~~:::·--1.976}. · · · 
- ~· . 
Social sounds. 'rhe song is y t the hum~back'~ only 'localizati.on. 
Other, sou.nds have· been recorded· dur~ng -t~e b~eeding season and iil sum-
- mer, on ' the feeding grounds (Schevi11 _1964;· Winn et al. 1970; Tyack 
., 
19B2). Even if they can be produced in sequences, they lack the complex. 
temporal .organization of the song.· Contextual informatiQn· is difficult 
~ ·.t ·. ~ 
to gather. Some of these sounds were recorded from humpbacks entrapped · 
in fishing gear in Newfoundland (Beamish 1979; Winn et al. 1979). Some 
! ~ . . --
were recorded from the large active groups described earlier. for the 
. breeding grounds (Tyack :1982). · In fact, Tya.ck called these .. phonations 
"social sounds" because they · were primarily produced by whales in 
groups, · as opposed to the song which 'Is produced bj" lone whales. 
. . 
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-. 
reported i'n the · · 
. ' 
The sounds are grouped into genera'f types. R·e_:ferences are listed· at the 
bottom o:f · the . table. The descriptions of the sounds were obtained r'rom 
each publication. and/or by looki.ng at the spectrograms (RR s ·tands · for 
repetition rate, in pulse.s per second). When a , apect rogram was present, · 
its~ upper limit (UL), its ·scale (s, either linear or logarithmic) - · and 
the analysis filter (AF. na (narrow) oiwi (wide), -when the value in Hz 
was . .not gi. ven) a_re indica teg. · 
SOUND 
TYPE 
REF. - DESCRIPTION · FREQUENCY PEAK · DURATION SPECTROGRAM 
RANGE FREQ UL S AF . 
(kHz) .(kHz) (~ec) (kHz) (Jfz) 
wheezing blow 
shriek 
'o-4* · t-1'.5* 2* 4 . lin 20 
. I trumpe,t ting · 
flipper o~ 
tail si~ps 
[ 4 ]- broad band. pulse 
.: 
va. rious 
moans 
. . :[6] 
[6] 
moan with 
:fast RR: 80-15 
pulsed moan, 
slow RR: 25:..50 
[6] pulsed moan 
.05-.6* 
• 05-.5* 
ending i.n~ 
[6} .pulsed-moan .05-.6* 
. · ~ing in moan 
· _ _.-----l5] rat.chet, . increa- .1-'2* 
-- - - · · sing RR · · [4] moan 
grunts [4] grunt 
yups [6] Yup, fast RR ~-~ .05-1* 
[4] yelp 
chirps [6] pure tone o.r 1.1-9.5 
broadband 
cries [6] :freq modulate~ 1 .}·~2 .2 
cli,cks ·· 
1
21. · pulsive . : 
_2 . double-cliqk . 
6 narrow-band · 
6 wide-b~. 
······ 
2-5* 
. (continued on next _ page) 
., 
~ ~ 
.2-.4* .63-4.55 1 lin · £. 
·lin na/wi 
2* l i n na 
.2-. 4 * 5* l i n na 
. 3 log 300 
.05-.4* .11-.29 lin na 
.04- • 15 4 lin na . 
.22- •.25) 4 lin na 
2-5* .02 . 15 lin 60 
15 lin 6o· 
1.5-2.8 ,008-.01 12 lin .na · 
: .005- .007 1'2 lin na 
'r :, 
.. , ·. 
, - -------~---- l ... 
. .. 
.. . . 
.. 
, 
• 
. . - . 
'. 
0 
\ 
f' 
.. ~. 
,• 
·_Table 1. · (Continued) 
. / 
• 
SOUND 
TYPE 
click 
· trains 
others 
. '• 
REF. DESCRIPTIO~ . 
2 clicks 
5 click .train 
5 click train 
5 click train 
4 pul:se train, · 
RR:: ·1, plus . 
· .04-1.2 kHz noise 
· [ 4] pulse train, 
RR> 1., uneven an,.. · 
plitude 
[7] pulse train 
g~~ (no' name) white-noise 
blast 
. ~2l · pulsive 3 whooshes 
5 pulsed sounds 
4 pulses, low 
7 
7 
. 7 
· a 
8 
and narrow 
type 1 
... 
type -1 5 
type 25 
type .A · 
type B ·~-
,. I .. . : . ~~-" •• I 
.. 
'.. - .. . 
' . 
-'· ! 
. I 
., ·;' . 
'· . ! :_ ., . 
' 
' 
; . 
 .. 
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' . 
1 .. . ·- •. 
FREQUENCY PEAK! DU_RATIOU SPECTROGRAM 
RANGE ' FREQI U.L s AF 
. (kHz) - · (kHz) (sec) ·(kHz) (Hz) 
1-3* 
.5-3* 
.25;. .8 
.. 
>0.5 
.1-1 • 5 
2* ·• 36* 
2~0-2.1 
'8.2 
1 * ~ • S* 
· · . 1 B-100 
' 
. I· 
: 
I 
' I 
; 
1:· . 5-?0' 
0-2* " 0-. 5* / ·• 5* 
1 .5-14* 5..:.8* I . • 2* 
1.5-12"* 
0-4* 
0-2* 
0-7* ' 
0-4* 
0-4* 
o-.4* 
o-.4* 
_  6* ' • 2* ' 
.5-4* I 
.2-1 .2* '~ 2--?} -
. ! . -~ . 
1 0-1* 
0-1 • 5* 
0-3* 
.1- ~ 3*. 
.2* 
-~ . 
o':' .. . 
. : 1 -1 • .• 
" 3* 
-2 -5* 
.s-1'• 
: .1 -.;• 
1 5 li'n 60. 
3 log 300 
-:j ' 
2 ·lin 
15 lin 
20 
60,' 
· 1 5 lin 6'o . 
5 log 
3 log - ·300 ; 
. 8 lin 
6 lin 
6 u-n 
.4 lin 
· .4 lin 
* approximated from the published spectrogram~ 
' ' 
Watkins 1967 . 
Winn et al. 1 970 
Perkins a Whi. tehead 
' j 
_. I 
(4] Thompson et al. 1977 .! { 5l Beamish 1 979 , 
1977 ' 
1-
, , f-
I 
I 
. ! 
' 
f
6j· Winn et· al. 1_979 
7 ·Lawton 1979 · 
' ~ 8 Tyack 1982-
.. 
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: ;-,:~ 
Lawton (1979) .recognized 2~ferent sound types · from h~packs 
feeding in Alaska, ~ which is more than what has been recorded from any 
··othe:r species of baleen whale. However, no comprehensive list of 
. , 
~ .. i . 
·back sounds has been produced • 
hump-~ . 
Most of humpback's social squnds that have been published are 
iisted in Table 1. Soun~s recorded on the breeding grounds were 
' . 
·. excluded ·, ·unless it was cle~r that they were. from non:..singing whales • 
. · · -..) . S~~e of the sounds · a~~ exhalations, t;il or flipper slaps on · the sur-
. , -
'"' ·'&J 
--face, or .pose'ibly clashing of baleen plates from · wave act i on (e. g., 
pulse . ·train~ ·. reported by Thompson. rt ~· 1977). The others are thought 
to be vocalizations. Many of the terma ·used by the different authors to 
describe vocalizations were not clear.ly !efined, ·which makes comparisons 
. :-.: 
q • 
I . 
difficult. 
The present study investigates the sound producti.bn of northwest 
. A.tlantic humpback whales on their Newfoundland feediJ?g ·grounds 
~ . . 
CLASSIFICATION OF A REPERT IRE 
!l 
Sources of signal var'ability. One prerequisite of communication 
is that the receiver must be able to decode the _signal. Some charac-
teristics of· a signal must an·ow its i4entification by ' the receiver.-
Ve.ry rarely, however, ~re all · utterances of .a signal be · identical. 
. . 
Variability is induced 'at many levels. The first lev&l is~alled 
t' ~ ~ -
within-individual va~iation: an animal repeating a . signal severa~~imes 
. :\ . 
will not produce exactly the same signal each -time. As stated by_ Sini t h <"' 
et al. (1982), this variability may be interpreted as . random vari~tion 
. - or as a systematic variation that conveys some information (see the fol-
.• 
.. 
. .. 
... 
. .; . 
' ' 
\ 
I . 
' • . 
' . 
I · .· 
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; . 
. . 
l:owing dis.cussion on gl"aded signa_ls). ' 
... 
~ - ~ --
The identity of. the' sig;aler ia .anothe.r source of variability. For 
example, several studies could·discriminate statisticaliy the identity 
of senders by the ·characteristics 
.... 
of the_ir sou~ds: .Smith !1 al • ( 1982). 
with squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus),_ . ~ack~ &. Schev~~l (1966), 
spe~ · whales, Caldwell~ Cal~ well (1971) and Caldwell · et al. (1973), 
·dolphins. It is . generally ass\lllled that th.e animals can also p_eiceive 
. 
the_ae differences •• In ~orne ·cases, percepti~_?· of individual . differences 
has b~en d~monstrated: .for exampl~, brow~ hyaena (Hyaena brunnea) · recog-· 
. . . 
nize other ind.ividuals' . scent marking (~ills et al. 1 ~80); -niother -~or.t~:-
.. . 
• . ern elephant seals (Mirounga angust"irostris) : r~cognize . . ... their·. pup . ~ 
_ ..... 
· . - ~ea-Uzations (Pet~inovitch . 1974) • .- . . 
Sex ·and age of indiViduals can also contribute to s.ignal and . raper-
toire variability. Ant: mala o.f diffe r.en:t sex or age class may use · sig..; 
nals that are specific to their sex or class. Signal structure may also 
be dependent on . sex or age (Green · & ·Marler 1979). For example, acoustic · 
._signals of several species are size dependent: .Pitch changes _ ~th age, 
since sound frequency is dependent on the size of the sound production 
system. Gautier & Gautier (1977), Hafner & Hafner (1979), and Prescott 
' . 
· ( 1979) reported ontogenic. change~· in signal J:li tph. 
'It is advantageOU!)! for animals l~Vi_ng' in stab,le ·SOCial Units to 
distinguish between giOUp memb.ers and stiangers. Information a~out 
. ~ - ~ 
group membership can be obtained. in. sevetali ways. · . Signature ~nforma-
tion, as described a~o:r.e, can be sufficient to recl)gnizE!· a ·.stranger froll! 
. ·a _group-mate (i._e.; non-familiar from familiar signals, as "in coyotes; 
. ~ latrans, scent marki.ng, · Bowen 4 McTaggatt Cowan 1980). Sometimes,-
group membership is an . additional source of variab.ility · by itself: 
• • 
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group-ma.tes can have signals more similar to :each others. signals than ·. 
to those' of·outside~s, or- groups can use a certain number of unique 'sig-
nals (i.e., signals not shared by other groups, or at· least not by all 
groups). Such group-dependent signals are called dialects and have ~een 
. frequently reported for birds (Marler 1970; · Nottebohm 1970)_, .but · Blso 
for social odontocetes (e. g., Ford & Ford ( f981) and Fo~d & Fisher 
(1983) on killer whales,'' Orcinus • ~· and · McL.eod · (1982) on pilot 
" ,.. 
whales, Globicephala melaei1:a) • . 
Finally, distinc.t populations of a species . can present . the same 
· kind · of va·riation in' their repertoire. 
...... . ' . 
In cetaceans, this -geographic 
" 
variation has been rep.orted for the humpback· w.hale, 
.. 
~s explained ear-
. ' .. 
lier. 
· Graded signals· • Studies on p-rimate vocalization·s revea.i'ed ·.that . 
..• . 
species that must rely· · on a single · CO!M!Unicatory . channel for.mo'st·-o( 
their needs have discre-te signals, i.e., the different signals of their' 
. 
... 
repertoire are w-ell stereotyped, easy to recogn.ize. ·For example, .arbo-
. ' 
real primates living in dense forests ·communicate principally · .. in' the 
. . , . . . 
.. acoustic channel, optical communication . being p~ssib~e at· veX: close 
. 
range only • . To avoid information being lost during transmission, most 
signals are in well categorize'd classes, .little affected 'by envi~onmen-
tal noise (Green c! Marler 1979) •. But when more . ~ha!l' one . . channel .is 
: f·;~;dily available, signals are often gra~ed: no natural boundaries can 
. { 
be found and. a complete range of intermediates is present between ·. 
categories. This is the case in close-range signaling of _many primate .· 
species. Sounds wer!l graded~ .. but richly supplEimet:~ted by visual _ and ·ta.c-: 
tile signals, especially for species living ln large tz:oops in o~en 
environments (B~rne' 1982; Green a Marler 1979). With .·cetacean sounds, 
' ~~o · · 
' . f . 
: <, 
-· .. 
""'· 
:. 
~ -r - ~ ,. 
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on~ could expect that_ signals used fo'r l~ng distance communication are 
· discrete, to insure. that distortioa will not prevent decoding of ·the 
information by the receiver. However, animals interacting at close 
range may be using graded sounds, for the reasons given earlier. 
The inte-rpretation of such repertoir:es is difficult. Should sounds 
. that vary on -one . or more of_ 'their 'acoustic p'roperties be :put in a single 
' . . 
category, in· a , cert_ain number of -distinct categorie.s, or it,l an infinite 
number of classes? The .firs.t approach is 'simplistic 'and would not co.n-
. .. . 
t ri bu te much · to unde rs tanding . a spe cif;ls ··, repe rtoi r~. The two .others can 
' ~ • • ' I • • • ' 
• be appropriat·e. depending 'ori the speC?ies and ·s~gnals involved. In cer-
' 
tain cases, not all the variability is perceived or uhlized by · the 
.. . . . . . ' 
re_C?eiver, .and continuously. __ vari_able sounds are perceive~_ as. a se 'r:i.ci~ · C?t.: 
:discrete signals, just ·as human speech is for us. In · other · cases, 
grpded . signals are really a cont;nuum of s1gnals and .carry very detailed 
information on the signaler's behavioral state •(Green a !·tarlers 1979) • 
. -It is clear that descriptions .of signs)s are insufficient . to iden-
. tify the. differen~· elements of another spfcies~ repertoire. 
"It is an obvious but often neglected point 'that what an 
animal makes of a signal it receives.cannot be determined by 
analyzing the signal." (Green & Marler 1979, P• 99). 
Contextual information is very important to understand what use the 
species makes pf these s~gnala. · .Co~text includes. everything that pre-
. . 
· cedes and accompanies the signal1. as1 well as the behavioral and physio-
•log_ical , state ' ~fr both · the sender and receiver (Green a M~Iler 1979; 
Snii th 1 977). Fol exal!lple time, season, location, past ex:pe rience of the • 
-reoei ve r, · etc. are all part of context. It, can help the ~eceive~ to ) . 
P,r'!oess continu_ous signals as categori cal (Green· 1975). Observation of 
-·the response(s) ; of the receiver to na~ural occurrence of the signal 
.: . ,. , . ..,-::--~,.~~...,....1 - .. , ..... ,."~\"""!'----
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· . and/or to p_layback of n!tural or synthesized signals are also essen~ial 
to assess' categoricai· or cohtinu·ous va.lue of graded 'signals .. (Green a 
Marler 1979; Maurus ~ ~L . 1979; Byrne 1982) • 
, 
OBJECTIVES 
. 
The. objective· ~f this study is to record t describe and · classify · the 
sounds produced by· hu~back whales in _Newfoundla~d inshore waters. To 
classifY: whale sounds is a d:ifficu.lt task• 
; ; 
Except for studies on cap-
tive odon-tocetes (and, under ce-i-tai·n circum~tances, wild ani'nlals, .e.g.,. 
l.fcLecjd 19~2)t it is impossible to . determine within and between indi vi-·. 
' ' • • + • 
·. dual ~ariability. Sounds -are reco.rd.ed with .omnidirectional hydrophones · :·. . . . . 
. . r"'-"' . ' 
· and ty'J>ical'ly '· w{ll be produced while several whales a. ~.e presen~ in the · 
area: •. 'For the'same r_eason, it is very diff-icult t~- ~et detai:led -contex- . · 
tual information and to record the· · receiver's ·respons-e. . Often, the 
identity of sender .and _rece.iver and even th.t number of· animals involved 
.. 
in an interaction are not , known·. This should c~ange soont with the 
.. 
increasing use of. hydrophone az:rays,- allowi~g. determ~nation of the bear-
ing, and sometimes distance to: the sound source (Watkins 1972 and 1976; -
. Clark · .19BO), or when indi-viduals are instrume'nted with acoust'ical 
t rap ami t t~ rs. 
One must rely almost exclus~vely on si,inals ,· acoustic ,p~op~nties i ,n : 
analyzing cetacean repertoir~s~ · · · G~een a Marler (1979)- nienti~ne~ that 
·:.: . 
. human properisit;r _to perceive sound~ · categorically proba-bly le-ads to 
l.8beling animal repertoires as stereotyped even when physical analysis 
does not fully support this jugment. 
'· 
Al~o,- . the physical dimensi'ons used 
. I 
by the human brain to reach this result may _not be thos~ used by the 
.·· animal .unde 'r s_tudy • The bounds rf~s adopted may not · correspond to · the 
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natural; .boundaiies q.f-.a~). For these reasons, Byrne (198~, .- p. 24_3) 
concluded: 
. . I 
·"Since we now know that what .is . a ·urii tary call . to human 
~earing may be a number of independent. on·es t6 .the. animals, 
and a continuum to us may be perceived ·as : discrete 
categories, the many catalogues ~f primates (and other) 
call;!! based on human perception must of course be · ~egarded 
as unreliable". · 
Being ava re of these ~imitations, . cl.assif'icatiol,l of cetacean sounds 
on the basis of their .acoustical · properties is stil~ necessary. ' It 
. . . . ·.· ' ' . 
' would p-rovide :the :necessati bas,ic kno;_,ledge that "could lead . to concep-
• ' -~ .. - ' . 
.tion of hypotheses, . and~ later ·to the testing of these_. hyp~thesoo. .For 
' i 
example, ft would be. very hard to at.temp.t ·to ··.uae playback experiments · 
f •• • • 
_·.;,ith humpb~·c)c ' voc~lizations 'llithout h~~i-~g at' ieast a~ idea' of whlit ··the 
· -differ~rit signals are. · Similarly, it would·be difficult · to . : , ~ I d~sign· . an · .. · ... ; . 
exper.iment on synthesized· sounds without having previously st_udied their' 
vocali za ~ions. 
A catalog of humpback sounds, even if it has ~o be refined as more 
information is gained, allows one to investigate s t ch ·questions as tem-
poral organization• o~ sou£de, season_al . varia.tion,_ - pop~la.tio_~ ·. differ::;. 
ences, context of use and function, and eventualiy to get a better grasp: 
on social interactions such as males competing for females in the ' groups 
described by Tyack and Whitehead (1983). -::. 
Coding of data. They are ~ny ways to describ.e the acoustic pro-"' 
perties of a sound. EarlY studies (e.g., Dreher ' 1966) resorted to ·human 
hearing: sou~ds categories v~re established upon their aural impressions 
o~. the observer. Very little q'uantification was possible, and the deci-
sions about clustering sounds were arbitrary. . . ~ 
- ~ 
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with the-advent of sound spectrogr~phy, visual displays, (frequency 
vs time) ~f SO\lnds b~·came available. Classification could be done using 
! 
' both aural and visual impressions of a _signal. ]'~uantific~tion was rela- · ' 
tively easy, however, the. choice of parameters to measure was still 
arbitrary, and not necessarily relevant to the animal~ Pa~ametera fre-
quently measured were duration, bandwidth, frequency at the beginning 
and end; slope, inflection pofnts, and o_1;hers .(e.g.i ·Marler '1973; Gold~ 
stein 1978;' Sparli.ng ll Wi:lUa~s . 1978; Hafner & Hafner .i979; Cleveland ·"! 
Snolido~ 1982 ;. · Smith ·et al. .1982). · 
I 
. . , However, in most ~tudies_ the .ciassificati on was f! t ill done by au_r~l 
. . . . . . . ' \ 
and ..- visual examination of t.he sou·nds (E~ons "1978; Mart i ndale 19BOa). 
sometimes using such aids as playback of sounds "at" reduced speed (e.g. t 
· Lat:lme~ _1977; McLeod 1982). Quantitative· measu.rements were used for 
descri~tive -statistics ' on th~ s~und cl~sses. An ·impo~tant problem' wi_th 
· th~s . cla"ssification technique is that judgment of similarity is subjec-
! . 
• . i . . . • 
tive, ;and dependent on one's experience of · class i fica tion and 
. . . . ,· ·. ' 
knowl edge · 
of :. the communicatio~ system under analysis -(Maurus et al. 1979; Mart~n-
. ' . . · ·' - - . 
dale 1980a). These .studies .are difficult _to cqmpare and repeat. Sta-
. . 
tistical analysis (often multivariate _techn,iques) can b.e used, to ·help 
·deciding. if two classes are different or not (Cleveland ·a .Snowdon 1982)' 
. . . . ' 
or to check ,the classification and explore the relationship between 
classes {Hafner a Hatner 1979; · Sparling a Wi~liams 197B; Martindale 
19B0a). ·· 
' 
· A-'few. studies used multivariate analyses for .classification :or 
di scrimination of sounds. Howeve r , it vas usually restric ted. to com-
pari~ons ·of s ounds very similar to each other. . For · ~xample , · Smith .!.!· 
., 
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al . .. ( 19.82) studied individual ::vaxt'ationa using one call ,type and· five . 
individuals. .Goldstein ( 1978), ·Hafner & Hafner : (1979•) , ··Thompson et al. 
. " - .-
. . 
(1979) and Martindale (1980a) at~died - diale.ctic and/or geographic varia- . · 
I . . . 
tion each using a single call of a single species _(two .species in Hafner 
& H~fner 1979). These techniques help to standardize classification 
proce'dures, but can be plagued with two shortcomings: results are com-
pletely dependent on the reliabilitY: of ·. measurements 'describi'ng each 
sound, which are ' chos'en arbitrarily, and results can vary greatly 
according ~o . what multivariate techDi.que_· is utilized.· --A careful Clas-'·· 
. 
. . 
• ~ification by aurai and visual impression can b~ better 'than. one th_a_~ is ' 
. . . . , 
done statis'tically from measurements -th~t a~~ .irrelevant ·to th~:·_animal. · ·. 
Recently~ several digitizing procedures 
' . 
(i.e._, 
. : . ,. ~· j 
transfonnation of 
I ' ·. 
the spect rograp_hic representation ·of a sound into a numerical represen~ ·· 
tatiop.) have been described. They have the advantage that they' do not 
require subjective assigri'ments of character releyance :(Martindale . 
-~ 1980a) • . These methods (e.·g~, Ber:tram 1970i Miller 1.979; f.fartindale 
I 
. · : 
1980a; Clark 1982) are _also:better when patterns _rathe:r; than descriptive 
. measurements are to be CO!Jlpared, and ·are more approl!riat~ :;when .very dif-: 
ferent sound types have ·to be ' classified (Bertram 1970) ·. · .However, only 
I 
' . . 
Clark (1982) used a statistical technique (Principal Compo~ent Analysis) 
' . ·. to ~la~aify BD ani~l 'a aCOU!Jtic repertoire. 
·Digitizing sounds. 
( 
SeVeral methods·· of digitizing sounds have .been · · · 
reviewed ~nd th~i'r ~citential for classifylng. humpback · s~unda estimated. 
Bertram (1970) and Miller (1979) used A grid to digitize their sounds by 
hand. Sounds vera coded according to the .squares of· the grid in which 
energy. was . pre~ent. Relative amplitude was not .coded. 
. . . . - --
b'etween. sounds was calculated (also by hand} according to mat~hes and · 
.. . 
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· mism~tches ·\·of ~he squares repre!'Jenting each sound. This is ' extre~ely 
. 1 . 
time : ·consu'ining, but ve.ry . sensitive. Adret-Hausberger (19B3) used 
Miller's method .with a f~w modifications. Martindale (1980a) digitized 
the median frequency of the ''fundamental of his sounds, at 15 ms inter-
vals, vi th the help of a computer. As I will be discussing in the ne:z:t 
• ';;! 
had no easily lqcatable fundamental or 
. "' ·. -· . 
section, many humpback sounds 
. ' 
· w~re bfoadband. Martindale's method would not be satisfactory · in 
representing these sounds. Clark (1982) digitized :the -perimeter -around 
, , I ' 
the arsa of major sound energy of his sound$i · u~ing a digitizing tablet 
and . a computer~ 
each sound. This 
' I 
A, curvilinear regression .line was then computed for 
~· • I • I . 
coding technique prove .to be adequate in describing 
right whale sounds, but was no~ ver,y sensitive .for broadband sounds. 
In th~s s~~y, a new digitizing technique was devised to try to 
keep . a~ \ much information as possible on each of the humpback sounds. 
Cluster analysis vas then used to help with the classification process. 
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I.fATERIAL AN!) METHODS 
STUDY AREA . 
Humpback whales were observed in Newfoundland's . inshore waters in 
I 
I . 
, , , . • I 
;]uiy and Augua't} 979, · from June to Octob~r 198~, and ·jin April, July and 
. I · ' · . . . ·l . . · 
· Augus
1
t ~ 981. Recording was atte~pted at 9 locations, and sounds were 
produc~d at 6 of them _(Figure 1). No sounds were· r~corded · ~n ·198t, but 
. very few · whales were · seen: humpbacks were observed but· remained silent 
near St. Bernards, Fortune' a Bay (47°31 'N, 54 ~59' W), :t:n l(i ~less · Bay 
(47~16'N, · 52°45~W) ·and off_ T_orbay Pt. (47°39'N, 52°39~W.)·. · ~ounds .wer·~ 
·. recorded near Red Island; Placentia Bay (47°20'N, 54°10'w),' Gaskiers . in 
·- . 'st~I1ary's .Bay. C46°50~N· , .53~35'W), ne!lr 9hap~l Arm (47°35'N, 53°40'W) and :· 
~ull · !~land. (47°46~' N, 53°48'W~ in Tr~nity -B~;·, off Cape Bonavista (48°N, 
.. 
. . 
S3°4:fw)·, and near Salvage -(48°50'N, 53°03'W) in Bonavista_· Bay. : Except. 
for observations obtained off Cape Bonavis.ta,· where the distance · to 
s}lore · was ·approximately 20 km, . recordings . were ma_de very close to shore 
(0.5-5 km). 
POPULATION STUDIED . , 
Humpba~k whales that feed in Newfoundland and Labrador waters are a 
separate substo.ck of the northwest -Atlanti,c population • . Thei.r number 
has been estimated at 1535-2720 individuais by -Whi-tehead-. (1981, cited 1~ . 
. . . . . . . 
·wli:i. tehead et · al. 1982) U8.ing capture~re~ptu.re analysis • . As of 1982, 
' . 
1008 individuals have been identified in' Newfoundland .and Labra~or 
'(Katona__!! al • . 19~2). 
Although some whales re'main in Newf_oundland waters in . wi. nter ( J. 
Lien, pers~ c:;omm.), .moat of them spend the winter in Caribbean waters,. 
They begin to arrive in .New!oundland· in April, inshore sightings peaking · 
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during capelin .spawning. Whale distribution correlates with concen-
tration of its prey s·pecies. During · the summer, ~ .. ~orth,ard migratio~· · . 
II 
takes place from th~ south coast to the northeast coast of Newfo~ndland 
and the Labrador coast (Whitehead' !!!.!!.• 1982). 
RECORDING OF DATA 
Au 
, In 1979, 1980, i.t.nd in April 1.981 recordings were made ftO!ll · a . 6 m 
H.P. outboard engine. In. July and 
observat~ons .were· mad~. f~otCthe l'i.er n:; Alors, · ~a 9 m · s~eel .. 
. _,.  
. . : · :· hul.l· saJ,llng boat. Whale so~nd~ wei:~ recorded o~ Otfe ·channel of a Uher 
4~QO ·Report Stereo ·tape recorder,- using se.veral brands · of tape · (Sony 
. . ' . . .. ·' 
. ; , 
PR~150, Scotch 176, Scotch A~ 176, ~r .BASF tP35.) ~ A~l recordings . were 
' . .. 
: made at 19 em/sec, using· 13: Gould · CH-17 UT o~nidi.rectional ,hydrophone at ' 
a depth of approximately 10. m. At this depth, immediate surface no~se 
and most of the disturbing eff~cts : of near surface temperatu~e gradients 
l 
are ·avoided, and ·sounds· from cetaceans that. are near the surface and 
within 1 km .are ueuall; well .' ~~ceivel (Watkins.'1 .966).. This system . was 
flat .from 20 Hz to 18 kHz. . Locati'on, date, wea.ther condi tiona, species 
and approximate number ·or ·whales sighted, actiyity and position o_f hump-
• baclcs within km of the -boat were entered onto the second channel of 
: . . the tape recorder .•. 
. Information collected by )'!~morial University's .·Whale · .Research Group 
. ] . . . . 
vas used to locate .. whale . concentrations. The engine was stopped at 
• r . • 
, I . , . 
about 50-200· m of the. whales. If a general t _re.nd .was apparent in their 
movement·, . we would try . to stop tbe boat iri front of the whales. ·. The 
hydrophone vas lowered and r_ecording started. When the signal ~reng~h. 
decreased noticeably, recording was interrupted and the boa' moved 
I • 
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\ 
closer to the wha~es. Because o.f whale movements and boat d·rifting, 
distance to the .whales varied from .1-1000 m. Most of the time, 'whales 
were feeding. 'Recording migrating humpbacks (i .• e., swimming at more 
~· 
than 2 knots in a . s~raight direction) was not very successful, .too much 
time being spent moving the boat. Often, whales stopped whatever they 
were doing and came· to ;investigate ·the boat~ Gommol).ly, ·they would c i r-
. cle· the boat a · few times and resume their activities. On a few 
instances; ,they remained within · 50 m for as long as 2 hrs, and our pres-
ence obviously modified their behavior. But ··no{~~lly, they wo~ld not 
.Pay any attention to the boat .after a few .minutes. !·. 
At the beginnin'g of a .sessio.n, data were ·recorded for a ·minimum of 
5-10 min, and usually mpch long_er. I'f the·whales remained silerit for~ 
0 
' this period,- the· "pause". phase or· the recorder was used, makingit pos-
s~ble to monitor so~nd 'produc;:tion -without reco·rding. If whales started . 
vocaliz~ng, . ~he t~pe recorder cou~~ be started wit~in a few seconds. · ·If 
other whales . were in the vicinity, . a whale or group would -~e typically 
monitored for 1-2 hrs (sometimes less if~ acoustically . . inacti ve), and 
then anothe'i group would _be select ed • .. All the ~up sizes present in an 
area would be observed, with a possible bias toward 'group·s .- of 3 ·or mo.re 
. 1 ' 
' individua1s, usuallY: · .more active acoustically. However, it was often 
... 
impos.sible to control what group and'"how many whales .were in good acous-
tic range, _ as many groups would .come and leave the vicinity of the boat 
·when 
. \ : ' 
humpback density was . high. 
·Fin and ' minke whales were frequently present in ·the · w~rkin~ area. 
,.., . 
Sounds ' of the f .in whale iep6rted in th·e· li t~rature ·are. of very .10¥ fre~ . 
. quency (around 20 ;Hz.·, Payne & Webb 1971), with pos~ible . exceptiOJls (Pe·r-· 
,.rkins 1 966). No sounds were heard ·that could be 
i 
to f in whales 
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. d~ring this. study. All minke. whales that approached 'the boat (always 
s~ngle whales) · were silent. None of the sounds re~·ort-ed for this 
13pecies (Wi~n & _ Per~ins 1976; Thompson e.f'al. 1979) w:ere · _reqorded during 
this study. Three species of odontocetes were occasionally present: the 
_Atlantic white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus acutus), the whfte-beaked · 
. ' 
· dolphip · (LagenorhyncHus al:bir.ostris) ·and the Atlaptic,- pilot whale. · 
Their click ~rains ~~d squeals were readi~y .identifiable, even at 
,. 
sever~l kilometres. 
/ 
I am confident that the sounds reported here w'ere prOdl,lCed' by hum-
oack whales .. Often, sound intensity could b_e cor tela ted with t~e· dis-
tarice to humpback whales .• · Most of these sound!'! were heard both in· 
' , .• I, 
situations·. where only humpbacks · were present and ·a·i tuations where'. other' \ . . 
·whales were in the area. These .aounds were not · 'recorded w~ th good 
. intensity during the few situations where all humpbacks were distant but 
' . 
: a few· other' species were at clos-e range. 
Since the hy_drophone wa_s omnidirectional, it was impo~sible. to 
i 
assess with certainty what indiv~dual . humpback was the source· •. It might 
have been possible when very few whales were in the area, but typicall y 
I 
very few sounds wez:e recorded i~ these ·situations. 
cases, only id~ntification to ~he group was possible. 
SPEC1ROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
E.Jen' in the best of 
\ 
All tape~ recorded in 
All ~ounds wi~h ~ufficient 
the . · fie~d where lis.tened to · at least o~~~· 
s.ignal-to-noi·~e . aiio w~re duplicate __ d us. ing 2 
. - ~-:r.s · I 
Uhe_r 4400 Report-.Stereo tape recorders· at 19 9m/seq • . Ten .w'orking tapes, 
.. . :.' . 
. ' . . . . . 
containing these sounds were produced • .• Sound spec.~rographs (displaying 
frequency over' .ti~e)"we re produce~ on .a . Kay ,. El eme'trics . Corp. Di~ital .· · 
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Sona-~raph 7800 and Sona-Graph Printer 7900.~ 
o· 
All soun~~ were analyzed in the 0-4 kHz scale. This scale was a 
compromise to get a reasonable discrimination. in.the low freque~cies 
·without ·having to use higher scales too often·. It was sometimes neces-
_sazy, to use the O:B kHz scale as well, since some sounds had most of . 
t~eir energy between 3 and 6 kHz. 
A. Uher 4400 Report Stereo ta.pe recorder . was used to input the 
sounds in the ;pact rograph for all tapes, . ex.cept tape 9 ~nd the . first 
side of tape 5·. For these 2 tapes, a ~ony TC~~52 and Tc..:.270 ~tereo tape 
recorders were used. The output ' level of the tape recorder and the 
input· level of th·e spectrograph were adjusted to keep .· all sounds at 
-
~pproximately ~the same level for analysis. The linear frequency scale 
. 
wa,a selected. Wide band analysis filters were used: .150 Hz in the 0-4 
kHz scale and 300Hz in the 0-8 kHz scale. Dynamic range was ·kept at 10 
dB .(LOW-zero position), to. eliminate some · of the background . noise from 
the print~u t. ' This caused some loss of low intensity components. A 
print tim~ or ·6~ s~c was used • 
DIGITIZING · SOUNDS 
·Devising a technique to describe sounds. It was necessary to · 
~~velop a new method of sou~d coding, since a large number of sounds had 
u . 
to be measured, and many very diffe~ent patterns were obviously present. .. 
~ I wanted an efficient ' coding sy~tem that would retain as much· as possi-
' I ble of the ~ounds' structure; Bertram (1970) and Hiller's (1979) idea 
.:,· · · .of rep·rasenting each sound by a rna t rix was combined to Martindal~ 
(1980a) ·and Clark's (1982) use of a computer and digitizing tablet. I 
' decided to systematically distribute a certain number of sampling poinis 
.. 
I . I , 
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on the surface! of a spectrogram. 
Since very; few. sounds · w~re long~r than 2 sec, it was decided to use 
, ' ' 
a ' matrix .5overing 2 sec.· It means · that for the few very long sounds, 
only the first 2 sec were coded. Each . sound was described by a matrix 
of 16 rows and· 21 columns. The 16 rows represent 16 frequencies . 
selected from the ordinate of the spectrograms, according to a .loga-
< . 
rith~ic spacing (see Appendix A). . . These. frequencies are:· 125, 164, 216,· 
284,374,492,647,851,1119, 147-2, 193'6, ·2547, ·3350, 4406, ·· 5794 and. 
• • 0 • ' ~ 
7621 Hz. For ea<:@.. of these frequencies _, 21 d!lta points w.e~e distributed 
over 2 . sec, i.e.~ one.'every 0.1 sec. 
Following ..one of Miller's (1979) s·J,fggestions, sou~·ds we~e · centered 
horizontally in the matrix, 
· sounds start. 
.,_ 
to . avoid giving !too ~uch weight to how 
I R 
I 
I 
•I 
The digitizing was dane at the · Faqulty of .Envitonmental ~esign 
(University of Calgary), with. · a GTCO digitizer (.001 inch accutacy) and 
a Digital Equipment Corp. VAX 11/750 9omputer, using a program in C . 
language '(s~e program listing ih _. Appendix B). · One plastic ovetlay was 
made foi each kin~ of spectrogram: 0-4 ~nd 0-8 kHz. · They were both 
secured on the digitizing tablet. The sound . to . analyze was slid unde~ 
the apptopriate overlay lmd ·its baseline adj~sted. The sound could .be 
, ' 
placed anywhere horizontally,- as long as it was in the 2 sec .. window. 
Sounds longer than ... 2 sec where posi1(i"'ned as to include the first 2 sec 
in the Window. The s<?·ale ·of the sp~c~ rogr~m . (i.e., 2. 5 em/kHz and 6.115 
. . 
coi/sec for a· spectrogram i 'n the 0-4 kHz, range, or 1 .25 cm/kH'z and 12.23 
·. em/sec for a 0-8 kHz spectrogram) was entered in the computer, and the 
origin of the matrix (the (0 sec, 0 kHz) point) digi~ize~ • 
.. 
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,; 
.. The sound was played back ·at normal ·speed (and· at half ·spee.d when 
. . 
·-
- ~--- . 
~ -- . . 
' .. -
J 
, .. ' 
. 
..... ,. 
. ' 
.. 
. ,., 
. I 
neede.d) to insure that the beginning · . . and ending of, the .sound were . 
"t.~.-... 
correctly assessed. .'A few discrete measurements were taken 1s.ee section 
on "Numeric 46), us;i.ng the •:poirit" mode of the digitizing 
• 0 • 
data", P• 
tablet. These measurements allowed the computer to d·etermine how ~ to 
cenatz the sound on the time axi's. This- informa ~ion wa~ displayed, and 
_..;-----
the_ position of the sound adjusted accordingly. The ·digi t.izer wa.s . 'then 
. switched into line mode (coordinates were sent a~ long as the button wa~ .· 
pushed), and the CU rsOI passed1 OVer the s~ctions of the 16 · lines ' that 
,. . -..... 
. cover~d · the so_und, with the result that the program would write a 1 in· 
the matrix when the cursor was over one of the 336 sampling points. [_1] 
' 
---------------I 
... 
' ...  . ... 
·' 
,'"7'\ 
.... . 
.. . 
'. 
[ 1 ) \ . . Although this ·method was developed ind~pendently, it was subsequent-
ly found similar · to two other methods, ~which · do not make use of a 
digitizer. Koeppl et al. (1978) covered sounds. with' a grid and 
scored visually each'cell after the intensity of sound in contained. 
Rohlf & Sakal (1967) used computer cards as masks over the drawings 
of the organisms to be classified. Holes punched in the cards· were . 
the sampling ·units or cells. · In theif "systematic scan", the · cells·' 
covered the entire image, i.e., each point of the ima·ge· corresponded 
to ona ce.ll in ·the matrix. Presence of a black line t~rou·g};l a hole . 
was coded I, and absence 0. Results obtained with such matrices 
were .comparttble with results from studies using .more traditional 
l!leasuremente, like the dimensions of diverse structures on the dif-
. ferent organisms. 'They also tested tva methods to reduce the number 
of. cells. One was random selection of a ce r.tain number of cells. 
The other was to -use a lesser number of larger holes. These 3 
tl I tt • 9 ' 
.scanning methods -were comparable, systematic and random sampling 
being slightly superior • 
. Their syste~ tic scanning would· ine.~n to cover sounds with a 
complete g!id of~ufficiently small cells and would ' generate a _gr~at 
amount of data. Random· sampling would make it difficult to ·check 
the-.data visually, or to estimate discrete measurements from the ma-
trix. Incre~sing the size of cells would have made digitizing' .more 
difficult with the hardva~e that was !available to me. ·.In theory, 
the method used here is more closely related to random sampling, the 
most efficient method tested by Rohlf & Sakal (1967), . than simply 
increasing the size ·of the cells to cover the entire surface of the 
sound. • 
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. Figure 2 illustrates a sound covered by the overlay, and the matrix 
. . 
that vas · obtained from it. It should be noted that vith 0-4 ·kHz spec-
. I 
trograms, only 13 of the total 16. frequency lines were, .sampled, since.' 
the other 3 lines covered the f-requencies-above 4 kHz. For _..thi-tll'eason, 
aound.s analyzed in the 0;-8 kHz· :posed a problem: the 16 frequency lines 
. . 
liere · needed, but c.ould not be obtained from/the same spectrogram. This 
is because the frequency scale is so ~Qmpres~ed on ·a. 0-8 kHz ·. spectrog~am 
·that 'the 5, lowest frequency li!1e.s vould not .be.' discernible. Also, the 
difference in analysis :filter (3.00. vs 150 Hz) would have ClfJde comparison 
-
of . . sounds analyzed in different scales fallacio~s. The only solution 
~ - . ' 4 
that was fou~d to t~is ,probl~m wa.s to use· the 0-4 kHz. spe.~trogram of a 
sound · for digitizing its frequencies below 4 kHz, and the o-a kHz spec-
t rogram for the frequencies above 4 kHz, and then to combine the 
results. This had the disadvantage of being e ·xt reme ly. time consuming. 
Conventions. The folloving conventions were adopted to keep data 
. 
coding consistent. Pulsive sounds appear on spectrograms as a train of 
distinct click-like structures when ·the puliJe · rate is low enough (s.ee 
the beginning of the sound in Figu~e 2). For this reason, the shortest 
units. of sounds considered in this study C<luld not be defined as . con-
. 
tinuous traces .on the spectrogram. Instead, sounds that vere continuous 
to the human ear vhen played in real time vere the basic units, as in 
Payne !! f<lcVay"' (1~71 ) • . . . 
The discrimination of the individual cl.icks in soD!e pulsive sounds 
also made digitizing difficult. 
• < 
It vas difficult to remain consistent 
if. 't:ells were coded 0 when falling between two clicks. · A slight shift 
'of the spectrogram on the time axis could change the coding extensively. 
. ' · ... 
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ORIGINAL SPECTROGRAM FREQ DIGITIZED MATRIX 
(Hz) 
k 
t ~! 
i 
i 
lj 7621 000000000000000000000 
5794 000000000000010000000 
~ i i: 4406 000000000000010000000 
~ -- 3350 000000000000010000000 
2547 000000000000110000000 
19 36 000000000000110000000 • 
1472 000000000000110000000 
1119 000000000000111000000 
851 000000000000111000000 
647 000000000001110000000 
492 000000000001111000000 
374 000000000001110000000 
284 000000000111110000000 
216 000000011111110000000 
164 000000111111110000000 
125 000000111111110000000 
I I 
1 
TIME (sec) 
Digitizing a sound . The spectrogram of the sound (left), was transformed in a matrix 
(16 x 21) of binary data (right) using a plastic overlay and a digitizing tablet. 
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Since the same sound would hav\ appeared continuous (with side bands 
at "interval's corresponding to the . repetition rate) .had a na.rrower 
analysis filter been used (see Watkins 1967b), it vas decided tl~at · sam-
piing. p'oi.nts fall-ing between clicks of a .pulsive sound vould be coded 1 • 
. 
However, some · sounds _ (e.g., FiS)lie 3) wete formed of . subunits so dif- -! 
ferent of each otherthat it was ·not judged appropr?-ate to score in 
..ceells separating· them. · 
Harmonics have an acoustic. value and therefore should be considered 
. ·· . 
. when classifying sounds. _For pulsive sounds, . the periodicity, pi t _ch . 
• • I • 
'(frequency corresponding .to the repetition rate of a pulsi ve soun-d) :ls 
.hear«!,. in . humans (Camp:t>e~~ 1963) and : may have some value -for animals . ~s 
weu. : ·Also,' fc)r many humpback sounds it is at best difficuit and often 
impossible to distinguish a fundamental frequencJ. •• • This is probably not 
' just ~n effect of the scales and filters used here, ·since a fev ·sounds 
were analyzed with ~rover filters and/or on a loga'ri thm.ic. scale, and 
. 
still presented this problem. To restrict the portion of a sound that . 
should. be digi tiZ"ed to the dominant frequency -( freq u.ency vi th the 
. -y~est.energy, Broughton 1963) vould be p~one to subjective decisions 
when intermediate intensities are present, or when several frequeticie~ 
iue of the same intensity~ For .these :reqsons, all component~ of a sound 
~ere digitized. 
A decis'ion had to be taken for digitizing respiration sounds 
(blows). When blows were recorded at very close r_ange, three parts 
could be recognized (Figure 4). The first _part .seelll8 to correspond '-do 
noise associated with surfacing of .the whale. The se.cond par~ is the 
blo.w itself. · The last. part, rarely recorded, might represent the inha-
la tion. · For. the majo t:i ty of blows, parts . 1 and 3 were very faint or . 
( ..  
·'· 
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Figure 3- Two types of sounds for which the sub-units 
were considered too different to digitize the 
space between them. 
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Two examples of whales exhalations recorded at 
very short distance. For each example, three 
parts can be distinguished. Part 1 seems to 
correspond to noise associated with surfacing 
of the whale, and maybe the beginning of the 
exhalation. Part 2 is the blow itself. Part 3 
was rarely recorded, and might be the inhala-
tion. Part 2 was often well recorded while the 
other two parts were weak or absent. For this 
reason, only part 2 was digitized in sounds of 
this type. 
45 
'· 
absent, bu.t part 2 had a v_ery good _ signal~to-noise 
tt' 46 
, 
For all 
sounds that .could be recognized as blows, . only part 2 was digitized. 
Numeric ' data. More tradi-tional measurements were also taken on 
each sound (Figure 5) to obtain descriptive statistics on the different 
sound types of the repertoire. This was also done with the digitizer. 
These variables were measured before a sound wa~ di.gi tized; as explained 
i 
earlier. The following measurements were taken: mihimum, dominant and 
. ' 
e maximum frequency at three points (~t the beginning, at a visual a:pprox-
.. . ' 
. . 
'. ima tion of the middle, and at the end). 
, 
maximum and minimum ~requencies 
of the sound. nutation was comput'e~ usin.g. the ·coordinates of the dom-
• . 
inant f,requency at the begin'ning and at ~he ~nd of · the sounds. [2] 
When sounds had energy . below 125 Hz, 125 Hz was recorded as the minimum 
. . frequen~y. because low frequency noise so.metimes masked the ' real minimum 
. frequency. 
• From these mea~uremenbs, additional variables were computed using 
the SPSS statistical p·ackage (Nie .!!..!!.· 1975). These variables were 
' the difference in dqminan~ '{r~quency between the begi nning and t~e mid~ 
• dle, the beginning and the end, and the middle and the end of the sound·. 
Total bandwidth was also cons ide red. 
Data added to the matrix. Two sounds could have . the same- fre-
. I 
quency contour but ·very different acoustic properties, if one was toj al 
and · the other pulsive. Since pulsive sounds were treated as if ~he 
trace vas continuous, . the disti nction be tween tonal and pulsive vas not 
made in the matrix. Similarly, sounds that give a different aural 
.im.p ressiq.~ and look different on epect rograms were sometimes/~lustered 
(2] T~e total d'uration. was measured, ev.en for those sounds lasting more 
tha~.,,? sec, wM,ch were cut at 2 sec during digitizing~ 
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Other measurements taken on each sound: A 
minimum frequency at the beginning of sound, B 
peak frequency at the beginning of sound, C 
maximum frequency at the beginning of sound, D 
minimum frequency at the middle of sound, E 
peak frequency at the middle of sound, F max-
imum frequency at the middle of sound, G 
m1n1mum frequency at the end of sound, H peak 
frequency at the end of sound, I maximum fre-
quency at the end of sound, J minimum frequen-
cy and K maximum frequency. When minimum fre-
quency was below 125 Hz, 125Hz was recorded. 
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together in a preliminary analys{s using a small subset of the data 
(125 cases, randomly· selected). Such sounds differed in dominant fre-
quencies, but produced very similar matrices. This is because most of ' · 
. ' 
the information about signal intensit~ was lost during di.gitizing. Thus 
additional variables were needed • 
.. 
The beginning, middle and end sections of a sound were assigned 3 
categorical variables (0 or 1) each to code for ·tonal characteristics. 
· Information -about tela tive sound intensity was coarsely included by com-
puting categorical va-riables from the num~ric · data,· using SPSS (Nie ·e·t 
' . . . . 
.!.!·· -1975). Dummy variables were not used; because t the Jaccard similar-
i ty coefficient (see the 
' I 
following section, Classification) does not 
. I . 
take · negative rna. tches into: ·consideration. These 
! 
additional variables; 
coded 1 when the statement: was ' t~e, 0 otherwise, are; 
1 • begi'nning of ' sound is tonal 
2. beginning of sound is noisy _ 
3. beginning of sound is pulsi ve 
4. middle of sound is tonal 
· 5. middle of sound is noisy • 
. 6. middle of sound is pulsive 
· 7. · · end of sound is tonal 
8. end of sound in noisy 
9. end of ·sound is pulsive 
10. dominant _ frequency at beginning of sound is 1 kHz or less 
11. dominant frequency at beginning of sound is over 1 kHz 
1 2. dominant frequency at middle of sound is 1 kHz or less 
13. dominant frequency at middle of sound is' over 1 kHz 
14. dominant frequency at end of sound is 1 kHz or less 
15. dominant frequency at end of' sound is over 1 kHz 
16. dominant frequency at middle is more than 100 Hz _lower 
than· at beginning 
17. dominant frequency at middle is within 100 Hz of its · 
value at beginning 
18·. dominant frequency a"t middle is more than 1 00 Hz . higher 
than at beginning 
19. dominant frequency at end is more than 100 Hz lower than 
at beginning 
20. dominant frequency at end is vi thin 100 Hz of its · value 
at beginning 
21. dominimt frequency at end is more than 100 Hz higher than 
at beginning · i 
22. dominant frequency at end is more than 100 Hz lower than 
I 
"' . ' ' - ~ ...... ~, .. . ..., .. -
' 1 • ( 
•• 
,. 
.. 
... 
. , I 
; ' 
I 
• I , 
at middle 
23. dominant frequency at· end is, within 100 Hz ,of its ·value 
at m.Hidle 
· 24. dominant frequency at end is more than 100Hz hi.gher tha~ 
at middle 
,_ .. 
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Definitions for tonal characteristics are as in Clark (1983)·. A 
portion vas tonal if it contained only harmonics that were integral mul- · 
tiples of the fundamental frequency; · pulsive · if ·a complex harmonic 
structure or individual subunits were detectable; and noisy if sound 
energy was dis'tributed across a br~adband of freq·uencies (at least 1000 
Hz, in this study). Two combinations were possible for each portion of . 
sound: noisy-tonal if videband noise was mixed vi th a topal . sound; and 
n6isy-pulsive if wide band noise was mixed vi th an amplitude modulated 
... 
signal •. . 
The same 125 sounds selected for the preliminary a,nalysis were 
cluste~d . again, this time with the additional variables. Since there 
is no external criterion (i.e. a known cat.egory structure to which to 
compare the resuiting clusters), results were co'mpared with&. classifi-
\ 
cation based on aural and visual impressions, even if. such !l classifies-
tion is subjective. • It was found that results w.ere still better if 
these additional variables were given double weight (by reading them 
twice during cluster analysis). This was because of their relatively 
small number compared with the number of points in the matrh:. In sum-
mary, the · numb~r of categorical variables used was ?36 for the mahix 
. and 4B (2 times 24) additional characters, for a total of 384 variables. 
Selection of sounds to digitize. Table 2 gives the number of 
sound~ that were digitized from each working tape. All sounds · of good 
quality (i.e., good signal-to-noise ratio) were digitized. Seven of the 
.. ten working tapes were covered completely. Digitizing took mucyonger " 
·, 
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· Tabl.e 2. Con t ri bu tion of · ea~h wotki ng 'tap~ 
year 'to _the data set. 
and of 
'• I . 
WORKING · 
'\. NU!oil3ER OF SOUNDS ANALYZED . ' TAPE 
1979 . . 1980 TOTAL 
.. 
1': ' 
1 ts ·· 18 
. · 2 30 30 
3 . 26 26 
4 82 77. 159 
5 23 436 259 
6 131 131 
7 -14a 142 
·a . 167; . 167 
9 253 253 
,. 10 . 70 70 
~ 
TOTAL 179 1076 1255 
(%) (14) ( 86) (100) 
" . 
' ~ 1. 
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I 
· than expected, pri.ncipally. ·b'ecatise many SO'\lnds were digitized · twice 
(on the 4 and 8 kH_z scaies), 'and · the 2 pa~ts . had to be fused . after dig~­
tizing. · This process" is ~lmost as long as digitizing its~lf. For this 
. . 
reason, tapes 1 -3 were only partially sampleq. ·Selection was not ran- · 
" ; ' 
. dom. Instead, ·.the loudest sounds of the first side of . each tape were · .' 
selected. Th~ · number of sounds that· .was left can be estimated: for 
· .. . . ,
.these ·3 .tapes, a meart of 25 sounds were digitized for .each t 'ape. ,For 
. ···.each :of the o\he r tapes (exc~ud:i.ng tape. 10, whtch was only 60%. as long) . 
.. ; ' 
·-
·an average ·of 185 sounds were _dig~tize~d· . However, I·, noted th'at · .- the re . 
. ,.f' .. 
were 'p.roport'ionally fewer good qua·l'i ty sounds' on the · _fir~t three,- tapes', 
. . 
and estimated that less than 300 sounds. were missed. 
·. 
. ' 
A total of 12'5~ sounds ·were digitized_. and used •to . study 
' ·· 
ttie· 
humpback's repertoire. .So~nds · recorded in 1979 are under-represented, 
. . . 
. "' . ~ince 'they were largely .contain~·d in the His t 3 tapes.. They . 
o I l'• ' 
14% of the . 'totalsample, while 2..?% of the tapes iecor~d in 
I 
rep res~pt 
the fi~ 
- - / 
are from 1979. But again, the proport~~ri ·of good quali'ty sounds was 
lower in 1979. 
· CLASSIFlCATION 
.. 
. 
. . 
- . Clustering algorithm an!! similarity coefficient. 
,; .. 
' 
Hump back whale 
soun'd_a. were to be put. in cl,asses or cl~sters' which - pro~erties should be 
.. .. 
"int.erpal cohesion and external 'i,.solat'ion" (Cormack 1971), . i.:· e ·. sounds 
~ .. ·. 
that foini one class' should have more in co~inon with e~ch other than wi th 
' . 
sounds 'belonging to other' c~asses: Cluster a_nalyei s is 'a l,lSef ul mul-
. . ' . .; . ' 
tivari~te te;hnique to explore the' categozy structure of data, without 
:o-,• 
•' 
: . 
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iequiri:pg a priori knowledge of this. same catego,cy structure (Anderberg ·: ~ . 
1?73). The re are . many di.ffer~n~ a lgorithms pe xforming cluster ana lysis, 
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and . many· ways ~o . measure similarity between sounds. Choice of both the 
algorithm . and the similarity coefficieRt Jd 11 affect the resulting 
0 
category structure •. However, even if there is n9 consensus on the sub-
J • 
ject, ·the ~ature of the data, the kind of classification sought, 1 and 
experiments on the· relative perforinance of algorithms and· similari t~ . 
coefficients can be used to select an adequate combfnation of clustering 
algo ri thm,. ~nd similarity coefficient. 
Ave rage 'linkage (also called unweighted pair-group method with 
0 
arithmetic averaging, . or UPQMA, Sneath &'Sokal 1973) ~as .selected for 
the followin'g reasons. UPGMA finds non~ove rlapping eluate rs, a desired · 
char~cteristic for the classification of whale sounds. .When the 
. .. 
-
coph.enetic coefficient. i~ used to evaluate. distortion imposed on the 
* 
_data by the .cluster analysis, '\JPG~IA is optim~l (B/yce '1969; Sneath f969; 
F:arr:is 1969, c.;i.ted in Sneath & Sokal 1973; Corll18t~k t971). ' Clifford·· & 
. Stephenson (1975) found UPGMA little proie to misclassification anci'lit-
tle g~oup size dependent. From a visual examination · of the sp~ctro­
grams, graded signals were expected. However single linkage, the only 
... 
algorithm used more often than UPGMA (Blashfield & Aldenderfer 1978) 
1 idoes not give satisfactory ,results if intermediates are present between 
•clusters (Hodson et. al. 1966, cite~ in Cormack 1971 ). · UPGMA can~· handle 
th±s much 'better. Finally, in an experiment where seyeral types of per-
tuhations were induced in a data set of known ·structure, Milligan 
~ ( 1980) 
. best in 
'\ found 
\• 
,., 
tho~'e 
that UPGMA performed best. Most important,. ~t performed 
perturbations that were likely to occur in· sound digitiz-
• t' 
1t1g:. pre.sen~e of noise -~uring data measurement , (it would co"7espond tp 
. ' 
. both acoustic noise p;esent on the spectrograms and error induced during 
· manipulation of the digitizer'~~ c~~~or) anA presence of rando~ vJriables 
~ - \ 
' 
. ·. 
'i 
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.(variables that scored randomly ov.er ali· classes·). However, UPGMA .was 
~ot optimal when 
I 
I 
outliers 
I . 
I 
• . . 
categories) were plac~d· in the data .set. · Mil~igan al~o found that non-
hierarchical algorithms (also called k-~eans techniques) 'would be the · 
best techniques, if UPGMA was used first on the data . to select the 
<_ .. / starting seeds • . Howevei\ because of the number of variables used here~ ~
c·lustan (see below) does not allow for a great number of clusters to be . 
investigated, which • prevented me from using k-means clustering • . How-
ever, tests were made on subsets of data and did not show a great 
improvement over UPGMA. Appendix c e~pl~ins g~oup ~~~t· cluster 
analysis • 
. I chose to use the Jaccard sioilarity coefficient fo·r binary data 
(see Appendix C). This .coefficient has the advantage of being in' the 
0-1 range: sounds tha't do .not have any point in coomon have a similarity 
of 0, whiie identical sounds sc~re I. The fact that the Jaccard coeffi~ 
cient does not involve negative mli.tc}les (i.e. ·, cells w'here the sounds 
being compan~d both scored 0) is an advantage, preventing that ·2 short.' 
sounds having little in common be given high similarity on the account 
that both had many Os in the matrix. .Also, similarity between sounds is 
/• ·· 
not affected by the! ·composition of th~ data set (Buser . a · Baroni-Urbani 
\. 
1982) ~ 
Cluster analysis. Data storltfe . a~~ 'data . manipu.~ation· we~e ·on ·a · . 
Honeywell DPS 8/70 · computer~. Data were · transferred to a CDC Cyber 
:: 170/175 computer for cluster analysis. Version 2.1 of CLUSTAN (Wisha~t 
I 
.1978. and 1982) was used to run average linkage cluster .analysis. Clus-
- .. 
tan can handle a maximum of 999 sounds in a single run. It was decided 
to select 93q · cases at . random among the data set, ,for a first Clustari 
' 
. ' 
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run. · "-[3] An APL function (listed' in Appe~dix B) was · used to select 
caaes.at random from the data set. 
There.was no a ·priori criteria for selecting the cut-off value of 
the s .imilari ty coefficient (e. g., minimum similarity .necessacy to. beloll8 
r . 
to a cluster). By comparing the res~lts of this run (cal.led run. ;) -vith. 
a preliminary classification based on visual and aural impressions, it 
vas found that sounds that look and sound very similar to the ear can . 
··· have . similarity values well below 0.5. · However, · the threshold value 
~· ·: , · .. must not be too low ·either, as sou.nds that appeared :very differ_en~ to · 
the observer would be lumpe'd together. A 'l(alue of 0.45 appeared to be a 
good compromise. The number of clusters obtained (97) was still fairly 
large. Since it was necessary to use the author's interpretation to 
reach the final cla~sification, a large number of clusters was advanta-
geous: it is easier to lump clusters that are judged identical than 
• 
splitting clust~rs. However, some splitting was still necessary at the 
0.45 level. 
As suggested in Sneath a Sokal (1973); a few sounds from each clus-
ter .. vere selected to be run vi th those sounds that had been rejected for. 
the first ~n. To be conservative, five sounds instead of 
' 
. suggested in Sneath :a Sokal were used. 
; 
; 
represent the ~lusters jobtained in run 1 are 
run 
.. C run 2) contained 259 seeds and . the 
~lustered yet, for a total of 578 cases. 
• ' 
---------------
These sounds 
calle{ "seeds". 
. 319 cases that 
· th& three 
selected. to 
The next 
had not b~en 
[3] A 'subs~t of 950 sounds had been selected at random, -but examination 
of the data, it vas found that for 14 cases, the possibility that 2 
~ounds were present simultaneously could n~t be ruled out. These 
cases were · eliminated hom the data set and from thif first run, 
leaving 93.6 cases. ·The· total of 1255 sounds was establ shed · after 
these sounds had been removed. 
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RESULTS 
·. \ . . CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
'· 
Clustering of the seeds in -the second run. Run 1 : yielded -97 clus-
I 
I 
ters at the Q.45 similarity level, v~ile run 2 produced 114 clusters. 
!· 
Most of theJ259. seeds included in run 2 ver~ reclustered like in .run 
l 
{Table 3). 
It c~n be seen that 52 sounds {20%) changed cluster between run 1 . . 
and run 2. Most of _them (43 or- 83%) came from cluster~ that were large 
enough (6 cases or more) to require selection at .random of five. seeds to 
represent them -· in - run 2. The fact that random select~on was used)' 
· _in~tead .!}.f taking the most representative · cases of each cluster (this 
would have been possible wi-th a clustering method that finds centrof ds, 
·see ·sneath li Sokal 1973). is probably largely responsible for the n_umber 
of changes between the two· runs. In other words, seeds 'were not neces-
. . . . .,-
sarily representati,.ve of the majority of ,the cluster's cembe,rs. It can 
be ·expected that · such sounds, sometimes included in the cluster at 
""lues of sil!iilari ty very' close to the cut-off value (0.45) might . be 
reclustered somewhere -else in the second ~un. 
. . . 
· Addi tiona! clustering runs • Even if the clu'sters revealed by both 
.,.. 
I 
runs were largely the _.same, it vas desirable that ·an .sounds'· were 
. . . ... 
assigned to only one cluster. F.or · this reason, three· supplementary 
cluster analysis were performed (Table 4). 
In these runs, clusters in run 1 that had seeds in more than one 
cluster in run ' 2, . ·~nd/or clusters in run i ttlf ~ontained seeds ori-
ginating from more than one cluster in run 1, ·were included with all 
their · members from both runs. Run 3 included 741 sounds com_ing from 27 
clusters in run and 25 clusters in run 2. Run 4 incl uded 27 sounds 
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Table 3. Number of seeds that _changed· cluster in run· 2, 
versus the number of. s~eds repres·enting each 
cluster in run 1 • · 
\ ,_NUMBER OF SEEDS IN CLUSTER . TOTAL 
I· 1 :l i . 2 3 4 5 i6* 
NUMB~R lor cLusTERs 43 ' 11 8 6 28 97 
NUMB~R or· SEEDS 43 22 24, 24 140 6 .. 259 
NUMBER OF SEEDS THAT 0 3 4 44 - 1 52 
CHANGED CLUSTER IN 
RUN.2 (%IN BRACKET) .(o) (13) (17) (31) (17) .(2.0) . 
NUMBER OF SEEDS 
-· 4 130 6 140 
P.AND.OMLY SELECTED 
RANDOMLY CHOOSEN SEEDS ;.. 42 ; · . 43 
THAT ,CHANGED CLUSTER 
PERCEN"r,(iine 6 over ( 9~) {100~ (83) 
· line· 3) 
PERCEtlT (line 6 over .. (30) {17) .. ( 17) 
line 2) . . \. 
* A -sixth seed vas inadvertently selected in this · clus- -
ter, while a cluster-with four seeds should have had 
five ·seeds. Both clusters still had more seeds than 
what is suggested in Sneath - ~ S~kal (1973) • 
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' Table 4. De c·ription of the five cluster analySis runs. 
;'RUN CASES 
. NUMBER·· ORIGIN 
:1 936 random fr9m total sample 
2 578 259 seeds from run 1 
NU~ER OF ' COPHENETIC 
~LUSTERS AT COEFFICIENT 
-0.45 LEVEL 
97 0.78 
114 0.69 
319 cases left out .of run 1 
.3 747 563 from 27 run,1 clusters 
184 from 25 run 2 clusters 
4 27 21 'from 2 run 1 clusters 
5 
6 hom 4 run 2 eluate rs 
59 45 from 6 run 1 eluate rs 
14 from 6 run 2 clusters 
28 0.72 
2 0.75 
6 0.81 
· COMPILATION: i 255 cases (total s~ple size) . 115 clusters 
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' I'' 
from 2 cluste,rs ·in run 1 and 4 clusters in run 2. Similarly, run 5 
consisted . of 59 sounds from 6 mingled clusters in runs 1 and, 2. 
Table 4 also gives the cophenetic ~o~fficient fo~ the· five cluster 
analyses. ''-This is a correlation coeffi~ient indicative ·or the amount of 
distortion introduced in the results • 
. Each sound was assigned a cluster 1\umber .(at level . 0.45). This 
numbe.r comes from run 1 or 2, for those clusters that agreed perfectly ' 
between the two runs. It comes from one .of runs 3 to 5 if · it was 
necessary to . go · that far~ Thereafter, this agglomeration of results 
from the five clustering runs is t 'ermed cluster analysis. In ' cluster 
analysis,· the data set ' of 1255 sounds was· divided fnt6 115 clusters. 
Many clusters contained .very few sounds, as only 21 clusters contairted 
10 sounds or more. In fact, the ,first 21 clusters accounted for 10.49 ,, 
(84%) of the 1255 sounds. Taking a iower threshold value of similarity 
would not solve this, as a few bad fusions (fusions of clusters con-
sidered different up.on audition) occurred before these small cluS"ters 
were f.used. to other cl"ustere. This was found to be inherent· to data 
coding and to the clustering algorithm (see Discussion). 
· DESCRIPTION OF ·SOUND CLASSES 
· An automatic method of clustering sou~ds, as designed here, is 
• dell~nden t • upon the. quality 
. . ~ 
of data coding. Since the method used to 
digitize sounds was experimental, and no classification of humpback 
whale social sounds existed, it was necessary to check the results of 
ciuster analysis with th~ only othe'r source available: visual and a·ural 
impressions of the sounds. As stated earlier, the cut-off value of the 
similatity coefficient was also chosen this way. 
' . ' . 
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Three levels of classification are used here to describe . the hump-
back whale's acoustic repertoire. The first one 'is the CLUSTER. Clue-
' 
' ters were obtained from cluster analy~is on categori.cal data. The 
second level is the CLASS (TYPE is sometimes used interchangeably), 
·!.._ 
which was obtained by comparing the clusters. with the author's aural and 
. visual impressions of the s~nds. A class can correspond ~o a clus~er, 
but sometimes several clusters are lumped into a single class o~ a clue-
'ter can. be broken down into two or more classes. The third level' is 
a rbi t ra ry and is used orily to facilitate · the · pres.enta tion of the 
results. Cle,sses that have siiDila r general properties to the human e~r 
~ are presented into GROUPS. 
Some researchers simply reject all clusters containing very fe¥ 
cases, when they search for a number of common types to represent a sam-
.4f ple (see Wishart 1978). Clusters .that are too small are then said to be 
peripheral or intermediate. Thi~ convention has not been observed here, 
since the author vas interested in finding a repertoire that was as com-
plete as ' -possible. Even the clusters containing only one sound were 
examined, to de.termined if it was an extreme case of an existing class, 
' or a rare type. 
Relationships between clusters, as present~~ in the dendrograms 
(graphic representation of . the clustering process), were not taken .into 
account because of the distortion inevitably included into a two-
dimensional representation of the results, chiefly at such a high level 
of fusion (Sparling a Williams 1978). Cluster analysis vas only used to 
divide the data set into clusters and to list the members of each clue-
~ 
.ter. The author numbered the clusters to facilitate presentation of the 
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. results • . 
·statistics · on · clusters (Appendix D) included all sounds belonging 
to each cluster, even if many classes· were represent.ed. Similarly, 
• 
statistics on classes were computed using ·ali sounds composing th~ : 
class, . ~ven' if they came from different .clusters. 
:Martindale·(1980b) ·emphasized the fact that cluster analysis does · 
not give the . reasons for the splitting of the sample in a certain number 
· of ~lusters. A 'differerice in duration; frequency, or in the value of 
· any Other measured variable between two clusters must not be seen'~S the 
reason for the grouping, an~ still. less'. as a significa'nt ' difference 
betwee·n the ··two clusters. .However, the reasons for the grouping in dif-
ferent clusters can 'often be deduced from these differences, chiefly 
with the similarity coefficient used here (Appendix B), since it depends 
on the number o'r matches and mismatches betwee~ sounds. I . . Variations in 
duration will increase the number iof mismatches; more so in low frequen-
cies, because of the logarithmic scale. Bandwidth, . minimum frequency, 
and maximum frequency also have obvious effects .on ·the computation of 
sim~la rity coefficients. Amplitude will have· little effect, since it 
was poorly represented . in the measurements. When difierences between 
... . 
clusters are'mentioned in the presentation of the sound classes, they 
.. 
were deduced ~rom each cluster's properties. 
A coding ·of clue te r types was developed to · evaluate the success 
. 
with which cluster analysis 
. . I . 
the different classes of the recognized 
repertoire. This coding was based on the proportion of a class which 
was included in a given cluster, and on the~proportion.af the cluster 
made up by this class (Table 5). Clusters that had at least 50% o( 
their cases in one class, and which contained at least 50% of the ele-
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61 
~ents of the clase, were of type · "A'' relative to this class. Type ''B'' 
r 
and "C" clusters also had at least 50~ of their elements in the same 
class, but' accounted for only 25-49~ and less .than 25% of the\ class, 
respectively. Type "D" clusters h,ad between 25-49%, and type "E" less 
than 25% of their elements belonging ~o one class, . but both accounted 
for 50% or more of the class. Finally, a cluster was said to be of type 
"F~ relative to ·a class if less than 50% of ita elements were of this 
class.- while less .than 50% of the class originated. in this cluster. 
This code was used as an index of the success of cluster analysis · 
in the ' following manner. The less interp'retation necessary to · define. a 
I 
\ sound class, · the better the success of cluster analysis in recognizing 
this class. According!~, a class that contained a type A cluster w~s 
very well recognized by cluster analysis: the author's impression~ were 
that most sounds in this cluster were more similar to e·ach other than to 
sounds of other clusters. A class ' which had a ·type "!3" cluster was 
still well recognized by cluster analysis, since one cluster was almost 
entirely devoted to it, accounting for a ·good_ proportion of the class. 
• Internal homogeneity was good, but external isolation not complete• 
Classes that did not have 'better than type "C" clusters were usually 
split in many clusters. Internal cohesion vas still very good, but ··. 
external isolation -poor. C luster. ana lysis did poorly vi th classes 
characteri zed only by a type "D" cluster, ·since they were placed with 
many sounds belonging to other(s) class(es). Much interpretation vas 
needed to delimit these classes, as both internal cohesion and external 
.. 
isolation were poor. Classes characterized by type "E" or "F." clusters 
' 
were not recognized at all by cluster analysis. I nte rnal cohesion and 
/* external 'isolation were very poor. The di stinction be tween the two was 
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' Table 5. Description of the , cluster · types used in 
evaluating the relative success of cluster . ... . 
analysis for each class • 
. . 
PERCENT OF CLUSTER PERCENT OF C1ASS · 
ATTRIBUTED TO THE . IN A GIVEN CLUSTER , 
CLASS 
' . >49~ 25-49~ - <25~ 
>49% A B c 
25-49% D F F 
1 
<25% E F F 
• ~ . , -
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63 
that most or all the members of the class were included in the ' same 
I 
cluster in type "E", because it was usually a very· small class (i.e., 
~~re type). 
'By considering the highest type reached by a cluster, it is 
. 
possi-
~·- . " 
ble to visualize what role it played in.- the classification process, 
I 
(Table 6H ·Among the 115 clusters, 31 were very easy to interpret: most· \ . ' . 
-of their ~ases were very similar to each other·, and not many such sounds 
i 
were .found in .other clusters. Seventy-five clusters were small and con-
. ' 
tained so~nds ~­simila I to each other. Ho~ever, the autho~ . was able to 
find. a _relatively high proportion of the same sounds in other. clusters~ 
. ( 
Pften, many type "C"- clusters were fused . togethe-r )y the author.. Only I 
. . 
nine clusters were useless: they contained many different . s_ounds, but 
only a few ca-ses of . each. 
By comparing the results of cluster analysis with his fUral and\ 
visual impressions, the author recognized 50 sound class~. Table 7 
gives the relative success of cluster analys:is in rec-ognizing these 
. ' 
classes. Success d~pended partially on class size, as indicated in the 
last column of Table 7: by considering only thoae classes · that. have ~ive 
• cases or more, one can see that 15 out of 28 classes were relatively 
well recognized by cluster analysis, while another 10 were recogn.ized, 
but not well delimited: they were spll.t in a variable number of small' 
clusters. Only three classes with. at least five cases were n·ot disc rim-
·inated at all by cluster analysis. I -.. · 
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Table 6. 
. d 
Highest ;'type" obtained for each cluster. 
" 
Table 7. 
..,. 
. CLUSTER 
. TYPE 
A . 
B 
c 
. n· 
. \ E 
F 
TOTAL 
had 
SUCCESS 
·. OF 
CLUSTER 
ANALYSIS 
very good 
good 
to be fused 
:with · other clil~ters 
poor 
very poor 
very poor 
~· 
. NUMBER OF 
.CLUSTERS 
12 
18 ·. 
76 
1 
3 
5 
115 1 
Num:ber bf classes characte.rized :by each clus-
ter type. 
CLUSTER SUCCESS NUr~BER OF NU~ffiER OF 
· TYPE . OF CLASSES CLASSES WITH 
.CLUSTER AT LEAST 5 
ANALYSIS CAS.BS 
A very good· 12· 8 
· B good 10 6 
c interpr etation 10 10 
needed 
D .•. poor 2 0 
' E very popr '14 2 
.. F very poor 2 1· 
TOTAL 50 27 
r • 
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Three classes belonged to group 1 (Table. 8). ·.:.: these •' 
sounds las ted- more than sec; had a l~rge amount of 
"f 
I ' · l 
noise, and a· • 
- ~ 
bandwidtn o~ over 4 kHz. They typically had· little energy below 400Hz. 
\ 
A band of dominant frequency_ was present and; except· for class 1c, was 
I I 
tonal and frequency modulated. 
..... • • t ' 
Class 1 a. Thesel. sounds had 11 ttle energy below 0,4 kHz; ·.alth'ough 
. . " . \. 
. ' 
the' minimum frequency avetaged 0.22 kHz (~able 8) • They'had a strong 
~ ; ' ~ 
·' ' tonal ·component (Figur~ .6) 1 shaped , like an inverted "U": frequency rose. 
in th~ fi rat thi-rd of the sound, then decreased below the initial fre-
quenc~ by the end .of the sound. Th:i,s high energy' component rarelY. went 
over kHz, and the peak frequency _ at the beginning, middle and end ·or · 
the sound averaged 0.79, 0.84, and 0.63 kHz respect,ively. Above this 
component, ·. much no'ise was pr_esent, reaching a mean maximum frequency, of 
4.8~) kHz. The mean duration was 0.62 · sec and the average-: bandwidth 4·.63: 
kHz. ~ 
l 
,I 
This was· the fourth largest: class in the , repertoir~, with · 100 
() 
cases. can be seen in Table 8 that class 1a was well discriminated 
by cl~ster analysis, with 85% 
.. 
of its 
.. 
cases coming from '· . cluster 1 I 
accounting for 98.8~ of the cluster's members. The few cases that were 
. ..... 
~ c1u4tered in other clusters ·appeared to be extreme cases in the class, 
mainly'in duration and amount .of noise (bandwidth). While mean duration 
was 0.61 -sec in cluster 1, it. was · only 0.19 sec in cluster 49 (w~ich 
j , ' 
conta.ined 1. class 1lt sound), ~-31 sec in cluster 2 (wit~ four of its 
' 
eleven members in class 1 ~) and 0.49 sec in cluste·r. 75 (one of its two . 
~members was of this class), but as much as 0.8.5 sec in cluster 8 (wi~h' 
one ·out of five cases in this class) and 1.02 .s~c in cluster, 3 (where 
n. . 
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Table 8. Characteristics and clust'ering of the three 
cl!lsaes in G r~up 1 • 
For each clas·a, · t~u/~~~ber of cases (n), mean dominant .frequency at· 
three points (start; middle, .and end of sound),_,minimum and maximum fre-
quen~ies, and duration are given, with · the stanaard deviation in brack-
ets. Structure of .the sounds ' and the number of clusters of each ... type. 
are also shown. The highest proportion(%) of the class found in a. sin-
gle cluster is in brackets, below the app'I'Opriate cluster type.~ 
J " . . 
CLASS DOMINANT FR~ (kHz) 
(n) 
MIN. MAX. DURA- STRUC- CLUSTER TYPE ** 
START MIDDLE END 
FREQ • 
(kHz) 
FREQ. TION TURE * (kHz) (sec) __,...A.-..,.B--:C-D~=E--=F~ 
' 
1 a 0. 79 0.84 0.-..43 p.22 4.85' 0.62 Ttl 1 
(100) (0.51) (0~28) (0.?1) (0.1,) (1 :51) (0.17) 
1b 
(34) 
1.29 1.42 1.15 0.44 5.68 . 1.08 Ttl 
(0 •. 43) (0.68) (0. 72) (0.18) '(1.72) (0.24). 
1.83 0.65 7.42 1. 52 · FN 
(85) 
. ' (85) . 3 
' 1 1c ' 1.63 1.11 
( 1 ) ( 100) 
*Structure can be tond (T), noisy (N), pulsive at a s l ow (S) 
or fast (F) repeti tion rate~ and presence"'of harmonics (H). 
Repetition rate was slow·· if the individual sub- units could 
be .distinguished with an analysis filt~r of 150Hz. Condi-
tions 'that applied to many but not all cases are i n brack-
ets. 
4 
a, • ** Cluate'r types are described in T~ble · 5, p. '62. ( 
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Figure 6. 
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f g I I 
TIME (sec) 
Some spectrograms of class 1a sounds. a and b 
are the same sound. a-c are from cluster 3 ; 
d-g are from cluster 1; h is from cluster 2 . 
The abscissa is broken when two sound s c ome 
from different spectrograms or when the in t er-
val between them has been shortened. The 
analysis filter is 150Hz and 300Hz for the 
0-4 kHz and 0-8 kHz spectrograms, respective-
ly. 
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seven out of 36 cases were identified as class · 1 a). Bandwidth . ~as 
4.45 kHz in cluster 1, but o~I;y 2.80 and 3.90 kHz in clusters 75. and _2 
respectively, and as much as 4.89, 5.60 and 7.03 kHz in clusters 49, 3·· 
.. 
,. · · and 8. Dominant frequency was also higher iri clusters'}, 8 and 49 than 
I 
in cluster 1 (see Appendix D for statistics on clusters). 
·,, · . .. j >. . Class 1b. On average, sounds of this class were loriger (1.08 sec) 
/ · and · broader (5.44 kHz) than those of class 1 a ;(Table 8), and }'Hb less 
~·: 
energy in )ow frequencies: minimum frequency was 0~44 kHz, and/peak fre-
•I 
. , 
I • 
\ 
I 
quency was 1 .29 kHz at the beginning, 1 .42 at the middle, and 1 .15 at . 
the end (Table 8 and Figure 7). They also differed from sounds of the· 
previous class by the much· sharper peak· fr.equency increase at the begin-
ning: . it usually reached 2· kHz or higher. Peak frequency was us._ually 
back below its original level slightly after the middle of the sound. 
Class 1b sounds also had high frequency noise reaching in ave.rage 5.88 
.. kHz. 
T'hi rty-fou r sounds were identified ·in class 1 b, whis:h . ranked tenth · 
overal~ in ·size • Cluster 3 contributed 85.3% of th'em, a nd had only 
. 19.4% · of its members in other classes. Thus it was a ty.pe . "A" cluster, 
. which mean~ that class 1b was· well discriminated by cluster analysis • 
Clusters 4 and 5, with one sound each, were found to be class 1b sounds · 
. . 
lacking most of the noise usua'lly· present in this class· ' (Fig\ire 7e), 
. 
resulting in narrower bandwidth (2.9 and 2.14 kHz respectively, against 
5.6 in cluster 3>. " ' .., The lack of noise · suggests that these . two ·_sounds 
were produced at a distance, which could al.so explain the break occur-
' 
r_ing in middle of cluster 4 sound (Fi gure ?e). This sound was also . 
exceptional in having its frequency downsweep nea rer the end. Cluster 6 
.· 
I 
./ 
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of' longer _duration than usual (Figure 7f)": mean ~uration was 1 .52 sec 
. . 
in clus.ter 6, while only 1 .02, 0.98 and 0.80 sec in clusters 3, 4 and 5 
' . 
respectively. Peak frequency was in the 2-2.3 kHz range, which is 
alm<?st 1 kHz above the values i~· cluster 3." Noise l'eached 7.81 kHz, for 
a bandwidth of 7.14 kHz, Sounds of this cluster also had little energy 
below · 2 kHz. 
Wit.h sounds of class 4b~ ·- that will be described . later, sounds of 
classes · ta· ·and ·tb were the _only ones· that could be correlated wi"th 
whal~s' behavior with the equipment used in this study. :· These sounds 
• 
could readily be assigned !JS humpback blows. More speci,fic~lly, class 
1 a sounds were normal blows, while sounds ·of class 1 b corresponded to 
the wheezing blows described by Watkins ( 1967a). Class 1 b s'ounds could 
be heard at greater disttmce underwater than normal blows • 
Class 1 c. · This sound 'Was pulsi ve (Figure 8), with most of its 
energy in two bands around 1.1 and 1. 7 kHz. Its duration was 1 .52 st;c 
and its bandwidth 6.77 kHz (Table 8). Unlike the beginning, the end was 
·abrupt. The peak frequency · was 1 .63, 1 .11 and 1 .83 kHz · at the 3 usual 
points. However, this did not represent frequency modulation, as can be 
seen in -Figure 8. The second band of' hig~ eneOy simply -began before 
and ~nded after the lower band. This class had onl,Y one case. Once 
• . T' • 
digitized, it was very similar to the lo_nges t of class .Hr· .sounds1 and 
was put with them in cluster 6, where it .accounted • for onli :16.7% of the 
- cluster~ 
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Spectrograms of class 1c sound. Low frequency 
background noise is apparent in the 0-100 Hz 
region of b. Analysis filter is as in Figure 
6. 
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GROUP 2. 
" These sounds were tonal, and except for "one class, had a rich har-
"' monic st.ructuie and strong frequency modulation.. They were of long 
• duration, the shortest mean duration being 0.6 sec. Nine classes were 
included in this 'group. They had few iow freq~encie~, and thei /minimum 
frequency were usually around 0.5 kHz (~able 9). 
Class 2a. These sounds were long (mean of . 1 .39 sec, Table 9) and 
tonal, ··_with 3-!.9 harmonics (Figure 9), resulting in a. mean bandwidth of 
1.01 kHz. They were also characterized by a. very marked frequency modu-
lation (up, down and then about constant). This was not shown in the 
summary · statistics for this class'· the three' measurements of p_eak. fre-
... 
.. 
quency being 1.84, 0.87 and 1 .08 kHz. This is because the up-down modu- ./\ 
lation_was produced in the first half of the soundt like in wheezing 
blows, and not sampled by the disc rete measurements. fofinimum and max-
I • 
imum frequencies were 0.55 and 7.62 kHz respectivel~. 
(1 
This class had three sounds, r~nking thir~y-third in size. It was 
best di scriminated by a type "B" cluster: cluster ·7, with a single ele-
ment (type "B"), Th t th f 1 t 8 h' h. h d e wo o er cases came rom c us er , w 1c a 
five elements( The class was probably split because of differences in 
duration: 1.72 sec in cluster 7, and 0.85 sec in cluster 8. The other 
characteristics of these two clusters were very similar (Appendix D). 
Class· 2b. This class was similar to the previous one. It was 
· tonal, and two to over four harmonics were present (Figure 10). How-
A 
ever, it was shorter (mean duration of 0.85 sec,' Table ; 9) and the 
bandwidth narrower '(4,99 kHz) •. Minimum frequency was 0.69 kHz, while 
maximum frequency was 5.68 kHz. _ Peak f~equency measurements were 2.50, 
1.35 and 2.00 kHz, which did not reflect the shape of .the fundamental 
I 
) 
, 
·' 
. ..... ......... - .. -~~· -,~~~··----· ~ . ·. .... ... ~- - ~ .. """' .,...""' .... . 
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Table 9. 
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Charact!!ristics and clustering of the nine 
· classes of Group 2. 
. 74 
For each class, the number of cases . (n), mean dominant frequency at 
three points (start, middle, and end of .sound)' minimum and maximum fre- . 
quencies, and duration are· given, with the standard deviation in brack-
ets. Structure of the sounds and the · number of clusters of each tyP,e 
a~e also shown.· The 'highest .proportion (%.) of the class found in a sin:. 
gle cluster is in brackets, · pelow the appropriate cluster type. 
# 
CLASS .DOHINANT FREQ (kHz) 
(n) 
MIN. MAX. DURA-· STRUC- CLUSTER TYPE ** 
FREQ. FRF.:Q. TION TURE * 
START MIDDLE END (kHz ) . (kHz) ( sec) ----:A--=B~c-=---=-n -=E:----F~ 
2a 1.84 0.87 1.08 - 0.55 7.62 1.39 \ TH 
(3) (1.32) (0.18) (0.46) (0.14) (0.15) (0.34) 
2b,: 2;36 1.30 2.00 0.69 . 5.68 0.85 TH 
(4) (0.63) (0.62) (0.44) (0.18) (1.98)' (0.26) 
. ~ 
(25) 
2c 1.53 · 0.77 ' 1.51 0.66 . 2.52 1 .59 TH 1 
( 1 ) .( 1 00) 
2d 1.43 1.62 1.64 1-.13 2.56 0.73 T(H) 
1 
(67) 
I 2 
1 1 . 
(3) (0.15) (0.17) (0.15) (0._19) (0.85) (0.12) (67) 
. 
2e 0.82 0.83' · 0.68 0.49 2.30 1.85 TH 1 
(4) (o.2o) (o.o7) co.22) (0.15) (o'.so) (0.37) 
2f 1.34 1:01 1.49 0.49 7.17 0.85 · TH(F) 
(15) (0.78) (0.67) (1.13) co:16) (o:85) (0~34) 
2g 1.39 1 .66 2.'32 0.45 6.71 0.63 TH 
(12) (0.95) (1.10) (1.27) (0.2?) (1.61) (0.3'3) 
(75) 
12 
( 13) 
1 5 
(25) 
2h 1 .00 1 .23 1. 73 0. 71 .. 3.07 0.82 T(HF) 3 
(4) (0.42) (0 .• 23) (0.14) (0.12) (1.39) (0 .'43) (25) 
.21 2.58 '2 •. 62 2.13 0.80 5.45 0.60 TH(F) 
(4) (2.18) (1.14) (1.69) (0;35) (2.92) (0.38) 
. 3 
(25) 
2 
2 
1 
(25) 
• 
., •' 
*Structure types aie as in Table 6, p. 64. 
** Cluster ~ypes ar~ described i!J Table ,5, p. 62. 
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Spectrograms of class 2a ·sounda. a and b are 
the same sound. a-c are from cluster 8; d is 
from ciuster 7. Analysis filter and br~aks in 
_abscissa are as in Figur~ 6, p. 67 • 
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Some spectrograms of class 2b sounds. a and d 
are the same sound, from cluster 10; b is from 
cluster 8; c is from cluster g. In all cases, 
another sound can be seen in the lower fre-
quencies (class 7c). Analysis filter and 
breaks in abscissa are as in Figure 6. 
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frequency .·· (an inve·rted "U"), foi the reason gi ven above:" the funda-
.. . 
. \ 
mental of spme s outids. .could be shorter than some harmoni.cs • . Conse-
. . . 
quen tly t the measu re"ment of . peak frequency for the beginning 0 r the end 
was not done on the same harmonic than the measurement at the middle. ·. 
It should be noted in Figure 10 that "two sounds are superposed . in the 
t . 
three exampl~s given. However, tonal class 2b sounds with their harmon-
ics are easily discriminated. 
Class 2b had four members, . and was the twenty-eighth larges~ il_l the 
' 1 
data set. It was cliaract.e rtzed by two type "B". eluate rs: clu's ters 9 and 
. . 
10, with one eleme.nt each." These two clusters were fused during audi-
tion because of" their very similar acoustic properties·. Duration was 
' 0~76. s·ec in cluster 9, and 1.19 sec in .cluster 10, which might explain 
I ' 
why they were not clustered together •. Another case w.as f9und in each of 
clusters 8 a1nd 81. Lower fundamental .frequencies, and fo
1
r the sound in 
I 
cluster 8, a wider bandwidth (7 .03 kHz, compared with 3.09 and 3;68 in 
• 
clusters 9 and 10 respectively) are possible · reasons f~r t.his splitting. 
I ' ' • 
Also, soun.ds with . similar· shape but different . frequencies, chiefly when 
1 ~ , t 1 I -
made up of narrow frequency bands·, were given low si!llilarities with · the 
Jaccard coefficient, ·because of the few 'matches between them (see Dis-
.cussion) .• 
-c'"' 
Class 2c. This c~ass was tonal, but the first harmonic was much 
lo11de r than the fundamental (Figure 11 ) • . Frequency modulation was con-,, 
spicuous: the frequency fi rat went down for a short,moment, ·· then went up 
and down twice, although the rate of frequency change was much lower the 
.ser.:ond time. ··It las ted 1 • 59 sec 
. 
(Table 9) and had a l.imi ted bandwidth 
(1.86 I kHz)· Per frequency measurements were 1 .53 t 0. 77 and 1.51 kHz. 
The second lower, . ' in fact taken fund·amen.:.· messu r ment 1 much was on the I 
··.1 
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............, ....... 
tal, q'uite loud in thispart.' of the.souri-d •. :Minimum and maximUlJI f,re-. 
- . 
quencies were 0.66 and 2.52 . kHz respectively. 
This class had a single el~l!lent, and has been· isolated both , by 
'cluster analysis and by aur~l andjtf'isual imp-ressfons: clust-er 1l con-
tained only this sound. 
Class 2d. Th~ frequency of these tones was constant, as can be ~ 
.. ··: 
seen from the peak frequency measurements: 
.. ' t· 
1.43 1 . 1 .62 and 1.64 kHz 
·(Table g), Oniy a very faint harmonic . was sometimes noticeable .-(Fig~re . ) 
12a). Tile case illustrated in Figure .12 c was superposed on a sound of 
another type, but was easily 4.iscriminated from it. ·Mean ~ura tion was 
l 
0.7} sec and bandwidth 1.43 kHz. Minimum and maximum fre9~encies· aver• 
•' 
aged 1 .13 and 2.56 kHz. respectively. 
__./'rf 
\This class had 3 cases, and ranked thirty-~_hird, with three other 
cla~s~·of this size. It was not rec-agnize!l by cluster ~nalysis, being 
characterized by a cluster of type "E" and 'another of ty~~ .. F". T~o 
(67;) . cases were found. in cluster 41, which contained mo~tly class-3c 
·. aou~ds that will be described later. The third one was found in clus- . 
1. - Q' ·~ 
. ' 
ter 53, which contained mostly class ~b sounds. In both cases they were 
out of· place, being among much s'horter sounds: mean duration was 0.07 
and 0.17 sec in these two clusters. T~e importance of this class might 
have been underestimated: some ca!l~s . had .not been digitized for many. 
. reasons (too much echo, masked by other sounds, or thought to be poor 
recordings· of wheezing blows). 
.. ,f \ 
Class 2e. ' Th~se sounds were tonal. though some amplitude modula-
tion was sometimes present (Figuze 1?), They had one or two. h.s.rmonics. 
In two cases, sid~ bands were present for a short time, ''bu·t it was not· · ~ 
,• 
clear if they were caused by the simultaneous emission of 11 second · ton~, 
.· 
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Figure 11. Spectrogram of class 2c sound. 
filter is as in Figure 6 p 67. 
Analysis 
Figure 12. 
b 
1 
TIME (sec) 
Spectrograms of class 2d sounds. a and c are 
from cluster 41. b is from cluster 53. A 
second sound (class 13a) is present in c. 
Analysis filter and breaks in abscissa are as 
in Figure 6 p 67. 
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if. the sounds were pulsive for short periods. Mean du·r~tion vas 
· 1.85 
I · 
(Table 9). ·· Minimum and maximum frequencies averaged 0~49 and sec 
. •":".· ~ ... .. - -
"' \ 
2.30 kHz, for a mean bandwidth ot: 1.80 ,kHz)" Peak frequency meaau~ementa . 
average4·0.82, 0.83 and 0.68 kHz. 
Cl~ss 2~- inc~uded 4 sounds, an~ ~~d~wenty .. e~gh.th in i size~ ' ·It 
I . : . . .. ·. . ' 
vas well .dhcriminated by cluster an.alyai·a, :its four· members bei~ 1s9- · 
lated from ··any other sound, although ~ne' o.f ·them was in a s~pa,rate clua-
• . . 
.. t t i 
. .ter. Clustei · 12 had one case· while cluster 1·3· contained. the ,throe oth-
' ' I , 
I 
ere. It is not clear vhy one · sound .was kep~ apa;t, although · its dura-
- . . 
. . 
·'tiqn was longer (2.'18 sec vs a mean of . 1.74 'sec,- Appendix D) • . · · 
' .. ; . ' 
,. . 
Class 2f~ 
, . 
Sounds of ·this type were mostly tonal, a~thoi.tgh pulsive . . 
. 
. s~cfions, were common(Figure . 14). ~ Four to over ten harmonicsvere . ~eu- .,i 
ally present, which resulted in a very broad bandwidth (6.68 kHz). They· . 
sounded . like trumpeting and usua~ly h&\. their fundamental between 0.7 
and ·1-:.5 kHz for most of their duta~ion (Figure 14). Peak ~requenoy 
. avera~ed . 1.34 kHz at the b.eginning, 1.01 at the middle, .and 1.49 at the . 
end (Table 9) •• Duration varie'a..f'rom 0.26-'1.32 · sec, f~r a·mean cif . 0~85. 
. . . . I . . . . 
rUnimum and maximum . frequencies. :· were 0.49 · an~ 7 .17, kHz respectively •. 
Many patterns .were fbund. Some had a · freq':u~~cy dovnsveep at th~ · begin- .· 
ning, follov~d by a section of more or less constant peak frequency 
. .' (Figure 14a, ·o, f, and j)~ · ;Othe·r · sounds we,re . double-hu~ped (Figura· · > .. 
'14h), or had. very little fr~quency mo~ul~tion · {FigUre 141), while ot~ers 
had aecti~ns containing fever harmonics (Figu.re 14d and . e). 
This vas the tventy-fi rat larsest cl'ass, with 15. · oases. · Cluster 
. . ~naly~is w~s of limited u=se in defining this .class, split~ing it into 14 
clusters. 
. ' 
' i 
However, ·most cases were isoi,ated from other ol&ss~a. · .Twelve' 
. clust~rs ·were of type "C": .o!uster · 1.5 had. 2 sounds, both . from this 
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Figure. ·14·. SOme spectrograms ~f class 2f . sd~'nda~ . a and . . b 
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Atialysis !11 tit;r and breaks in abscissa are .-. as • 
iri Figure. 6, ·p. 67. · · 
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.'-, class, while clue tars 16-26· had only one . ca~e each.. . ClusteTs _ 2. a11ct 
, .. 
one class. ?f sound each 1 but ·.contained mofitly sounds' of , other 
• • .Jt. . . 0 • • • • • • • • • • i ~ ~ . 
. classes. _ Variability in .duration and, as. mentioned earlier, th·e · fact·· 
·that t~~se · sou~as w~re composed of many narrow ,freque~cy bands, were 
.• • I 
·probably .reapon~_.ibla for the ' incapacity of 'clustei: analysis to put · tnese 
s?und~· together •. 
. ' Cla~ts 2g • Class 2g sound!l were tonal with . 2":'0 harmonics, and 
t · 
consisted primarily ·of a shatp fre_quency ups.weep. ·,In · some' cases, this. 
~ ... . 
· upsweep was followe.d by a downsweep and -then . an_~th_er . upsweep,· w·ith·. a : 
' ' 
lover rate of frequency change (Figure 15)! Mean dura~ion was 0.6·3 iseo 
· (Tabla 9), ·an~ the band~idth _was. broad (6 .26 kHz, with a minimum · fre:.. 
quency of 0.4~ and a maximum frequency of" 6.71 kH·~~~ . Peal!: frequency was. 
... 
> . • 
1_ .39 kHz . at the beginning, · 1 .66 ·at the' middle, and 2. 32 at the end. 
With 1'2 cases, .it was the twenty-s&cond largest class in · the data 
' , . 
. 
set. Again, this .' class was broken up in many clusters. Six clusters 
. . 
~onta_ined · exclusively sounds of this class· • Orie ( 27) "was of type 
. . ) 
with·· three. sounds ~ (25%). Clusters 28 a.nd 2_9 had two sounds each, and 
• • ' I . . 
·· · :29-3.1 ·one. . sound f&ch. The last tvo cases were found in cluster and · 
53, . with . many, sounds ·of other cl~ss~s. , Variation in duration and th_.,. 
presence of narrow frequency bands were thought .to·be the reason for the 
. . . . , . . ' 
splitting of this - class in so many clusters. 
• t ' . 4 
) 
•. . Class 2h. . These 1,sou~da .re,re tonal, but _alllplitude mo~ulatio~· . was sometim~a detectable. !Th<tY consisted or frequency upsweeps (Figure 16), · 
. ' 
. . i .. '' ' . 
. ·aa can be seen in . t!ie measurements of· dominant frequency: 1 .00 kHz at 
'b the beginni_ng, · 1.23 at the .middle and .1.73 at th'e end (Table 9). They 
had· lesa energy ·in low fr.equencies than·sounds of the previous class, 
and the mean minimum frequency was 0.71 kHz. Few (0-3) h~rmo~cs were 
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Some ap,ctrograms of class 2g sounds. a a~d c 
are the same sound, from cluster 28; 'b and d 
are the same sound, from cluster 30; e is from 
·.cluster 29,. f from 30, g-h !.rom 27, i from 41 
and j from clust er. 31. AnalySis . filter .and 
breaks in abscissa a·re as in FiBUre 6 ,_ P• · 67. 
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Spectrograms 
cluster 33 , 
41. Analysis 
as in Figure 
of class 2h sounds. a is from 
b from 34, c from 35 and d from 
filter and breaks in abscissa are 
6 p. 67. 
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present, ·which lowered t~e mean maximum frequency to ;.07 kHz, for a 
... ... .. .. ,, : . ' ' 
bandwidth of 2.36 kHz41 Duration was ve'ry va,ri~ble, but averaged ·o.82 · 
. . . 
sec. 
·\. 
<I 
Class 2h bad f.our elements and ranked twenty-e_ight ·overall in size. Jl t 
. . ._ I 
Three of them. were in single-element clusters (clusters 14-16) while the 
last one vas found ~J cluster 41. This was no surprise·, since there .Yas 
quite ·a bi,t ·of variation· in duration, rate of ~requency. change and 
shape. In fact th-e decision of fusing these 'four sounds in ciass .2h was 
difficult. But sirice they shar~d the acoustic· properties listed ·-above, ,f 
·. ' 
. 
I • • , 
..... . 
~he· au thoi: decided to fuse them. to keep :the size of the repertoire 
within reasonable limits ~or· further testing. · 
\ .. 
.\ . 
Class 2i. These sounds were very variable. They · seemed to · be 
tonal: the fundamental had a - frequency· corresponding to the spacing 
between harmonics. However, the :fundamental was the frequency_ of max-
.. 
. imum ·intensity in only one case~ Harmonics were numerous (2-16), which 
· · is reminiscent of a pulsive 'structure, at .1least :for the c~se with the 
highest . numbe·r of luirmonics (Figuxe 17). These sounds we,i:e long·(mean· 
of 0.-6 sec, Table 9) and characterized .by .their 
l . . . 
aecreaaifl8 . :t:requency • . 
... 
. Howeve.r; this vas masked :from the me'asurements of peak f;equen~y (2.5Bt' 
2.62 and 2.13 kHz at the three sampllng points) by the :fact that maximum 
~ . 
intensity often shifted to higher harmonics toward the eild of ·the 
I!Ound~. Minimum and maxi_mum _ ft~quencies: · avnaged 0.8 and .5,45 kHz 
• 
respectively. for .a meari bandv~dth of 4.65 kHz. · 
With .four cases, clas.s 2i ranked twenty-eigth in -· the repertoire. 
It was. mainly characterized by th~ee type ' "B" ·eluate~~: clus~ers 113 and 
115 . had pnly 
belonged to 
o~e case sac~ •. while 1ne of the two cases in · clusnr ·114 
class 2i, · Dlration li~B .very ·different in these three clus-
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Some spectrograms of class 2i sounds. a and d, 
and b and f are the same sound. a and d are 
from cluster 113; band fare from 115; c is 
from 48; e is from 114. The clicks present in 
a and d (0-4 kHz) are from odontocetes. 
Analysis filter and breaks in abscissa are as 
in Figure 6, p. 67. 
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0. 37 sec in eluate r .114, 0. 67 sec. in' cluster -11 5 a'nd ·1 • 08 sec· irr 
, . . . ,. . I ·. ' 
cluster 113 :(t.ppe.ndix D)'. Cluster 113 . also had mo~e energy :ln low f_re.:. · 
• ' ' • f ~ • 
quenc:tes, which w~s indf:~ated by its minim~m ; frequen~y ·(o.'33 .·$z~ ~ .,~ · : ···. 
0.83 - a;~d 0 •. 85 kHz: i~ ~lusters 11"~ ·- an'd 1 .15-~res~ec~ively).· . The·:~ ~a~t'.c~-~:·.··: . 
. , . . 
came from cluster ·49·, which also contained .seven cas.es -'from: class· · ?l;>, 
which will be described later. It was the shortest case of' . ·.th~ clS:~a : . 
. -~ . . 
. . . . . . ' . . . 
. (mean duration w~s· 0~12 sec ·in this cluster,' Appendix D)~ 'Md' . · ·th~ -nar- · 
• . • • . • , , • ·.. •· • . : ·. , • ' I , ,. ~. ~ ·: • . . ' . . • ; _; . . • •.• , , .. , ~ . " 
row est' bandwidth _,,. (ineart bandwidth' of :1 .9.' kl{z).·. and lltt'te' energy .'above · 2 . ' . 
. : . ' . . , ' ' . . ' ' . . . ~ . . . . . . . ·. : . : . . . . ' : . . .. :' : . . . . 
kHz .{mean max'imum: f ~equency of 2 -~ 48. kHz) •.; ·. . . · · 
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These sounds wer~ :tp.nal,·· broa9b~ncr, · but very :eho~t . (Tabl:~ :_g),' : . ·.:Fr·~-- · ·.:: :: 
. . . . . . . .' ~ .: . :· '. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . ... !'.: ·. : ~ .'. - . . . . . i • • . : • 
:qu~~cy mod~lation · ·and . a~ " tew harmon.ics were· ~enefal'ly p~~s_ent : i· · Tri~~: . · 
grQup was made of - f'~ ve classes. 
· cla~s 3a. · T~is · class had a single case. . ' It·· was composed ··of two . 
subunits, each . one being a tonaJ: frequ~-ncy> u,Pswe~p (iigure 1aa~; _- Two ': · 
. • I • , . 
· 
1 harmoni:cs were present for each subuni-t. This vocaliza tiori sounded · uni~ 
. . ' ·~ :- . . .. . . 
· . tary to the human ear when played back at normal spee~. -Ech~ ~was ' ~l.lled 
' . 
out by looking at other sou.nds produced shortly before and aft!! I . this 
. '" . ~ . · I' 
.. .. 
one, ~nd by listening -·to the soun·d at"half' . speed~ .Duration ·was 0.1~ sec 
a~d bandwidth 3.46 kHz (Table .-10). ·. Minimum and ·maximum fr~quen~les wer~ 
. ~ . . . . . " 
·0.43 and ).89kHz respect:i,.ve~y. Peak f.reqtiency measurements .. w.e.re 0,.58,' 
:·· ·. 6_.79 ~n~: 0.70~~~ ~t the ~~e_e ·s~mpling points. "~his· cl-~ss w~s-.· no~. weil 
ncoeni"~ by cl us te r •?>8lysls • il ·
0
wa;' ·~ ouf i ~- cl Us t~; · J9 ; _  .!'~tho th ree 
::::,~:.~lasS ib sounds: Itw~~ put apart by the •utho<~au:e of ~ te 
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For each class, the number of cases (n), · mean · dominant frequency at 
three points '(start, middle, and end of sound), minimum and maximum fre-
quenci~s, . and duration are igiven, with the standard deviation in ·brack-
ets. Structure · . of the- sounds and the nu.mber of clusters of each type 
are also shown. The highest proportion (t) of the class found in a sin-
.gle cluster is in bracket-s, below the appropriate cluster type • 
- ~ . . . 
. .  
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN • . ·.,MAX. ' DURA- STRUC- . CLUSTER TYPE i!* 
(n) 
. FREQ•· FREQ. TION . TURE * 
ST~RT MIDDLE END ·· (kHz) (kHz) (sec) A B c D E F 
'3a 0.58 . 0.19 0.70 0.43 3.89 0.13 TH . 1 
( 1 ) ,._ 
- J- 1 (100) 
';( . . . ... 
. 3b . 1 .&r 0'.95 0.67 0.41 ·~3.03 -. 0~32 TH(SF) 5 ·5 
~ 
. . .. . , .. ., 
'( 19) (0.53)· (0.41) (0.25) (0.22) 1·73) (0.33) . . ( 16) 
.. : 
.': :·.;(., 
' . 
, 
.. 
~ . . , ... 
1· i • . I' . 
. ( . 
. .. ' 
: I 
~ 
.. 
... 
. . f'· - s.·. 
I ·~ 
,J 
. \ . . 
•l 
I" 
. ' · 
,! 
' 
.. .. . . 
\ , 
. 
. . 
- 3c 3.68 4.17 5.05 2.58 . 6.62 :. 0.05 TH 
. ( f39) ( 1 • 34) (,. .06) (1.33) (1 .36) ( 1.23) (0.03) 
o •. 65 o:as 5.57 0.16 7.09 o .• 16 STH 
(0.47) (1.33) (1.25.) (o.o6) ·(o.98) (b.04) · 
tl 
· ·3e · 
. •. .:· . ( 1 ) : 
0.69 1 .25 ', .28 0.12 3.86· .O.Op NT 
. . J . 
· · • Structure types are, as in. Table 6, p. 64. 
." tlu"'"J. tyi>ee are ,deacr~b~d ln ~able 5, •· 
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Spectrogram of class 3a sound (a), and some 
spect rogr,tns of 3b sounds (b-o) •. a was· from 
cluster~; b-e from 2; d' ·rrom 36; e and g 
from 37; f and j from 39; h from 57; i from 
41; k-1 from 40; m f-rom 51; n from. 58; o f.tom 
38. Analysis . filter ·and breaks in abscissa 
are as in Figure 6, · ··p; 67. 
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Class 3b. Dominant .frequency was highly variable in these -sounds, 
! 1. h 
as can be ·s,en in ~igure 18b-o. However, they all shared the following 
, . 
. 
·characteristics: .short duration (mean of 0.32 .sec, Table 10), often: 
tonal ·but sometim&e pulsive, · usually .with one or two harmonics. F~v 
' . exceptions had up to eight harmonics (and were pulsive) t or no harmon-
ice. The peak frequencr was sometim.ea 'almoat··conatant·,. but the .mo~t 
common form :·vas an inverted ·•.•u" shape·, . the f;equency going up by _a ·rev 
hundreds. Hz .and then back around its original value. H~wev~r some . up-. 
down-up forms were also found. One case even started vi tn a faint · but 
long pulsive portion (Figure 18o). ·On the average, the 3 peak frequency 
measurements were 1.07, 0.95 and 0.67 kHz, and the mean bandwidth was 
2.62 kHz. Minimum an~ maximum . frequen~ies averaged 0.41 and 3.03 kHz 
. . \ . ,:;,, ' 
rea pe ct i ve ly. · . . · .... ;.· · 
Nineteen sounds were identified in this class, the nineteenth larg-
est · in the repertoire. Glass'3b vas split in many small clusters, most 
of which being of ty.pe "C" and cqntaining almost exclusively this \ tyjle 
of sounds • 
. 
The highest numbet (thre~ or 16%) was found _in cluster 36, . 
which contained rio other sound.. Clusters 137 and 38 had two . and one 
: 
cal!es 'Tespectively. Clusters 39 · ~nd 4·0 . pad three class 3b sounds each, 
but also contained ·one other sound • . The last 'two were in cluster. 41, 
where . they accounted for only 1% ,of the cluster. Differences in dura-
. . '-
tion and frequencies appeared to be the reason. for this splitting. For 
example, the sound with a long pulsive portion, just desc.ribed, was much 
. . ; . .-1 
longer_ than the o_thers ( 1.6 sec, Appendix D) ·and ~as c~tistered,'lone · in 
! cluster 38. Durati9n was 0.50 ~ec in cluster 37, and 0~4~• 0.21 and 
0.20 .·sec in clusters 39, 40 and 36 respectively. Among the three clue-
•.· ,J 
· . , ~ -:•;-•_,_.~ .,..1...,._1:10'' ""4"'~':'"'',....., r.-•- -- .... 
. . 
. i 
ot> ,. 
: 
,. 
' . . 
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'· 
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t .ers with similar dur~tion, i one ('36) had a much broadet' bandw-idth (4 .'22 
kHz). · It is not clear why the' las~ tv~ were differentiated. 
~ .·==· 
··Class '3c. · Souncla of this class w~~e veey. sho~t (mean .du~ation v.as· 
= ~ . . 
. onl,y 0.05 se-c; . Table·· ~ ·O) frequen·cy mod~lated pure tones :with ·one; or ~ore 
harmon~cs (Figure 19). Some harmonics wer~ frequent~ above the _ upper 
limit of analysis 
. ' . . 
Most cases ~ere freq'uency upsweeps viti\ a 
fair.l.y constant slope, although ·plateaua · were eommon. Mo:re -rarely, one 
, ' 
· to three· 
-1.9n-q} and 
I i~l~crio~ pointe . v·e~~ - present, as in down-up (e.g~ ,. Figur~ 
down-up-down-up sounds (Figure 1_ 9m, r). The te . were a· 'hw , · I . · 
instances of dovn5weepa, .i~ e., · fre-quency· at the en~. d-ropped below the . .. 
initial frequency (Figqre- 191,). · · These_ sounds ·had littie en'eigy below . 3 · 
~z, and minimum . frequency averaged,2.58 kHz •. Because harmonica fre~ 
· quently rose out of ranBe, maximum frequency averaBGd 6.62 .kHz, f b r . a 
mean bandwidth of: ·4.04 . kHz • . The. frequency upsweep · w~s well revealed in 
..... the measurem~n~s of. det f~equency: '3 _. 6~ kHz "at tf.e beginnin~; 4.17 . 
at the middle, and 5.05 at the. end. On one oc~asion , the fundamental 
was above .S kHz., 
] ~ ' 
•'There 'were 139 . class. 3c soun~s i among the -1255 sounds- of the sample! ~ 
and . 1 t was t~e second l argest class. It was well revealed' by clus~t 
·analysis, clus~er 41 containing 134 cases, or 96.4% of the · class and 
93· 1% of the olust~r._._:_ Three mo -~e ·cases were found in cluster 45, which 
waa chua·ct~rized by a constant pe~ frequency (Appendix D), t he 
last two in cluster 103. I . 
Class -,d. Th&ae sounds had ·tv~ sections· of ve'ry different pr~pe_r-
. ti'es (iigU·re 20) • Th~ 
'r . ' 
frequency clicks, being Very similar to ~J OIIle . · class . 4a · or! 5b sounds, 
. I • ~ 
~hioh will be . described late r . Th·e last portion· was .identical to class 
. ' 
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Figure 19. 
0.5 
TIME (sec) 
Some spectrograms of class 3c sounds. e is 
from cluster 103; all other cases are from 
cluster 41. Analysis filter and breaks in the 
abscissa are as in Figure 6 p. 67. 
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Figure 20. 
0.5 
TIME (sec) 
Some spectrograms of class 3d sounds. a-h are 
from cluster 42, as well as m and n, which are 
the same sound as b and c, respectively; i is 
from 43; j is from 44; k is from 50; 1 is from 
51. Analysis filter and breaks in the abscis-
sa are as in Figure 6 p. 67. 
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sounds. lt was debatable whether one\ oi .two sounds were involved· 
here,· but in accordance. with the definition of sound unit used in .thiB. 
. . . I 
study, it vas decided to make a class of these sounds. An argument in 
1 . 
. favor or' this decision was the consistency of the timing between-the two 
_; · : parts of the sounds (Figure 20) • 
li 
.. ~ Mean du~ation and candvidth lfere :. 0.16 sec and 6.93 · kHz, respec-
. . 
· .tively (Table 10). · Ave·rage peak freq,uency was _0.65 kHz. at the beeinning· 
(in the ']!Ulsiv:~ section), 0.88 kH_z ·at. the mlddle (end of puls.ive section 
/ ' . . . 
and begi-nning of tonal section), and rose to S.57 kHz.'at the ~~d o'f .the 
. . I . ' ~ 
tonal- ~ps~eep. As for class 3.c soundst, harmonics were common in the 
. . . 
. second ·section, and often tlbove the. li~it of pres·ent analysis'. (.8 kHz) 0 
With 29 cases, class 3d ranked tw_elfth overall in size. It was 
. ' 
. easily · revealed by cluster analysis, cluster 42 containing 76% of its 
· members and being devoted at 96% to this class. Cluste.r 43; wi th ~ s'in-
.. 
gle membex,. woe considered an. extreme case: it started with clicks of 
.. . 
broad frequencies; but with little ' enez;gy below 1.5 "kHz (Figure 20i). 
The rest of its pro,~rties fell within the normal range for the class. 
Cluster 44 h~d two of its four members in class 3d. It is · not clear why 
they were 
. ' 
kept. apar~ f~oui the other class members, but they ·were ~mong · · · 
the shor~est in-. thi~ class, mean duration being 0.11 sec .in c~uster 44; 
/ 
versus 0.15 and 0.14 in clusters 42 and 43. respectively (Appendix D). 
The bandwidth was als6 reduced to 4.07 kHz; against 6.99 in clu'ster 42 
and 7.20 in cluster. 43, mainly because of the .absence of harmonics. 
These two sounds might have come ~om more distant whales. Three more 
cases were f ound in cluster 51. and another in cluster so, with many 
sounds of ot~e r tY:pes: 
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' . 
· . ' 
Class 38. • . This type oould be desc.ribed as a class 3c sound of · 
unusually low frequen~y .. (Figure 21 ) . .. Duration: vas very short (0.06 ·~ 
Table 10) and b·a~dvidth broad (3.74 kHz), but there w~s little energy 
above · 1 .5 kHz. ·. The measurements of peak frequency were 0.99, 1.25 and 
1.28 kHz. Minimum and maximum · f'r.equenoies were 0.12 and 3.86 kHz 
respectively. · Only one such sound was found in the d~ta set,· and· it was 
" :. ·not recogniz.ed ·by cluster analysis: it vas p~aced with the many .class 3c 
sounds in eluste.r 41 • 
. . 
G-ROUP 4 • 
Th~se sounds were ver,y short. Noise was generally' prominent, which 
resulted in broad bandwidths. They had a clic~~like structure. Two 
classes were represented in group 4 (Table 11). 
Class 4a. This class comprised simple cliftk-like sounds, of vari-
able but often ·broad bandwidth (mean of 2.44 kHz). Energy . wa.~ us~ally 
yery high in the low frequencies, with a mean minimum frequency of 0.23 
kHz, and mean peak fr~quenciea of 0.7.9, 0.60 and o·.sa kHz at the th..ree 
·sampling pointe (Table 11). Maximum frequency averaged 2.67 kHz. . Even 
if }he energy . vas pretty v•ll . dio i ri bu ted .0~ tho ~h~le .. bondd~th, . bands 
of· higher amplitude were often ,preeent {Figure ·22). Duration ' averaged ~ 
o'.04 · · sec. . One or two other click.e, . usually of much' lover ~nte.nsi ty, 
. ! 
wexe "sometimes found before or after the main click. They w.ere barely 
I i 
audible t9 a human listener. Class 4a correafonds to the "broadband 
clicks" of Winn _!! al. (1979). : 
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Spectrogram of class 3e sound. Analysis filter 
is as in Figure 6, p. 67. 
Characteristics and clustering of the two 
classes of Group 4. 
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For each class, the number of cases (n), mean dominant frequency at 
three points (start, middle, and end of sound), minimum and maximum fre-
quencies, and duration are given, with the standard deviation in brack-
ets. Structure of the sounds and the number of clusters of each type 
are also shown. The highest proportion (%) of the class found in a sin-
gle cluster is in brackets, below the appropriate cluster type. 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN. MAX. DURA- STRUC- CLUSTER TYPE ** (n) FREQ. FREQ. TION TURE * 
START MIDDLE END (kHz) (kHz) (sec) A B c D E F 
4a 0.79 0.60 0.58 0.23 2.67 0.04 NT(S) 1 6 
(64) (0.72) (0.49) (0.55) (0.29) ( 1 . 76) (0.04) (47) 
4b 1 . 01 0.60 o. 91 0.14 5.78 0.07 NT 1 
(8) (0.83) (0.65) (1.48) (0.02) (2.10) (0.02) (88) 
* Structure types are as in Table 6, p. 64. 
** Cluster types are described in Table 5, p. 62. 
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Figure 22. 
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TIME (sec) 
Some spectrograms of class 4a sounds. a-i are 
from cluster 46; j-1 from 45; m-o from 50; p 
from 51; q-s from 55; t-w from 56. Analysis 
filter and breaks in the abscissa are as in 
Figure 6, p. 67. 
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-Class 4a· had 64 sounds and was the sixth largest in the sample.' It 
had one type "B" cluster: 30·cases or 47% came from clust~r 46, and 77% ·c 
I . 
of the sounds of this cluster belonged to this class. Four other cases 
. . -,--:-• 
1fere fpund in cluster..45'.< type c)· •. For them·, there was no I,ow energy 
~ . . . \ . . '' 
·(mean mi_nimum · freq~e}lCy of ' 1-.32 kHz, versus-: 0.18 in cluster 46, Appendix 
, ,.,..,::-. ~~- l 
D). · This clu~tet"~.o ~ad three sounds from class ;c. This was . not 
surprising: on"e .di;frtf~. · ola:.ss · 3c end 4a sounds were very much Ru••S 
except that the. ·later usually scored better i _n lpw frequencies. A few 
. . 
other cases were found in clusters 4 7 , . 50.-51 ·, and 55-57. Moe t of them 
were p"ceded ··.or followed by additi~nal clicks and consequently had a 
' ... . . ' ' 
·. lO.nger duration (mean duration was 0.08-0.23 sec in these 'cl~~te~s, vs 
· 0.04 in cluster 46, Appendix'D). 
Class 4b. -c.,: ThiS class was one of the three that . correlated w~th ' 
. • 0 • • ~~., ' . . • • ' • • 
whales • ·)lehavior. · They_ were recorded while . a .whale was. lobtaili~g 
(_slapping it~. tai_l on. the surface .of the sea), ' flippering (slapping of 
t. .• . 
one or both flippers on the surface·) o~ ln;eaching (whale leaping out of 
. . ' . . ~ 
' . 
the wa'ter), and were identified as 'impact noises.· Such sounds have been 
described a~ . broadband pulses by Thompe~n _.!! .!!.· ·· ( 1977). These sounds 
. .. 
were difficult to digitize, ·being' · usually characterized by str~ng 
-
echoes, ·hard to separate from the sound· itself, They were short (mean 
. . . 
· of 0.07 · s~c, Table 1·1) broadband sounds (mean· bandwidth0 of 5.64 kHz} and 
~ . . . ·. 
had thei,.r ~:ttiongest · 8J11pli tude in low frequenci.e_s (peak f~equency meas-
, <• • 
. urements of 1 .01, 0.60 and 0.91 kHz) (Figure 2'3). · Minimum and maximum 
frequencies were 0.14 add" 5 '.78 kHz. · / 
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Some spectrograms of class 4b sounds. a-d are 
from cluster 46; e is from cluster 42. Echoes 
are prominent on these spectrograms. Analysis 
filter and breaks in the abscissa are as in 
Figure 6, p. 67. 
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Class 4b had eight cases, and ranked twenty-third iri size. How-
ever, ~~'they ' ., occurred more . often than their poor representation in the 
. i 
, I 
/ 
I 
. I 
. i ' 
. I' . 
-~- : ;': ·· . ' 
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. . . 
./ . 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
sample might suggest: often too much noi,se_ and echo .' wa's ' masking them, 
and ·- f~w-~were : digitized. Echo seems to l:le an i mportant factor tor aural / 
recognition of these sounds, but was cot digitized. · For this · .reason, ! . 
, . ,_ I 
. tl)ese sounds were vecy similar to class' 4a· sounds onc~ .. digitized • . No.~~ 
~urprisingly. , ·seven of them ,(sB%) w~r~ 'clustered in C\uster 46, wit~ 
I 
most of 4a sounds. The other 'case, longer~ was i~ clu~ter 42, with 
. I 
class 3d sounds; .Cluster analy_~i,s ·did not recognize this class. ' · 
GROUP 5. 
.. /·. 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
.; Sounds in this group w~ re pulsive, with a repetition rate ·. us~a~:lr .. 
slo~ enough to distingui~h ~heir individuai · subunits .. (a lthough one. c'~~s~ 
a vezy1 v.,iable r~petit{on r~te).. Pe~k energy. wa~ .general~Y,, ~fe~n 
and -1 ).5 kHz, and often-. (but not always) increased towa·rd the e~~- o~ 
had 
0.5 
., 
the sounds. Duration was short, averaging 0.09-0.18 sec for {our o~ the 
. , 
five classes in this . group (Table 12). I 
Class 5a . Here, sounds were made of 3-10 si~ple click-like s~ruc~ · 
( ) 
~J ~ • I . . 
·tures of re oi less 
w~~· _ always ·~low enough 
equal intensi ty Figure ?4 • The repetition rat e · 
' . . l 
.. 
to permit. a ' good separation of each· click) with 
I ' ' '., ' ' 
the analysis filter ~s~d (1 50 H_z). _ - ~an duratio~ was ·o.1 3 ~-ec _I (Table 
12); ,mi~imum and ~maximum frequencies av~rageg 0.,181 ~nd 1.4~ kHz · ~espec- . 
I . . ! 
tively, . for a mean bandwidth 1.31 kHz_. It can be seen in . the measure-. 
I •• 
menta of peak frectuency 'that most o_f ~he energy .was "i n low ·· f requencies: 
. . 
0.51, . 0.44 and 0.45. kHz. 
• . I I 
Wi.th ~1 cars, it w_as_= the :Jeventeenth;_l~rgest · 
class in the sample. It was not recognized in cluste r. a nalys is. Ten 
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Table 12 • 
. . 
Characteristics and clustering of the five 
. cla~ses in Group 5. 
For each class, the number of cases (n), mean 'nominant frequency . at 
three points (start, .middle, and end of sound), minimum and maximum fre- ' 
quencies, and duration ·.are gfven, with the standard. :deviation in . brack .. · · 
ets• Struo.ture of . the sounds- and. the number of clusters of each tfpe 
are also shown. The highest ' proportion (%) of the class found in. a sin-
g~e· _ clu·s~er ·is•in b'rao~et!:J, below· the appropriate cluster typ~ • 
! 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (~H~) r.uN. MAX. DURA~ STRUC- CLUSTER TYPE ** ~(n) I FREQ• 'FREQ. •TION TURE * 
START MIDDLE . END (kHz) (kHk) (sec) A !B c D E · F ,.. 
" 5a 0.51 0.44 · 0.45 0~18 1·.49 0.13 S 
(21). (0.29) (0.25) (0.31) '(0.10) (0~77) (0.08) 
' .,) 
6 
(48) 
5b tl 1.13 1.01 !'1.30 0~32 3-92 0.15 
(134) ,(0;.69) (0.72) (0.71) (0.24) (2.05) (0.08) 
8 6 
(21) 
.-
·sc I 1.03 0.74 .1.73 0.12 . 5.25 ,o.1a · FN 
(3} (·o.52) (0.43) (0.,3)· (o.o1 f "ll041) ~o.o3) 1 ( 67). 
Cl 5d 0.51 1.50 . 1 .29 0.13 6.08 0 . 10 SN 1 
( 1 )~;-. • - -~~ -. 
5e · 0.78 0.12 1 • 31 0.12 . 4o04 0.71 . SN 
( 1.) 
- ' 
* ~tructure types are as .in Table 6, p. 64. · 
** Pluster types are . described. in Tab~e 5, p. 62. ) . . . . 
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Some spectrograms of class 5a sounds. a is 
from cluster 46; b-e from 51; d-g and 1-m from 
55; h-k from 57. Analysis filter and breaks 
in the abscissa are as in Figure 6 p. 67. 
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cases 
I (48%) were in cluster 55, where they acco~nted for 36% of the 
! \ I 
cases. One to five cases were found in clusters 46, 51 !, 56-57 and 109. 
I 
They;were found in . the same clusters as classes 4a and 5b. · A combina- . . 
. i 
tion of many factors was probably responsible for this: 'there was quite .. 
' ' . ~ ! 
a bit of variability in dominant frequencies, arid sometime~ no region of 
;:·>·..:··higher energy was visiple, bpth resultin~ in variable measurements of 
peak frequency;· duration and bandwidth, as well as the interaction of 
the ·two, also affected clustering. 'Clus~er . 46 had short sounds with a 
broad bandwidth (3.0~ klti). Those found.in clusters 55 and 56 were of 
. . 
about the. average duration . for the ·c~ass, wi ~h. a: broad band~idth in .· ~-
cluster' 56 arid a much narrower bandwidth .in 55. Clusters,.51., .-57. s.n~ . ..109 . ·; · . . • ' 
w~~e longer thantr~erage ~nd . had broad bandwidths • 
. . 
class 5b. Sounds of this class were similar to those of ch.ss·· · .5a 
in being pulsi.ve and of relatively short duratio,n (0.15 sec, Tabl'EI 12). 
. .. 
·However they were of a .broader ba~dwidth (3.60 kHz): minimum frequency 
was higher (0,32 kHz), but more importantly, mean maximum frequency · was 
.. _; . . 
03.92 kHz. Nean peak frequency was 1.13 kHz at the beginnrng, 1.01· at 
the middle and 1 .30 at the .end, . which shows that there was less energy 
. I 
in low frequencies t~an for the previous class. Eve.n if it is not · very . ( 
ap~J. rent from these m~asuremente, peak frequency often rose toward the 
end lof the sounds, chiefly for the sounds of fastest repetition rate. 
'; 
Repetition rate was very variable: the individual clicks of some sounds 
were readily distinguishable, while a complex ha'rlllonic st'ructure ta"ok 
. ' 
place in . oth~r sounds (Figure 25). Noise was P.resent in most ·cases .• 
There were 134 cas~s.ir'I class 5b,.~hich was the . third la'rgest in 
the repertoire • Cluster analys.is did · not discriminate well between 
' ; classe~ 4a, 5a and 5b. Class 5b was split in many smaller clusters dur-. · · 
.· 
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from 56; n-o. s, u and w _from 49; p from 47; q 
·. and t from. 50; v from 48. Analysi~ filter and 
_breaks · in abscissa are as in Figure 6; .p. 67 • 
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·:· 
. J . 
I· . . ing cluster analysis· • . :Eight of · th~~ · w~re . of type "?·".:; thus contain-
.. I . 
ing .mostly· sounds .of this type: clus.ter~ :4.4, '47-50, 5~-5:5' and 56 • . How-
--- -~ ::· . 
1 .... . . 
:I o ever, only 2-19' cases belonging to cla~s 5b were foul'\d in any ·.of them~. 
.-, 
... ·' . 
fac·t, the clust~r accoun~ing fen the highest number : ~! these 
vas . of : .~pe ."~"·: · cluster · 57 h·ad 28 ·J;_ses . (21% o~ the ·· clas.s, an~ 
• • :: 0 ., 
18% of 
.... . 
the ciuater) •. ·Cluster 51 had the second .larges.t. ·number of ~ases from . 
.• ·. -; ' . 
. I 
this class:: 23, or. 17% • . Again, . they accounted· f~.·o~ly '33%. of the alus- . 
. .. . :_ 
.. 
. ·1· ... 
· ; . ~'; . 
,,: . 
ter. 
' 
Other. ca~es. were: fcnind ·in clusters 2, 54-55 and 1.03. 
.. 
Variation · in 
. . . . . . : . . . . . . .. - ~ 
· Mean · d · · - · . ·· · t • i ~· . ura- . · . .. ·.1 .' ' , 
. '{" . . , . .. •, . . . . .· . :· : ;,· 
tipn . was ·shorter than .the class .ayerfg.in ~~~ster.s . 44, ~47:-:4~, and. 55~ , .. :.:_: !}: 
·'· • • •• . ':7 • • • ' . •. '. ' . : ' • • • J' . 
. 56; it was ab.out the class av~rage in cluster 53, ·and longer in··cltisters : ·':·: .. -;: 
. \ . . .. . . .. .... :.' /~ .. ·-.L· 
. 2,·49:"'.5~ ·, .52,_ :~_4. ,.:· 57 and 1_()3. ·Mean .. tninimum •frequency ~as .low.er thari ~hit ·.; . .:1 .·; .·i 
. . . . . . .. . ''.-.:· : .. 
' class av~ rage. in cluste'Is 54-'57'; 1 t . w~s· abou-t . the -c~ass .~~er!'~e in cl_u~.:. ... ~ - ' - : :; . : . ·1·~ 
· .. du~ation · a~d .bandwidth were probably responsible for :. thi.s. 
•• j. 
ters 44, 50, a~d . ~2, while it was hi~er in clus-ters . 2, 47-49; 53 and . . 
~j03 • . Finally;. clusters .47-48, 53, 55 arid 57. had ·relatively · ~arrow ; ' 't''• 
,,· 
bandwidths; clusters. 2, 44, ·:so, 54~ and 56 hat! bandwidths near th.e class 
a"Yerage; and clusters 49, 52 and 103 had broad. b~ndwidtha· {Appendix . D)·; 
. - · - · . ' . · - · . . \ . ' 
.. 
. '-: 
.These clusters were £used because of their very sirrl.lar ·.acous.tic prope·r-
, 
·, 
. · .... 
. -~-,~ 
'·· . 
· ties and of the gradation b'etVe'en clusters. 
... . ,· ' . . 
A' • ' 
"ciass 5c •. The spectfograms .of theae'~ounds.(Figure 26) loo~ . n:iuch 
. . I . .. · .· 
like those of .class 5b i. ~avi.ng a fast 'repetition rate. Hoveve:r, ·the. ·,. · 
. ' . ' . . . . .· . . .. ~ . 
aural impression vas ·most peculiar: J.t was ·veey ~oud, v:it'h ·a : very sudden 
, • ,.' 
'\'. ~ .. -··f .. 
. I star~, · sounding· like a · b!i~k·· . 'Bandwidth wa13 ~er:y broad (S.:13 ~z); and . ., 
mu~ noise vas prea!!nt. · Mo!Jt of the· ·energy ·was· .. ~.el~w · 2 and · not· 
distributed E!qual~y. Meas~rements of~,p~ak frequency, ·averaged 1 •. 03,:· 0.74 
• . • • • • 1 
and ·1 :7.3 kHz ·at · t~e three s~~pling pointe (T~ble ~·2)~ · ·· Me.an . mini~m fre- . · · 
.. . qu~n~y was 0., 2 kHz, ·and mean . uia~j,mum frequency . 5:25 kHz. . . (": . . Duration was · 
• .. : 
·, ·i 0 "•, 
··~ . -·-- -- •, . .
. . . 
• ..... ----~~·· · ••··-·~·: ......... ~, e, •. .c .. ft. :'.A .. · .Rt ... . 4;'P·'Pf:Y&I<J~. *. •, 
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Spectrograms of class 5c sounds. b and d are 
the same sound, as well as c and e. a is from 
cluster 50. b-e are from cluster 51 . Analysis 
filter and breaks in abscissa are as in Figure 
6 p. 67. 
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Spectrograms of class 5d (a) and 5e (b) 
sounds. a is from cluster 50; b is from clus-
ter 51. Analysis filter and breaks in abscis-
sa are as in Figure 6 p. 67. 
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•. 
0.18 · sec. 
, .. 
' 
. Class 5c had only three melllber~, and ranked thirty-fifth. in size, 
Cluster· analysis did not differe~tiate -it from class 5b.· Two ·of its 
. : ·. mem~~rB (67%) rere found in_clu,ster .51, accountlng f~r only·'3%.:_' or·· this 
· , • . ' • • , • I 
cluster, and the other in ·cluster 50, also accoun~ing .for· 3'% of · the 
cl~ster. 
There was only one soupd 'in .thi~ class: It was pulsive : 
, C · -Class 5d. 
.. 
. · · <f.!~'ir, .•• _27a), and the four individual cficks· were '!fell sepuated. E,a~h 
._.-J!! : 
/ . 
. . ,.
' . ~ 
. ' 
' . 
' 
- . . 
' ' ; ''I 
~ . . · ·~ . . 
· ·. ~ - ... . "cliqk.was much like the .sound identified as · cl~ss 3e _(Figure .21, p:~· ·· . . ·: · 
>, . ·' '1 ci2\;: It sounde~ v~ ry dif f~ rent froni any. ~ther sound in -.~~ •~plo. ·• ~ . . .' j.: 
, . . ·.{· 
., 
• , .. 
. .·, .1 :. 
... . ·. 
·, .. 
.. . ' : 
~ 
' 
D~ration. ~a·s 0.1 sec, minimum frequency 0.13 kHz, ·and maximum frequency . ' 
"' 6 ~08 kHz·, for · a ban~ width .of ·5 .95 ·)d{z (T~ble _12 )~ · Howev~ r·, only the : .. 
second cl.ick had energy_ above 2 kHz, . · Peak . ·frequen~y 
· . . I . ' . . . . . . ~ 
._beginning; 1,5 ~t the middle and 1.29 . a~ ·the end. 
. . . . .. . 
Tli~~ _sound . was ro~ distinguished ·. from class Sa 
. . . . . . -- ' . . . : . 
as it vas included in cluster 50.· 
I 
Class 5e. 'Again, only one ease wa;s found in 
was 0.51 kHz at . the 
. '\ 
. . 
by cluster analysis, 
. , 
this ·class. This 
1-
. . ,.sound · (Fi~re 27b) consisted qf thre~ .. bJ:oadband click~plua a few 
.' 
.. . fainter and narrower· ones. · Each ~liqk was very similar to ·· s~me sounds. · 
. . 
· of class · 4s. · It lasted 0.71 .sec, with a frequen9y range o!'3,.92 kHz ·. 
., 
. . ' . . . . . . . . ' . . . \ 
. ( T:able, 12 ).- . P~ak .fr~q~ency measu~ements were 0. 78, 0_.12 · and . 1 ~31 kHz. 
Mi.irlmu)ll. and maximum frequencies wete . 0,1·2 and 4~04 _kl:{z,. ·respective~~· 
. I . . . 
·It vas nbt reveale'd ~Y clust.er analysis, · aecount.ing !o;: only 1% of ... clus.; · 
·.. .. . . . . . . '• 
. :t'~r 51. 
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! 
' GROUP 6. . .. Clas~ 6a • . ·1 Th~re 'was only.one class (6a) in this . group. These 
. . 
·sounds w~re noisy, without a tonal component _or a clear pulsive st·ruc-
·ture (Figure 28)'. ·Their. spectrograms looked :nke blows (~la~s 1a) _that 
.lacked th.e1r tonal ·comp~nent, but a.~ral impressions· did not corroborate . . 
. .. ' ~ 
· t~is possibility. · ~hey _w~re_ · broadband: th.e frequency_ range had a mean . 
. . . - ~ ' ~f ·3-77 ·, kHz, with a mean m~nimum and maximum frequencies 
~ -~. 98 ~Hz, -~espectiv~ly {'l:able .._~) ~ Mean duratio~:-vas 0.31 
. . . 
of 0.21 and 
sec·. Peak ··· 
' 
· :r.requency_ was 'difficult to assess, bec~use of the ~s>isy nature of t~e.s~ 
-. · .'. soinida·. . The means obtained .for the thre·e .' sampling 
~- '. , . . , • I , 
points' were. 1 .21' 
. ·, 
• , J ' 
..  ~ . 
· .. ~ith tvo sou~~.s -~ . class 6& . ra.~ed oniy .thirty:-s.eve!lth in the sample. 
' . 
·., 
I 
' i ' 
~ 
.. 
J 
~ 
':. 
. ' 
· ' ., 
o I 
. ; . 
. ' ., 
• I 
. i 
. -; 
. I .· 
' ' l . 
. · ... . . · Th!tY. were· ·round in . cl~ster·~. 51 and . 61-~ :: wh~re they ' acc.ou.~ted. tor only 1._4_.. .. 
. . ·· 
->:! 
·•. ·i i .. 
-! ~' 
· I: .. . .. 
·~ :. 
l .. ·. 
I ·· 
J. 
·L 
1
. ·. I 
I . 
. . , 
\ 
'· i 
·f 
I 
:I 
· .. . l 
' ; 
. ! 
.... i· 
. \ .. 
• . .. ·. 
.· . . . / 
· and · 0~5% of the · cluster respectively~ . T}:ley were not r~cognized :by clus-
·.... : ·. ter .analysis, . but because of their 
. . . . ' 
. . . . .I . . . . . . : . . . . . 
.bandwidth;- the 'relative weigh·t .of . the 
relatively iong · du~·ation an.d broad 
. ""'-. 
additional. variables dealing with . .· .' 
. . I .. 
· their exclusively n?isy nature · was low • . 
. ; . . · . 
• JJJ • ' ·, 
I '':' 
· GROuP 7 .. 
! 
· All -·th~ classes in group 7 had a mean ba,ndvidth of ·at least 2 kHz, · 
·. ! . 
' although p~lse. rate ~as · variable · betwe"an and some~ . 
' • • • I _ 
They .were ·.pulsive ,_ 
I 
. . 
, . . ! : · , · 
·J·:. . 
'· ' ., 
. t i mes- withi'n classes • repe_tit:bon .. rate, . 
bandwidth, or a combination • of them increased toward t~e end of the 
·sounds • . Noise was common in· all· but ·cla~s Th~ · Duration ·· was variable . . ~ .· 
- l _: 
·between classes, and in some cases, within .classes as well. 
. . I . . . . . . , , Mean du·ra- . 
' ' 
1
.tion vas· in· the 0.23-1.33 sec range · (T~ble 14). · .There were seven 
classes in this group. · .· 
. ; 
,,- <h :. · . • . 
. t. 
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Table 13. Characteristics and clustering of the single 
· class in group 6. 
11 6 
For each class, the number of cases (n), mean dominant frequency at 
three points (start, middle, and end of sound), minimum and maximum fre-
quencies, and duration are given, with the standard deviation in brack-
ets. Structure of the sounds and the number of clusters of each type 
are also shown. The highest proportion (%) of the class found in a sin-
gle cluster is in brackets, below the appropriate cluster type. 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN . MAX. DURA- STRUC-
(n) FREQ. FREQ. TION TURE * 
START MIDDLE END (kHz) (kHz) (sec) 
6a 1 . 21 0.59 2.20 0. 21 ).98 o. 31 N 
(2) (0 . 56) (0.33) ( 0. 91 ) (0 . 11) (0.15) (0.20) 
* Structure types are as in Table 6, p. 64. 
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** Cluster types are described in Table 5, p . 62. 
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Spectrograms of class 6a sounds. a 
cluster 51 ; b is from cluster 61 . 
filter and breaks in abscissa are as 
6' p. 67. 
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clasa~s in Group . 7. · · .. · · · Table . 14~ Charac'teristics and clustec;rof the sev~n . .· I 
ch clas~, - the ~~~ber ~i _cases · (n), ~e~n ' ·o~~na.nt frequency at ·-: 
points (start, middle, and en'd of sound), ininimum and maximum fre-
... .. ... 
.. . . 
es, and duration are given, ·with the atandud ~eviation .in brack-. · 
St ctu re of the sounds. and the number ~f · clusters of . each type · 
shown. The highest' p·roportion (%) of the class found in -a · si.n-
ster is in brackets, · below the · appropi'ia.te cluster ~ype • . ~ 
. . ' 
' ~ 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ . (kHz) MIN. MAX. DURA- STRUC- · CLUSTER TYPE ** 
·Ut) ' . FREQ • . FREQ. TION TURE * ~ 
. ·,. STA.RT MIDDLE END . (kltz) (kHz) {sec) . ~A-._-=B~C~D,.--s=---=p=-. 
• • 
. 7a . 1.29 0.82 1,06. 0.15 4.15 0-.25 .SFN · 
·. (57) . (0.69) (o~61) (0.63) (o!o6) (1.68) (o.io) 
. . 
7b . 1. 75 '1 ~09 ' 1._45 0.30 7.79 0.45 F 
(1) 
·- -
. 
·7c 0.23· ~1 0.77 0.13 3.28 0,'24 F(STN) 1 
(99) . (0.18) ( 0.1 t ) (0.47) (0.03) ( 1 .98) (0.09) (90) 
. . 7d . 0.41 0.32 0.87 0.13 . . 3.5.4-" 0.55 SF(N). 1 
( 194) (0.44) {0.32) (0.52) (0.03) (1.81-) '(0.22) 
7e 1.02 1.03 0.94 6.13 3.53 1.02 S(N) 
' (17) (0.52) {0.50) - (0.56) (0.01) (1~16) { 1. 75) 
7! 1 .31 1.00 . 1.65 0.37 4.87 0.46 SN 
(3) . (0.45) (0.13) (0.37) (0.24) . (1.58) (0.25) . .. 
7g . . 2.88 . 0.37 1. 71 0.12 3.76 1".33 SF 
(1) 
* Str~ctu re ty es are Is ,in Table 6, · p. 64. 
· ··•• Cluster ty s are described ln Table 5, p. 62. 
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Class 7a. These ~o~~d~ .etarted_wi;h _  a _puls-~e po~t-ion o'f re~a.::. 
tively high frequency · (mea~ -~ frequency _at th~ begi!lning vae ··.1_.29_ 
' . . . . ' . . . 
. : . : , -~ · kHz, .:r'able 14) - ~nd slov repetition ra.te (Figure. 29). The middle section 
. . . ) . . . -~ ~ . . . .. 
:. - .. . . - . ~ 
had lower frequencies. Peak. freq..uency vas also lower ~here: 0 .82. kHz • 
. ' 
Peak frequency then went up again in the last part of the·. sou,n_ds, fo~; a 
' 
mean of 1 .09- at the end. Repetition rate was fas tiH' in the ~econd half 
of ,the. sounds,- where a harmonic structure us~ally took place _ (F~gu re 
,· 
~ . 
) . 
•: 
. ' 
' . 
" 
• 1 
' . · ; 
29)·._ Bandwidth, wh~~~ : avera~ed 4.0o .. ~z, _ w~s. also-· a_t :i_ta · ~ximu~-
. ·second half. Mean mi. nimum f-requency wa's 0. 1 5 kHz. while m·ean- maximum 
'---r•' . . . 
. •' '. 
frequency :teached · 4._15 ' kHz.' Du.rati._on averaged 0.25 sec. 
. . 
·Acoustic_pl'o- , : -.,_ .!· ··. 
·.•. :' --.. 
~~r.ties ot'ciass _7a---f~re . ~n_te·rmedlate 'betwee~ _ those ~f classes 5b '_and -- - - -"' --- ~:- ,· i· . 
-. ' ,' ] 
. 7c. ·. In fa~t,.- these sounds ~ere very-- much like· those of cla~s- 7c (Figure : 
31), wi.th th_e addition of a - pulsive _· prefi.x of -higher fre(\uency and 
slower repeti ti.on' rate. 
C1ass .. 7a -had 57 s ·ounds and was the seventh 1a rges t in the sample. -
·rt was -not very well defined by clust&r analysis. Cluster . ~4,' type "B", . 
cont~ineq 16 -of. the~e sounds, whiih is 28% of .ihe alas~ and 62% of the 
c-luste1:. But. · the highest number of these sounds came from a type. "F" 
- -
cl~~t~r, · c~!l~~r 5.1 (23 cases, or 4o%), where they accQunted - fo~ only 
':33% of the lus~e·r. One' to' eight cases were found in each of. clusters 
t . 
50, 56, 57 1 61- an 81. 
As seen before, clust~r 51 also cont~ined many class . 5b . sounds~ 
This :is because these two classes ve·re v~ ry similar after .digi. tizing: 
. . . 
the,- difference between the two )(as mainly based on _ -the frequency_ of peak 
energy at. the beginning, presence or absence of a te rm:ina~ frequenc~ 
upsweep and on the prese_nce 01 absence of an ittcrea·se in the repetition 
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Some spectrograms of class 7a sounds. a-d are 
from cluster 51; e-f from 54; g-h from 57; i 
from 61. Analysis filter and breaks in 
abscissa are as in Figure 6 p. 67. 
o~llm~~~~--­
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Figure 30. 
1 
TIME (sec) 
Spectrograms of class 7b sound. a and b are 
the same sound, from cluster 52. Analysis 
filter is as in Figure 6 p. 67. 
11 9 
. I · 
i ' 
repre_sented -in., the data. Sounds in ,cluster 54 lasted in . aver~~e i.ong(r · 
/. ......... _.,- ' :,. 
than those· from cluste~ 51 ( 0.26 vs 0.22 sec~· Appendix D), had . a · higher 
. 
· ' 
, peak frequency in. the middle (1.47 vs 0.48 kHz) a~d a _lower.· peak~. fre-
. - ~~ . 
~. quency at the. end (1 .00 kH_z vs. 1.43). The few sounds found in ot.her 
~/ 0 • 
~ - clusters . were ~horter (0.08 and 0.:18 sec' in clusters 56 ~nd 50. respec-
'. 
tively) or longer (0.51 and 0.79 sec in clusters 61 and a1) ··than -average 
f~r the~~as:. whiie ui~se in clusters 57 .;n·d 61 had narr~wer bandw~dth 
.1 . ' . . . 
(3.05 a~d •e,94 kHz,• respectively, S:gainst 4.03 and 3.95 -·kHz in clusters 
Class 7b. This sound was similar to those of classes 5b. arid 7a. 
I ' • ' 
but sounded very diffei:ent. 
. ~ 
It was pulsive, and the repetition rate was 
II' '" 
too fast to discern- the individual component's with a filter of 150. :or 
even 300 y. The· harmo?ic structure was very i -rregular (Figu_re .30). 
The be-ginnimg of the sound had its energy spread over ·4 kHz, With a peak 
frequency of 1 .75kHz (Table 14). The frequency 'range·was still · broader 
in the middl e of the so near the maximum of 7. 4 9 kHz, but the 
peak The sound was much narrower i n the 
end, and the peak frequency was.W:45 Minimum a nd maximum f requen-
cies we re · 0. 3 ~nd 7 ~ 79 kHz resP,ecti vely. ith a duration o'f 0.45 sec, 
it was almost twice as long as the average sound from class 7a. Thi s 
sound was unique in the sample • . and not well rev:eal ed by clu~ter 
analysis. I t was placed in a small cluster, 52 (n=4).' Tw(l·~f ita ale-
. ... . :· !' ' 
ments were from class Sb. 
Class 7c. ·· Class 7c sounds we re relatively short., .with a · mean · 
1 ' 
duration' of 0.24 sec (Table 14). The peak f re q u_~ncy of these sounds 
increased from the beginning to the end1 passing -f -rom 0.23 kHz to · 0.31 
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Some spectrograms of class 7c sounds. f and l 
are the same sound, as well as h and m, and j 
and n. a is from cluster 58; . b-f, h-n are 
from 57; g is from 51. Analysis filter and 
breaks in the abscissa are as in Figure 6, p. 
67. 
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kHz at the middle and then 0. 77 kHz. Bandwidth also . increased· toward 
th~ end of the sounds, . giving them a ty.p_ical · "J" shape (Figure 3t ).· 
Bandwidth was ver,y variable.between sounds. The simplest forms had 
energy on not more ·than 0.38 kHz, whil~· the_ other extreme had energy on 
the totality ·of the bandwidth studied (0.12-B kHz). The reason for this 
was the relative abundance of .high frequency noise: those sounds with 
. little noise were probably prod1;1ced by. · distant whales. Overall, 
bandwidth averaged 3.15 rHz. These sound.s · were pulsive, the .. r~eti tiqn 
rate being sometimes slow enough at the beginn~ng to · distinguish .' the 
indiVidual clicks. But a·harmonic structure wBs almo!t always ~rese~~ 
near the middle of the sounds. Repetit1on rate generally increased with 
~-:-time, 'whi~~ .was seen as, an i1ocrease _in .the spacin~ between ha'rrilorlics 'on 
the spectrograms. Some cases had a tonal ending •. · Minimum and ma'xfmUm 
frequencies averaged 0.13 and 3.28 kHz, r-espectively. This <:lass 
corresponds to the sllunds described as "yup" in Winn et al. ( 1979) ,· 
except-that· they usually reach higher f requen.cies ·in the present · study. 
With 99 sounds, it was the fifth most ·impo~tant class in the sam-
ple. The majority (89 cases, or ~0%) were ·from. cluster 57, which was of -
type "A" (55% of its members were .in !class 7c)~ Three 
cluster 58, which had o~ly four case, •. }heir duration 
much less: 0.15 sec and 1.22 kHz,' vs 0.23 sec and 3.05 
others were . in 
and bandwidth was 
57. Three cases came from cluster 51, three from cluater 61, and one 
. .. 
fiom cluster 1. They constituted a min·o·r pa~t of these clusters. 
Class 7d~ · These sounds had a variable duration, but a the, · average 
, was more · than. half a second (0~55 sec, Table 14). ' They .'w_ere pulsive·, . 
and at fi .rst repetition rate was' slow': each subunit was reftdily visible 
I ' ' ~ 
Q~the spectrograms (Figure 32). 
.. -- . 
Bandwidth was usually, narrower in this 
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Some spectrograJ!ls"of class 7d .. sounds. k and m 
are the same sound,· as well as j and n • . a-c, 
f-h• j and m-n -a .re from cluster 61; ·d ·is from 
57; e and 1 from 69; i from 63; k from 60. 
Analysis filter·an~ breaks 'n abscissa are as 
in Figure 6, p. 67. 
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of .the .sound:. most cases had 1i ttle energy _a~ove 0~5 .kHz •. Also; : 
frequ~ncy was · low at the beginning; where the .minimum fi:equency ·of ,·the 
. ·t , . 
so~nd (mean of 0.13 kHz) was usu~lly found. Peak ~zequency increased 
toward· the end of the ~oun~: it : ~veraged 0.41 kHz at the beginn~ng, .0.32 
. .. 
kHz at the middle, and 0.87 ' kHz at t~e end. Maximum frequency averaged 
. . 
3.54 kHz and was found in the second half of . the sounds. Bandwidth and, · 
. often, .repetition rate also inc'rease.d. !!t the end of these sounds. Many 
. , 
casps . ended ''with a complex harmonic -structure, because of' 'the fast 
. r~p~ition r~~e • . ~he las~ section of. th!se ·. soun~s . ·. ~~o~ed .. · much like 
< · ·~ .. :~lr~ 7c ~ounds (Figur~ .31; p. - 119).· 1n some sounds ·however, repe~i'tion . ·. · . . : \ 
, ~ate ·increased only slightly or not at · ail • . The ·individual . comp.onents 
were _still d~st,iqguisha~le on· the spectrogz:a~s. (_Figure 32a-e) •. (:n_ ..fact_! · · 
. . ' . " . . . .. ... ~ . - . .. ,. . 
. many intermediates were found, .and, all .these ·sounds were put in the same 
class. ·Bandwidth averaged · 3.41 kHz, . ~nd was often broader for those 
sounds ending with a faster repetition rate~ The spectrograms of ;class 
. . 
7d sounds were . similar to the "type 1" category of Lawton ( 1-919}, and to 
the '"pulsive moan-yup". sounds of Winn et &· (1979). 
Class 7d" had 1~4 cases and was the largest in the 'repertoire. ·. It · 
vas well ·discriminated by cluster analysis. Most-of the cases (139 or 
72%) came from a single clus te t, 61 • This . cluster was th~ · largest 
obtained, v~th 201 elements, and 70% of them were in ·'Class 7d: 
· The next largest · concentra~ion ( 23 or 12%) w~s found in cluster 57; 
with most of class 7c. · They were the shortest cases ·of the · class, ·the 
section of relative l y low, constant frequency being scarcely noticeable. 
' . . . 
' Av;erage duration was only .0.23 · sec in · cl1,1st~r 5~, · vs: 0.51 sec ~n · cluster 
' ~ . . 
. ,., 
61 (Appendix. D). Five ty'pe "C" clusters also conta{ned. thes'e sounds • 
. 
Sixteen c.ases (8%) were found in cluster 69·, accounting !or .55% of the 
' 
' - • ... I'V'If"' -:~ ~·.,.,..,i,Jl""~,- · . · ··- ·-';.) ..... ... . 
. .. 
.. 
... 
... · 
..:. 
. .. 
·1 26 •. ' .. ' .. 
I . 
' I 
cluate:r. They were longer than average,· with a mean duration of· 0.94 
sec .· in. this cluster. Mean ban'cfwid~h was .also slightly: lea~ (2 .• 27 ~z), 
. The three elements of 'cluster 59 all belonged · to class 7d. They· were 
extremeiy ~o-ng . (mea~ ·of 1 .12 sec), and had· a broad· bandwid~h (7.89 kH-z). 
In two of them, a second band of energy was also .present above the -low 
·. ; 
frequ~ncy ·clicks of the sounds' first ·section. -The only -sound found in 
. ! 
cluster 60 .vas also- long _ (0.73 ae·c). • . .· i The clicks in. the · first :part of 
I 
the sound had eriergy in the no rma1 range (around 0.3, .kHz), bu~ also in/ 
the 1 .5-2 kHz range / with· the peak in .the later (:Figure 32k). The .Cwo · 
· f!IOUnds . in Qluster 6~- ·were also fused to class 7d', They 'vecy similar to 
the other members of · the class, with a slightly ; higher minimum frequency 
' J .• 
: (0.22 kHz), ·w~ich affe~ted greatly the sim.ila~i ty coefficient, because 
of .the" logarithmic frequencY' scale.. Peak frequency _ was lowe·r at the end 
than at · the middle (0.87 vs 1.57 kHz), becau-~e of a second band of 
.. 
en~rgy in the middle ~action of the sounds.· . . Cluster 63, with three 
cases, wa~ also fused to this class.. These sounds were a bi.t shorter · 
than the avenge for the class (0~45 SE?c), and ·had a broad bandwidth 
(4.98 kHz). One of the four so~nds in cluster·ao was included. ~ean 
duration was 0.57 sec in this cluster, while mean bandwidth was 4.12 . 
·· kHz • .' A few other cases (1-3) were 'found in clusters 51, !32.-and 83, but 
· were among many sounds of other types. 
·Class 7e. These sounds were pulsive, with a slow and .relatively 
constant repetition rate (Figure· 33). They were very similar to some 
sounds from the previous class, with a ' band of ver,y high intensity 
betw'een 0.5 and Z kHz. This vas reflected in the me.asurements·. of p~ak 
. ' 
frequency: 1.02, 1.03 and 0.94 kHz at the three sampling_ points 
I 
· . 14). As indicate~ in 
! 
. .. . ~- ·-- ----- - -.. - i-·· 
these •e·~r·•ente, . . frequency decreased toward the 
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Figure 33. Some spectrograms of class 7e sounds. a-d are 
from cluster 61; e is from cluster 65; f from 
66; g from 67; h from 83. Analysis filter and 
breaks in the abscissa are as in Figure 6, 
p. 67. 
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. . . 
end of the sound~ in this band of· high .amplitude • Often, . there was a 
- second 
.. 
band o{ high energy at lower frequencies, which . . rose at th'e end 
(F~gure 33), like in class 7d. The ave~age _bandwi'dth was 3.·4 kHz. Mean 
mi~imuin. fre.quency ras ~·13 .. kHz, an_d m~a~: ~ximu~ frequency rea·ched 3·53 
kHz. Duration averaged 1.02 sec ' but the presence of an extremely long · 
ca~e (~,a ~ec ) w,;. the :..in rua~n f o t such j• high •ve rage· 
1 . Class 7f had seventeen cases and was th_e twentieth. la-rgest in 'the 
sample • 
. . 
It _was , split · in many ~lusters.. Cluster 61 -had the highest 
or 4t%~ but contained many . sounds Of o~her ClEisses . as -Well: 
: 
number (7 
. ., .. 
class 1e ~cco~nted . :for only 4% of: the cl\ister, which W!J.S .of tj'p.e "F". 
~ . . . .· . . . 
However; ·four small :clusters ·contained mostly ~ounds ·of th~s class: 
clusters 64-67 .• . Clusters 14, 70 and ·83. ' h~d 'one. 9I two sounds each -in 
"class .7e, and . we:re·. of tYpe _ "F" ~ There · were ·differences in duratio-n·,-· 
bandwidth, aild peak frequencies between these clusters. Soun~s. in clus-··· 
tars 61 and G4-67 had a mean . bandwidth belo'fl 3 'kHz, while it was 6~24' 
. _., . · . .. . . ·.· ~ · . . . 
kHz ~~ cluster'14. Mean duration w1a~ ' be ·l~'fl 0.6 sec ~-~ clusters. 14, ~1 
and 64., and_. 3.32 .seQ. in. c~ust'er ·70. Also, mean : peak · frequenclea · we.re 
·.' below 1 · kHz in c\ustets _ 61, 66, 70 and 83, while at least one of. t~~~ 
three measurements. had an average value of 1.4 ·kHZ or higher in the 
·. ·either ~l~sters _(Appendix I?) • . Mean chuacteristics of type "F" clusters 
are not neces~arily relevant however. For eiample, dominant frequency 
. . :vas above ·1 kHz in Figure 33a~d, which came· from cluster 61. 
• I Class 7!. These pulsive sounds had ·most of theii energy in .the · 
• I 
1-3 kHz band (FigUre 34). Minimum and maximum frequencies averaged 0.37 
and 4 .• 87 kHz . respectively, for a 'm.ean bandwidth of 4.5 kHz. · !~ean peak 
frequ~ncy was 1.3·1 
..... . 
kHz at the beginning, 1.00 kHz at the midd~e, and 
·. 
1.65 kHz at the end. The repetition rate was slow enough to discrim~ 
,.-
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!: 
_ina:te each subunit. Important characteristics of. this class were the 
irregular sound intensity and pe·ak frequency. 
This small class· (3 cases) ranked thirty-third in size.. It was not 
• 
recognized by . cluster analysis:· each case lias in a di!fe.rent ·. type "F" 
cluster: 51, 61 and 81. Be6ause sound intensity was not coded, and peak : 
· frequency · only coarsely coded, these so~nds were clustered with sounds 
· · · of simiiar frequency co~tour, although_ tHey soun,d~d differe'nt -to . a humiin· 
listener. 
Class ?g • . This class .was .. pulsive, and· . the repetition· rate · 
'· : . 
. . 
. i.~c.rea!3ed ,-with time ·(Figure ~5). · Mu~h ·noise was also present. Duration 
was, 1 • 33 sec ( Ta.ble 14) ,- and the bandwidth 3 .64 . kHz. Peak frequency 
· m,easurements 'll'er.e 2 .88, 0.37 and 1.71 · kHz, but -they .were not represents .. 
tive of ~his ·. class. In fact, ·peak .frequency was in .the O.J-0 .8 kHz f or · · 
. most 'of the sound. But this component was faint at the beginning of the 
. sound, · and 'the measurement o.f peak frequenC?y was taken on high frequency 
noise. Similarly,· the las.t third was faint and did not contai n' any 
· ene~gy in the_ frequ~ncies that _were most represent ed in the main part of 
the sound: Minimum and maximum frequencies ayeraged 0.12 and 3.76_ kHz 
respectively, but there was little energy above 1 .5 kHz. · 
There was only one sound in this cl ass. I~ vas not recognized by 
• 
ClUster analysi~: . it Was found in cluster 82, QUt accounted for only 5% 
of the cluster • 
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Figure 35. 
c 
1 
TIME (sec) 
Spectrograms of class 7f sounds. a is from 
cluster 51 ; b from cluster 61 ; and c from 
cluster 81 . Analysis filter and breaks in the 
abscissa are as in Figure 6' P· 67. 
I · 
1. \ ·• 
I! .. •I• 
I \ '-~ 
1 
TIME (sec) 
Spectrogram of class 7g sound, which is from 
cluster 82. The 0-1 kHz sound in the extreme 
right of the spectrogram does not belong to 
the class 7g sound. Analysis filter is as in 
Figure 6, p. 67. 
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Table 1 5. Characteristics and clustering of the six 
classes in G rou·p 8. · 
.. - . -\ 
For each class, the number of cases (n), mean dominant frequency at 
three faints (start, middle;. and end of sound), m~nimum and maximum f.re-
quenciis, and duration are given, with th~ .standard deviation in brack-
. ets. Structure of the sounds and the number of clusters of each type 
areal o ' shown. The highest ·proportion (%) of the class found in a sin-
gle cluster is in brackets, ·below the approp.riate cluster ·type·. · 
. . 
;.,, 
CLASS DOMinANT FR~ (kHz) ~IN. MAX. DURA- STRUC- CLUST!':!l TYPE ** 
(n) FRF.Q. FREQ. TION TU~E * 
START iHDDLE END (kWz) (kHz) (sec) A B ·C D E F 
8a 0.38 0.25 . ·0.44 . . 0.13 . 1.86 0.72 · S . 1 1 4 
. (49) - (0.31) ,(0.10) (0.35) (0.01) (1.37) (0.'38)'' (61) . 
9b 0.47 0.44 0.46 0.14 2 .AO · 2.24 S(FN) 1 4 
( 21) (0.44) (0.2o) ( 0.'43) (0.02) (0.89) ( 1 .86) (152) 
Be 0 .54 0.57 0.44 o., 4 4.13 2.82 F.( ~r) 1 
(5) ( 0.67) (0.?9) (0.23) (0.04) (i .71) (0.59) . ( 80) 
' 
Bd 0.2·9 0.23 0 .• 23 o. 14 0.80 2.oq · (TS) . 1 
(5) (0. 14)' (0.05) (0.07) (0.01) (0.81) (1.55) . (60)' 
Be 0.35 0.21 0.24 o.n 1 .-41 0.38 ( F'l'S) 1 2 
(7) (0 . 16) (0.12) (0. 18) (o.ot) ( 1 .22) (0.26) (57) 
Bf 0.83 0.82 0.25 o. 16 . 1.91 0.71 F . 1 2 ' 
(4) {0.43) ( 0.68) (0.07)· (0.03) (0.27) (0.05) (50) 
* Structure types· are as in Table 6, p. 64~ 
_**Cluster types are described in Table 5, P• 62. 
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GROUP R. 
"' With the exception of class Be, in which some cases were tonal, 
sounds in this group ·:;w_e re pulsi ve. · The · repetition rate was variable, 
~ut in most · cases it was slo~ enough to allow for distinction of th~ 
individual clicks • . Most ~f t~e energy was below kHz,. and duration was 
over 0. 7.1 sec for all ·but one class (Table 15). There were six · classes 
in this group. 
Class 8a. These pulsiv~ sound~with a· mean duration of · 
0. 72 sec (Table 1 c;). Repetition rate and peak frequency were relat_ively 
constant (Figure ·36). The ·. indi virlUlil subunits· · .of · these sounds ·were 
. . 
always easy · to disc;iminate, while peak .frequency. av~raged 0.;38, 0.25 
and 0.44 kHz at the three sampling pointS. Minimuin and maximum frequen-
cies averaged· 0.13 and 1 .86 k.tfz respectively,. for a bandwidth of 1. 73 
·. .. . --
k'1z. The highest intensity was in .the 0-0.5 kHz region of' the spectrum. 
This class see!'ls to ·be equtvalent to the "pulsive moans" of Winn et al. 
( 1979). 
Class 8a red 49 cases and ranked e·i~hth ftn size •. . It was. not riis·-
tinguished ftom classes 7d by Cluster analysifn 30 cases (61~) came from 
.: cluster 61. This represented 15% of the sounds in this cluster. This 
was probably because repetition rate w_as not included i~ the' data, . while 
sound intensitY and· frequency modulation were only imperfectly coded• 
The second highest concent_ration was in cluster 69: 11 cas~s (22% ·of the 
class; '38% of the c.luster). Here again,- the rest of the cluster was 
mostly made up of class 7d sounds (16 cases). Mean duration was 0.94 
sec in cluster 69 (Appendi~ D), which is above the average duration · for 
the class (Figure .36h,j-l). Cluster 74 had only one case (Figure. 361}• 
It was longer than average (1.36 sec>" and characterized by a 'decreasin~ 
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Some spec'\;rograms· of. class Sa sounds. 
m-n - are fro~ cluster 6i ; ' h and j-l 
69; i is from 74; o-p are from 83; 
filter and ·breaks in abscissa are as 
6, -p. 67 ~ .... 
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·. ' 
dominant frequency (0.72 kHz at t~e be,rd.nning, 0._17 ~t the\niddle and; 
0.12 at . the end, Appendix D). A few. more case~ were f~und in clusters 
70,. 82-83 which _were all of type "F" relative to class Sa;_. Very long 
.. ' 
. 
duration or/and broad bandwidth (clicks sometimes had energy, over many, 
kHz, even if the peak frequency was ,in the 0.3 kHz range} were p~~bably . 
-.,. .responsible for .this scatte_ring • 
.. 
Class 8b • 
·: ( -
These sounds were also pulsive and ' had low 4ominant'. 
.L 
1 ., frequ_encles. · 'Average duration was much longer . however (2.24 sec, Ta~le 
· .... .. 
15), although veqr . variable;·me!ln · banrlwidth was b.roader (2.fi6 kH'z), .but 
there· was. little energy above 1 k~·z_ . Most cases were also characterized 
\' by an increas-ing repetition rate (Figure 37) •· Each click was · .recogniz-
. 
ab+e at. the beginning of the sounds, but usually' it was replaced by. side 
bands ztoward the end. Hinir.lUm and maximum frequencies 
··2.80 .kHz, resptctively. Peak fr!<uency averap,ed 0.47 
_ning, 0.44 kHz t·the middle and 0.46 kHz at the end. 
were 0.14 r and 
~ 
kHz at the begin-
This class could 
- • be seen as the ' juxtaposition class Sa and 8f (Figures 36 and 41 ). · It 
was described as _a "ratchet" ~ourid by Beamish -(1979). 
The!e were 21 cases in class Bb, which ranked sevent~~nth in 
.... 
size, 
. 
.. ,, 
It was relatively .well cUscriminated by cluster analysis. Thirteen 
. cases (62%) cam~ - from cluster 70_ (type "A") or 50% of the' cluster • . · One 
of the two sounds in cluster 71 belonged to class 8b. The other cases 
-
came f~om clusters 61, .69, 82 and 83. Duration was ·shorter than 0.1 sec 
in clusters 61, 6q and 83, betwee~1-2 sec in ~lust~re 71 and 82, and 
3.32 ee~ in cl~ster 70 (Appendix D). D-ifferences in bandwidth were 
probably also responsibleftor this splitting: bandwidth was less than 3 
kHz in clusters 61, 69 and 71, and between ,_5kHz in ' the other cilus-
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Some spectrogram~ of 
three are from cluster 
as in Figure 6·, P• 67. 
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Class 8c. rn · this class, .repetition ra.te and, · sound ,it:ttensity 
-varied frequently and in an unpredictable ~anner (Figure 38) • . Pulse 
rate ~as ·alm~st always too fast for aural or spectrographic discrimina-
l ' 
tion of ·-the _subunits. ·r1ost. of the energy was below 1 kHz, but higher 
bands we:r'e sometimes pzesent, leading to 0 a mean bandwidth of 3.99 ·kHz 
(Table 15). Minimum and maximum frequencies averaged 0.14 and 4.13 kHz, 
.· . 
resp.ec~ively'. These sounds were verr long (niean of 2.82 sec).· · An 
~ . . . . .. 
-inc:r_ease in peak frequency and pulae . .-•:rate was· ·present at . th~ · end for two 
. . : . 
·of .the . sounds, but peak frequency was about constant for . ·· the class: •, . 
0~54 _;. ·0.57 and 0~44 kHz • . 
There were only five cases in class qc, which ranked twEmty-'pixth 
in ···size. : One was· found alone in -cluster 72 (type "C"), whiie the four 
others· came from cluster 70, which also included . most of class Bb. This 
· is because the distinction between these two classes was based . largely 
on repeti.tio_~ rate and a·mplitude modulation, which resulted --in very ' dif- · 
~e.Ient aural impressions • . 
Class Ad. These. sounds were. characterized by .· a very tlarrow 
bandwidth (0.6.6 kHz) ' an·d· a low and co~stant peak frequency: o:29,· 0.23 
a:c?0.23 kH! {Table ·15). They lasted an average of 2.09 sec. Mini_mum· 
and maxicum frequencies averaged. 0.14 and 0.8 kHz.· Some were tonal, 
' . 
othe_rs pulsive with a · repetition rat·e sufficiently slov to .distinguish 
the narrow clicks that composed it (Figure '9). 
Class Bd had five members, rank'ing twenty-sixt~: in the data ~et • 
. , . 
':'he two shor~est sounds of thll cla~e were found in cluster 7,3,· which 
~-·· contairied only these two sounds • . The other . three (60~) were ~n cluster 
70; accountiM for only 121 of the clus.tey, 
.· 
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Spectrograms of class 8d sounds. The few 
clicks in the 0.5-1.5 kHz range of a are not 
part of the sound. a, c and e are from clus-
ter 70; band dare from 73- Analysis filter 
and breaks in the abscissa are as in Figure 6, 
p. 67. 
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Class Be. This class was not . homogeneou·a :: .some of i. ts ·. members 
sounded d~fferer:tt, and their spectrogr~ms looked differe!lt (Fi~re 40). 
In an effort I to limit the number .of rare types, these sounds were put 
together since they were pulsi ve and had thei T maximum intensity in very 
low frequencies (often under the lowest frequency sampled, 125 Hz. and 
geperally below 400 Hz). Measurements of peak frequency. were: . 0.35,. 
. 0.21 and 0.24 ·kHz (Table 15). Mean duration ' was 0.88 sec, but ~as very 
variable; riean bandwidth was 1'.28 kHz, with · a minimum frequency ave rag-
iqg o. 1-3 kHz ·and a maximum frequency averaging 1 .• 44 kHz, 
. . . . . 
It should be 
noted that meaeur~ment~ _of mini.mum frequency was oui te me~ningless it'! 
. . • 
since frequencies ·below . 1 ?5 Hz were digitized a t 125 Hz, sUch sounds, 
The pulse ratf:r was variable, sub,mi ts being 'distinguishable in some 
' . 
cases, ·but not .in others (Figure 40). 
. . 
Class 8~ had seven cases and was the twenty-fifth largest i n t he 
re!)ertoire. Four (44%) . came from cluster 57, which contained most of · 
class ·7c. They were · the shor_test in the class (average of 0.23 -sec). 
The other three wer.e in clu~ter 61 and had a .longer duration· (mean of 
0.51 s ec). 
Class Bf • These sounds lasted in average 0. 71 sec (Table 15). and 
. had little energy above 1.5 kHz (mean bandwidth of 1.75 kHz), Minimum 
and maximum frequencies averaged 0.16 ·and 1 .91 kHz, They were pu~si ve, 
with the components barely diecernible or more commonly with a harmonic 
structure (Figure ~t). Mean peak f requency was 0.133 kHz at the .begin-
ning, 0.82 kHz at the middle, and 0.25 kHz at the end. 
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Spectrograms of class 8e sounds. a-d are from 
cluster 57; e-f are from 61; and g is from 83. 
Analysis filter and breaks in the abscissa are 
as in Figure 6, p. 67. 
Spectrograms of 
cluster 61 ; b 
Analysis filter 
as in Figure 6, 
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class 8f sounds. 
is from 67; c-d 
and breaks in the 
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Class 8f ~as small, having only four cases. It ranked . twenty-· 
. eighth in size. It was not recognized by cluster analysis: cluster 83 
had two cases, .but vas of type "E", ·while the others w:ere in. cluste;s 61 
• . 
. 
and 67, both of type "f". They were clustered "ith "Sounds of similar 
. ~ 
duration and frequency contour. 
GROUP 9. 
. . 
Class.9a. Gr!-?~P 9 c~ntained only _one class: 9a.' These ·. sounds 
were made of ·two or three (sometimes more) click-like structures, O'.r- · 
0.4 sec apart . (Figure 42). They seemed continuous to the human ear, 
.. 
even if the subunits.could ' be heard distinctly. It might b~ because of 
the very high intensity and low frequency involved. On another hand, 
each subunit was very · much like some class 4a sounds. Because they 
sounded continuous, and the pa·~ern was so _regulllr, these few clicks 
. were considered a single sound and digitized accordingly. 
For most . sounds, the first .component vas a fairly broadband click 
with its peak energy · dropping rapidly from around 1 kHz to around 0.1.-
0.2 klfz, For the others, one or two fainter clicks preceded the loud 
. 
component just described. Peak frequency at th~ beginning averaged 1.18 
kHz (Table 16). Most often, there was a delay of 0.1-0.4 sec between 
this c.omponent and the next one. This had for effect of artificially 
reducing·the average peak frequency at the middle of the sounds to 0.17 
kHz (this is because for such a long _ailent period in the middle of a 
sound, peak frequency vas coded zero). The last section consisted of 
1-1 2 clicks (usually 1 one or two). Moat of the enet gy vas contained 
below 
I 
kHz, a~d the mean peak frequency vas -0.64 k.~z. Mean minimum and 
' 
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· · · ,Tabl~ 16. Characteristics ·and · clustering of 'the ·. si~gle 
cl~ss ip Group 9 • ... . ·· 
. ·' . •. 
.. .. For each ciass, · the numbe'r ·.o! ·cases (n), mean . dominant frequency at 
· · ·three points (start, middle, and end of sound), minimum ·and r;naximum fre-
. quencies~ an~ duration are· given, w.ith the s1;andard deviation in · brack-
. . .' eta. · .. Structure . . of . . the sounds and the number of clusters of each type 
are also ·ahovn. · ·The . highest proportion (%) of· the· class found in a sin-
gle cluster is in brackets, below the appropriate cluster type. 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) fUN. MAX.· DURA- STRUC- CLUSTER TYPE ii 
( n) • FREQ. FREQ. TION TURE * 
START MIDDLE END {kHz) {kHz) (sec) -A..,...-=B--:.,c---=D~=E--=F,-
9a 1.18 . o·.11 o.64 o.n 3.58 0.52 TN(s) 
(25}1 · (0.8?L(0.24) (0.64) (0.01) (1.54) · (0.15) 
---
. *. Structure types are as i'n Table 6, ·P• 64. · 
·H Cluster types are .described· in Table 5. ·p. 62. 
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Some spectrograms of class . 9a sounds.. ·a .· .is 
from ciuste:r: 51: b-d are·· from 61: e-f a·re from 
76; g is from 75.: h is' from ;77; i is from 7B; . 
j ·and n aYe from 83; ' k-m are · from 79; o is 
from 99. Analysis filter and breaks ·· in the · 
abscissa are as in Figure 6, p. 67. 
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frequencies were 0.13 and 3.58 kH.z, for a··mean bandwidth of 
.. 3,45· kHz. . These sounds lasted an average of 0.52 sec. 
-class 9a was the fifteenth largest in the sample, with twenty-five 
cases. All cases (7 or 28%) in cluster 79 were in this class (type 
"B"). Class 9a was also ·represented in five type "C" clusters: clusters 
75-78, and 80. Each ha~ 2-4 cases, and except for 75 and 80, was 
_entirely devoted to this class. It seems that becaua·e · o( the sil'~nt 
period in th·e. middle of many of these. sounds_, , var·i.ations ._ in .durati'on ·had 
stil'l more drastic . effects' on cluster. analysis-•. 
0 
Cluster .77 .was very · 
short (mean of o:33 :. sec}, clusters 75 1· 79 . atid 80 had the_i. I .mean du~ation 
.· .. . 'in 't'he 0.46-0~57' sec range' while' clust&rs·: 7{ and .. 78 had mean . 'durations 
. . ' - ~ . . 
· _; 
,..._,- . 
. ) . . 
of 0~62 · and 0.78 sec, respectively. · There· were some differences in 
bandwidth bet.ween clusters. .Clusters 75· and 76 . had . relatively narrow 
. . 
bandwidth (2~77 and 2.88 ·kHz), clusters 78-80 had bandw.idth. relatively 
c•lose to the class aveiage (3.82, · 3.20 and. 4·.12 kHz , re~pectiv.ely). 
Only cluster 77 had a · very. broad bandwidth·: · ·7 .06 kHz· · ·The ·aoU:nd in .. 
clust~r 75 als·~: diff.er~·d in hay~ng a. 's~~~ni t .. in th~ middle ('Fi.gu_re .. 42). 
• • • • • ! • } • . • 
The rest of.. the . class came· fr,Slm thr~e type hp" . clustersi one case in 
clu::tter ·.51, and . th~ee in ea.ch or' clusters· 61 and 83. 
GROUP ·1 0. 
. . 
These sounds were · long (means valied from -1.04-3.32 ·sec; T_able '· 17) 
series . of broadband clicks (Jxcept for class 1 Oc ~ m~~n bandwidth wa~· in 
the 3.39-4.88 kHz. range). Repetition rate was slow, each: click bein~ 
· veii separated_ .both· o~ the spectrograms . and ~o the hUman ear, Mean pe~k 
· frequencies were .·in. 'the o. 9:..1,5 kHz ·region for all classes·. G_roup . 10 
was ~ivided into.th.ree .classes . 
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. Table 17. Cha racteri.s tics and clustering\ .. of the three I , , 
classes •in G·raup · 1 0. -.. 
, . . . . . ~~ -
!\ . - Q . .... 
For each class •. the humber: of cases (n), mean dominant frequency. at 
three. points ' (start, middle. and end of sound') ,_ J!1.i.nimum ·· and ma~imum· ~r.e-
· quencies, and ·duration a!e' given, with 'th~/stand~rd deviatio~iii. _brack-
ets, . Str~ctu re · of the sounds and th!J·•number of " clu~t e rs o each ty~ 
a·re ·also shown. ThEil .highest .proportion (%) of: the . class f'oun . in· a a.in-
gle. cluster is in bra~kets,. below the _appro:priate eluate r type'. 
·,, 
-~ 
CLASS DOMINANT FRF.Q (kHz) 
(n) 
START MIDDLE END 
> 
I 
10a · 1.27 0.97. 1 • 38 
(3~) . (0.77) ( 0 .36) ( 1 .01) 
10b ' ., .35 1 • 51 ' 1 .16 ' 
( 28) (0.46) ( o. 79) ( 0.40) 
.. 
. 
1oc 1'.18 1 .35 0.92 
( 1) 
MIN.· .: JI1AX, DURA- STRUC-
FREQ.~ . FREQ, TION TURE * 
(kHz) 
. 
o. 19 
(0. 13) 
0.40 
(0.24) 
0.24 
· (~Hz) (sec) 
(· 
5.07\,. 1 .88 
(2.27)'J1.58) 
,·, 
3. 78 ' 1-:·04 
( 1 • 41 ) ( 0 • 91 ) ' .. 
•• 10 ' 
\ 
' 2.13 3. 32'· 
.. 
b 
SN 
SN 
S· 
·.:* Structure types are as in· Table 6; p. 64. 
** Cluster types are described in Table · 5, p. · 62. 
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Class 10a. .These pulsive. soun_ds bad ·~ slow. repetition rate and a 
.long dur.ati~n (mean of 1.88 sec, T~l:ile 17) . (-Figure 43). ~epetition rate 
was cpnstant e~cept for one case, where it was faster in the middle sec-
. •. ~ .: . ' 
tion of the sound (Figure 43f). The s~bunits were broadband clicks, 
I 
·'· 
with ·b~~ds ·of higher intensity, g~nerally in the 0. 5-2.0 kHz region • 
Bandwidth averaged 4.88 kHz: mean minimum frequency ·was 0.19 kHz, while 
. ~ 
maximum frequency ·averaged 5.07 kHz, but was very variable. Most sounds ' 
0 ' 
had litt.le ~mergy below 0.3 kHz, which was important in differentiating 
.them. from class Sa (Figure 36). Peak frequency averaged t·.27 kH£ s 't the 
beginning, 0.97 at the ~iddle, · and t .38 at· the end. Peak · freq1:1ency was 
rela-tively constant over. the duration of the s.o'unds, although frequency 
modulation of as much as 1 ~~z was found in ·~ome of the longest ca'ses. . 
Figure 6b in Beamish (1979) ·;;orresponds to this cla.ss, although. it 
. . 
is a case ·of ~elatively narr6w bandwidth. 
With thirty-six members, class !Oa ranked_.ninth in size. Ten (28%) 
of them came from cluster 86, accounting fox 71~ of the cluster (type · 
"B"). Two clusters, 84 and 85,' 'were of type "C" relative to this class: 
cluster 84 had five elements, three of which being of class 10a, while 
I i' • . . 
cluster 85 had only one element." Eight type "F" cl~ste,rs also contained 
. . ' -
1-7 sounds of this .type:,~, 58, 61, 70, 82, .83, 87 and 98. Duration, 
bandwidth and minimum frequency. were very variabie~ Duration vas less 
. r 
• .than 1 se'c in clusters 58, ~1, 83, and 84, 1-2 sec in Clusters 6, 82, 85 
~ {\ 
and 98, and over 2 sec in the other clusters. Bandwidth was less than 2 
. : .. ·\i 
· • .kHz in clusters 58, 2-4 kHz in clusters 61, 70, 83, 84, 85 and _98, while 
. ' ~ 
it was over 4 kH;_ in cl uste·rs 6, 82, 86 and· 87. Clusters 58, 61, 70 and 
82-84 had mean minimum f 'requencies below 0•2 kHz; while it was 0.2-0.4 
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Figure 43.r Some spectrograms of class 10a ·sounds. a is 
from cluster 98; b is from 84; c is from 83;d 
is ·from 57; e-f are from ·a2; g · is from 6; h, j 
and k are "from 86; and i is from 70. i and k 
are not complete. k is the same sound as h. 
Analysis filter and breaks in the abscissa are. 
as in Figure 6. P• 67. • 
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kHz for clusters 85, -and 86, and over 4 kHz for clusteis 6, 47 and 
.54 (Appendix D).· These sounds had very similar ac·oustiq properties h9w-
ever, and were fused for this reason. 
Class 10b. These sounds were also long (mean of· 1.04 sec, Table 
17) click trains (e.g., pulsive sounds· with · disti~ct subunits with a 150 
. , \ I ' 
Hz an~lysis filter). Like the previous class; duration was very veri-
' 
able. Mean minimum frequency was higher (0.40 kHzr ho·wever, and mean 
. . 
.. . m~~-im~m frequency lower (3.7.8 kHz) than .in ~he previo~~ class, resultin_g 
. ...... 
in a narrower _ban'dwidth .(:~~39kHz). ·Most of the ener~zy" was · in the 1-2 , 
kHz range. ·Peak frequency av~~~iaged 1 • 35 k'f-__a_t the. be~~-nning .~----~ · -~-~ ---~=------~-.-_ ~-.:.. 
tie. middle, and . 1.16 · at th~ end • . Pulse rate- was also faster than in 
class 10a (Figure . 44). It must be emphasized that this was : a qualita-
tive cYi terion, since pulse rate vas riot measured. · H~ever, the aural 
impression was very different. 
Class 10b was the thirteenth largest in . the data s~t, vith 28 
cases. It was split· in many clusters, sh: of which being of type "C". 
Clusters 68, ·89 tin~- 91 were single-:element clusters. Cluster 87 had · · 
:fo!-lr. cases, three of which were from class 10b. Clusters 88 and 90 each 
had .one of their .two elements in this class. The other . members · were .. 
scattered in nine type "F" clusters: 47., 50, 54, 61, 67,81-82,84 and 
98: Mean duration vas -shorter than the ciass .average in clusters 41', 
50) 54~ · 61, 67, 81, 88 and 90; longer in clusters 8?, 87 and 98; and 
about 1:he .class average in the · others. , Mean bandwidth ·vas narro'W in 
clusters .47, 61., 67 and ·_89; . 1~ vas broader than the class aver11ge in 
clusters 47, s._o; 61, 67-68, 81~82, 87-88_. Clusters .54, 61, 67-68, 82 · 
·and 84 had· low· frequencies (mean minimum frequency of 0.1.8 kHz), while 
clueteis : 47~ 81 ~ - 88; 90 and 98 had mean minimum frequencies above o. 52 
.. - -.~'-- ... :; - . ... ---r ·~~ .. .., ...  "rr':Y'7"''1""!'~-.-
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Figure 44. 
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Some spectrograms ·or class 10b sounda. · a-~ are 
from cluster 50; d-e are f1om .54; f and h are 
from 87; g is from 98; i is from -90. Analysis 
filter and breaks in the abscissa are .as in 
Figure 6, p. 67,. 
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. kHz (Appendix D). · 
Class 10c. There was only one case in this class. It wa~ . similar ' 
to class 10b, being pulsive with -a slow repetition rate, a~d having most 
of 1 tS energy between 0.~ and 1.5 kHz ( Fi~ure 45). · However, . repetition 
rate was slower, like in cla~s 10a, while the subunits had a narrow 
· I, bandwidth and longer duration (Figure 45) • . Duration of the sound was 
3.32 sec.and bandwidth 1.89 kHz, with a minimum and maximum frequency of 
0.24 and 2.13 kHz respectively (Table 17). Peak frequency measurements 
were ' 1 .18, 1.35 and 0.92 kHz. Cluster analysis recognized this Jund as 
different, since it vas the only case found in' cluster 92 (type -"A"). 
GROU}' 1.1 • 
Two classes vere found in grdup 11, both vith only one case each. · 
They were long, with broad bandwidth and a complex structure (Table 1B). · 
One class vas definitively pulaive, although pulse rate vas variable. 
It vas not clearly pulsive in the other class. 
Class 11a. Class 11a nad only one case. Its structure was com-
a. · 
plex: most of the sound'e .energy was · in 2 bands (0.5-1 ,5 and 2-3kHz), 
... 
there vas frequency and amplitude modulatiQn, noise vas present, and at 
least · parts of the sound were pulsive (Figure 4.6). . Duration vas . 1.83 
• 
sec, minimum frequency 0.13 kHz, and maximUm frequency 7.29 kHz, for a 
bandwidth of 7.16 kHz (Table 18). Peak frequency varied from 2.56 kHz 
at the beginning, to 1.21 in the middle and Q.69 at the end . This sound 
vas found in cluster·e6, accounting for only 7% of the cluster. 
Class 11b. Again, this class vas. found only once in the data set. 
It vas Q combination of an irregular click train vith a faint blov. The 
bandwidth of the individual clicks increased from the beginning to the ' 
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Figure . 45. 
Table 18. 
TIME (sec) 
Spectrogram of class 10c sound, found in clus-
ter 92. Analysis filter is as in Figure 6, p. 
67. 
Characteristics and clustering of the two 
classes in group 11. 
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For each class, the number of cases (n), mean dominant frequency at 
three points (start, middle, and end of sound), minimum and maximum fre-
quencies, and duration are given, with the standard deviation in brack-
ets. Structure of the sounds and the number of clusters of each type 
are also shown. The highest proportion (%) of the class found in a sin-
gle cluster is in brackets, below the appropriate cluster type. 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN. MAX. DURA- STRUC- CLUSTER TYPE ** (n) FREQ. FREQ. TION TURE * 
START MIDDLE END (kHz) (kHz) (sec) A B c D E F 
11 a 2.56 1 . 21 0.69 0.13 7-29 1 . 83 FN 1 
( 1 ) ( 100) 
11b 0-34 0. 61 1.45 0.13 4-08 3. 52 . SN 1 
( 1 ) ( 100) 
* Structure types are as in Table 6, p. 64. 
** Cluster types are described in Table 5, p. 62. 
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Figure 47. 
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TIME (sec) 
Spectrograms of class 
cluster 86. Analysis 
6' p. 67. 
11a sound, found in 
filter is as in Figure 
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Figure 47. Spectrogram of class 11b sound, from cluster 
70. Analysis filter is as in Figure 6, p. 67. 
Table 19. Characteristics and clustering of the three 
classes in group 12. 
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For each class, the number of cases (n), mean dominant frequency at 
three points (start, middle, and end of sound), minimum and maximum fre-
quencies, and duration are given, with the standard deviation in brack-
ets. Structure of the sounds and the number of clusters of each type 
are also shown. The highest proportion (%) of the class found in a sin-
gle cluster is in brackets, below the appropriate cluster type. 
CLASS 
(n) 
DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MAX. DURA- STRUC-
FREQ. TION TURE * 
CLUSTER TYPE ** 
START MIDDLE END 
MIN. 
FREQ. 
(kHz) (kHz) (sec) -A--B-C--D--E--F-
12a 
(22) 
12b 
(2) 
1 . 31 1 . 20 1 . 1 2 0. 32 4 . 94 1 . 80 F 
( 0. 62) ( 0. 77) ( 0. 72) ( 0. 21 ) ( 1 • 88) ( 1 . 05) 
0.85 0.27 0.20 0.13 2.99 1.30 F 
( 0. 70) ( 0. 05) ( 0. 01 ) ( 0. 00) ( 1 . 44) ( 0. 51 ) 
12c 1.82 2.05 2.90 0.16 6.70 2.10 F 
( 8) ( 1 . 09) ( 0. 84) ( 0. 80) ( 0. 05) ( 0. 90) ( 1 . 24) 
* Structure types are as in Table 6, p. 64. 
** Cluster types are described in Table 5, p. 62. 
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1-e.nd, ~ut · was always f~irlybro-~d-(Figtae . 47) ·. Minimum · and maximum 
1 frequencies were 0.13 _and 4. 08 kHz respectively, for a baridwid.th of 3.:95 
I k~z (Table ·18). It was. long (3.52 :ec). and peak frequency .inc_reased 
I 
; from 0.34 kHz at the beginning to .·1 .45 to the end, passing by 0.61 kHz 
at the middle. It was not recognized by cluster analysis: . it was ·fo.und 
in -cluster 70,. which· contained· mostly sounds from classes 8'1), Be and Be. 
. . . 
However,· -it ;sounded very different .• . 
I 
GROUP 12. 
,. 
Th~se sounds w·er_e pulsive; and their fast repetition , rate resulted 
in a , _complex .. harmonic structure . with an analysis filter of .150 .Hz. 
1G roup. 12 was divided in three classes, mainly on the 
I . 
\different 
! . 
bandwidth and peak frequencies (Table 19). 
had relatively proad bandwidths. 
I 
·.• . 
account ·· of their 
All were long and 
Class 12a. ·These sounds were very ~ong (mean of 1 .8 sec, Table-
J:" .• 
19) . and hsd. .,a wide frequency r~nge (4.62 kHz), a high pulse rate (indi-
vidual components were rarely_.vis~ble) and most 0~ their energy between 
-- 1 and · 2 kHz. 1 Hence, pe~k frequency measurements were 1.31, 1.20 and 
.... ' 
1.12 kHz. Within these limits, there was ~uch variability (between and • 
within sou"Qds) in sound intensity'· peak frequency, repetition rate,_ . 
. - ' 
bandwidth and duration {Figure 48). Minimum and maximum frequencies 
a~erag~d 0.32 and 4.94 kHz. Usually, there. ~as little energy below 0.5 
kHz. 
Class 12a was the sixteenth largest of the sample, vi~.~_;, 22 . case~. 
. .... 
: ' . 
These sounds were usually kept apart from the other classes by cluster 
,, ~ 
analysis. However, the class was ~pli t in eight type. ~'C" clusters. 
I 
.. Cluster 98 had five of them (2~~)-, which was only 50% of .the cluster • s 
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Some spectrograms of class 12a sounds. a is 
from cluster 98; . b a~d d·a~e from ·82; c and f 
· are the same sound, from cluster 86 · (f is · in-
complete); e is from. 95. Some. clicks from 
another sound can be seeri 1 n tlie !'as t half · of 
. e. Analysis filter. and breaks in the absciss~ 
are · as in Figure 6, p. 67~ 
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10 elements. Clusters 93-97 did not contain any other class, but 
only cluster 93 had more than one cas~ (n•3). Clusters 71 and 90 had 
• 
two 'elements eacfl., and for both, one was ·from class 12a. The other 
cases came from type "F" clusters 70, 82 and 86 •. In cluster -94, dura-
tion was much shorter than average (0.41 sec); it was 1-2 sec in clue-
tars ~0, 95 and ,98, and longer than than 2 sec .for .the other clus-
· ~. • .; 
82, 
ters (Appendix p). Cluster 98 had the I'lanowest bandwidth (2 .65 kHz), 
while clusters 86, . 93, 95 and 97 had bandwi~th of 6 kHz or more. The 
other clusters had bandwidth in the 3-5 kHz range. Clusters 90, 94 and 
98 had mean minimum frequencies of 0. 35 kHz or higher, while i t was in 
. . . 
the q.2-0.3 kHz range for clusters 86, 95 and' 96, and below 0.2 kHz fdr 
the other clusters. 
Class 12b. ' These sounds were pulsive with a ·fast repetition rate. 
They differed fr~ those of the p~evious class by their frequency 
downsweep: peak frequency+avereged 0.85 k~z at the beginni ng, 0.27 .at 
· the middle, and only 0.2 at the end (Table 19). Also, they had little 
energy above 1 kHz . (Figure 49). The fast pulse rate resulted in many 
. . 
harmonics, which was reflected in the broad bandwidth (2.86 kHz), 
Amplitude modulation (other than pulsel rate) also the 
. · 
present. was 
Minimum an~ maximum frequencies averaged 0.12 and 2.99 kHz respectively. 
Mean duration ~a~ 1.3 sec • 
• There were only two cases in this ;l,.class, which ranked thirty-
seventh overall in size. The shorter one came from a small eluster of 
two s~unds, 99, which had a mean du~ation of 0.72 sec (Appendi~ D). The 
·- other w~¥ found in cluster 82, whore it accounted for only 5% of the 
.. . 
cluster. Cluster 82 contained many· classe~, in~lud~ng £o~ from class 
12a and seven from class '1.6a·. Th'ey. ~ere very similar on~e digi t i zed, 
' 
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Spectrograms of class 12b sounds. a is from 
cluster 82; b is from 99. Analysis filter and 
break in the abscissa are as in Figure 6, p. 
67. 
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since ·frequency modulation was only coarsely coded and pulse rate not 
coded. 
Class 12c. These sounds were similar to those of class 12a: they 
were. long (mean duration of 2.10 sec, Table ·19), pulsive with a high 
I 
repetition rate, while frequency and amplitude modulation were highly 
' 
(Fi"gure 50). "But her~ mq~s_) of the energy was in the 2-4 kHz 
band: peak frequency measur~ments~a~ed 1.A2, 2.05 •and 2. 9 kHz at the 
variable 
three sampling points. Except for one case, there wa!J very little · 
energy below 1. 5 kHz. Mean minimum and maximum frequencies were 0.16 
,... 
and 6.7 kHz respectively, for a mean bandwidth of 6.54 kHz. 
I 
With eight cases, class 12c · ranked twenty-third in size. Cluster 
analysis isolated it from the othe~ sound types, but split the class in 
three clusters • 
. r'., ' · ·. <. 
Cluster 100 had half of the class (4 cases). Two cases 
. ..W~re ' found in each of clusters 101 and 102. These three clusters con-
tained only .sounds from class .12c. 6 for ~ean bandwidth was over 
' 
kHz 
the three clusters (Appendix D), _but the average duration was 2.88 sec 
in cluster 100, 1.11 sec in cluster 101 and 1.54 sec in cluster· 102. 
There was also less energy below 2 kHz in the last 2 clusters. 
GROUP 13. 
The three classes forming group 13 -were pulsive (although a few 
cases were tonal) and characterized by a frequency downsweep. When pul- · 
. ~iv~, the~ had a very fast• repetition rate.· Peak frequency . was _very 
I 
.. . . v~ri~ble, both between and within classes (Table 20). Except for class 
13b, there was little energy bela~ 1 kHz. These classes were shorter 
"\ . 
than those of the previous group·: classes 13a and 13c ha.d lees than 0. 3 
.. 
sec of mea11 duration, while the other class las, ted less than half al 
~' . 
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Some spectr'ograms o! class 12c sounds. a and d 
are from ciuster· 100. b-e and e are from chis- . 
ter 101., b and c are the same sol.\nd. Analysis 
filter and breaks in the abscissa are as.in 
Figure 6, p. 67. 
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Table 20. Characteristics 'and cluster,.ng of the three 
classes in Group 13. 
For each 'class,· the number of cases . ( n) ~- mean dominant irequency at 
three points (start, middle, and -end of sound), minimum and maximum fre-
quencies, and .duration are given, with the standard deviation i11' brack-
ets... Structure of the sounds and the number of clusters of each type 
are also shown. The highest proportion (%) of the class found in a sin-
_gle clu~er is in brackets, below the appropriate cluster type. 
·CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) !UN. HAX. DURA- STRUC- CLUSTER TYPE ** 
. (·n) FREQ. FREQ. '!'ION TURE * , 
START MIDDLE END {kHz) / (kHz) (sec) A B c D E F 
...... 
13a 2.40 2.24 2.27 0.72 5.76 0.28 O'T) 1 6 7 
{33) ( 1. 1 7) ( 1. 28) ( 1. 11 ) (0.38) (1.90) (0.23) (49) 
.. 
. 13b 1.22 0.78 0.61 0.25 3.82 0.42 .. (FNS) 5 12 
(26) (0.93) (0 . 56) (0.27) (0.11) (2.30) (0.21) ( 15) 
.13c 6.65 3.79 7.13 3.34 8.15 0.15 FN 1 {1) (100) 
~. 
* Structure . types iue as in Table 6; p. 64. 
** Clust;r types are described in Table 5, p. 62. 
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second in average • 
Class 13a. Most of these sounds were pulsive with a decreasing 
repet~tion rate, which was seen as a r~d~ction in the distance between 
. h~rmo~ics on the ·spectrograms (Figure .. 5.1.). Some cases were tonal .with 
. .... 
. ,1-9 . ha.rmonica~ All but a few cases were characterized b~~a freq.uency 
do~nsweep. For the others, peak frequency remained about · constant, or. 
the ! requency downs weep was prec~ded or followed by a fainter u.psweep 
' \ 
(resulting in a up-down or down-up s'tructu re). !~aximurn intensity would 
frequently shift from one harmonic to another, masking partially the 
frequency downsveep !Iom the measurements of peak !r.equency, which aver-
\ 
aged 2._40 kHz at the beginning, 2.24 at the middle, and 2.27 at the end 
(Table 20). • There was -little energy below 1kHz (mean minimum frequency 
of 0.72 kHz). The many harmonics result(d in a broad bandwidth (5.04 
kHz) and a mean maximum frequen.cr reachil)g 5. 76 kHz. These sounds 
lasted an average of 0.28 sec. . .. 
Class 1 3a had 33 cases and was the el·eventh largest in the 'reper-
to ire. Cluster 103, type "B" ,' had 16 of them ( 49't of the class, an~ 13% 
\ 
of the cluster). There we~e also six type "C" clusters. Clusters 104-
107 had only one case each, ~1hile clusters 88 and 114 had two cases 
. . . 
each, one of them belong{ng to class 13a. Four of these clusters (103.;. 
106) had · short mean durations (0.1,5-0.21 sec) (Appendix D). Duration. 
was around 0.3 sec in clusters 88 and 114, and 0.67 sec iq clusters 107. 
' ' 
Cl-usters 88 and 105 had a m~an bandwidth of leba than 4 •. 65 kHz0 (the 
class average), while all the other eluate ra had mean bandvidth in -the 
5. 24-7.57 kHz range. Cluster 103 had a high mean m~nimum frequency 
I . ~ 
(1.05 kHz), while cluster tot had a mean m~niinu~ frequenc·y of 0.13 kHz. 
It was in the o. 36.:0.83 kHz range for the other cluste·ra·. Also, the 
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b 4 
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TIME (sec) 
Some spectrograms of class 13a sounds. a and c 
as well as b and d are•pairs of the same 
sound. a-hare from cluster 103; i is from 
104; j from 41; k from 105; 1 from 49; m from 
107; n from 114. Analysis filter and breaks 
in the abscissa are as in Figure 6, p. 67. 
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SOI.Hld 
• 
in cluster 107 had two inflection points (up-down-up), while the 
sounds in clusters 88 and 104 had a fa'irly c.onstant peak freq:uenCY.· A 
few other cases were found in seven type "F" clusters : 2, 6, 41, 49, 5.1, 
52 and 109. Many of these clusters had durations of 0.22 sec or less 
(41, 49, 51), narrower bandwidth than average (2, 41, 51, 109) and/or "" 
had components in low frequencies (51, 52, 109). One cluster (6) was 
' > . 
broadband and very long (mean duration of 1 • 5'2 sec). 
,..----
Class 13b. Thes·e -sounds were, pulsi ve, with a fairly high repeti-
tion rate. A short frequency increase was sometimes present at the 
beginning, but most of the sound consisted in a slow frequency downsweep 
coupled with a decrease in repetition rate. On some of them, t~e 
repetition rate became slow enough to discriminate the subunits toward 
I 
the end of the sound (Figure ·52). · Again, some cases were tonal. High 
frequencies were sometimes present, making a few of t hese sounds similar 
, to some cases of the previous class. They differed from . class 13a in 
having their dominant frequency below 1 kHz, less harmonics, and often a · 
. . . . ...._ 
slower freque'ncy downsweep and decrease in repetition rate., Gl ass 13b 
sounds 'lere ~lso 
menta averaged 
' 
longer (0.42 sec, T~ble 20). Peak frequency measure-
, -\ 
1.22, 0.78 and 0.61 kHz. ?-lean minimum and maximum .fre-
quencies w~re 0.25 and 3.82 kHz, for a mean bandwidth of 3,57 kHz. 
·set. 
~ Class 13b had 26 members and was the ' fourteenth largest in the data 
It was not very well recognized . by cluster analysis. Three type 
"C" clusters (110-112) were e~~irely made of. this type of sounds, but 
were very small ( n•1, 1 and 2 respectively). Clusters 64 and 109 were 
also of . type "C" and each had on~ of that r two cases· in class 13b. ~:ean 
· , 
minimum frequency was above 0 . 16 kHz in these five cluste rs. 
I 
Cluster 
112 ·als o had a very broad fre quency range (7.4 kHz), while c lusters 
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Some spectrograms of class 13b sounds. a-b are 
from cluster 112; c is from 108; d from 109; e 
from 66; f from 2; g_ from 11 0; h from 111 ; i 
from 40; j from 55; k from 61; 1 from 54; m-n 
from 61; o from 64; p from 80. Analysis 
filter and breaks in the abscissa are as in 
Figure 6 ~ p . 67 . 
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110-111 lasted 0.78 ·and 0.92 sec respectively (~ppendix p). However, 
clustex: 61 .contained the highest 'number of these sounds (4 or 15% of the 
class, but only· ·2% of the' cluster) and was of type "F". The other cases 
were found in ~leven 'other type "F" clusters: 2, 14, 40, 51, 54-57~ 61, 
66~ ·ao and 109. Clusters 57, 61, 66 and 80 had components of·· 'very low 
.. 
frequencies .(mean minimum frequencies of 0.15 kH-z or .l~s~L while clue-
., 
te,ra 2, 40, 51; 54-57, and 109 were relatively ·. ahort, · .with me~n dura-
· tiona· of 0.08-0.32 sec. 
Class 13c. This 'class had only one case. It wa~ a pulsive .. high 
frequency sound found in cluster 103. It had a frequency contour simi-
lar to those of class 13a sounds, but sounded different (Figure 
53~. The repetition rate _was slow enough to d~stinguish the individual 
components with an analysis· filter _of 300 Hz (Table 20). It was short 
.<! 
(0.15 sec) and broadband (from 3.34 kHz up \past the limit of 8 kHz).·-
. · Peak energy was lower at the mid.dle (3. 79 kHz) than 'at thE!'. beginning · . 
I 
(6.65 kHz) or the en~ (7.13 kHz). 
0 
PROBABILITY OF o'CCURRENCE OF EA\:H SIGNAL, 
As can be seen in Table 21, the~e was a great deal of variation in 
· probability of occurrence of each class in the · data set. Class 7d, the 
most frequently found in this sample, w~s us'ed 194 times while as many 
as 12 classes were used only once. The five largest classes represented 
\ • 53.1% of the data set. Even if only seven classes were used more than 
\ .. \ ... 
1 50 tlmea, twenty-two classes were found at least ten times in the sam-
. 
pl~. Thee$ relatiy~ly well used classes represented 93.6% of thi 1255 
~a~~s, the rest being split in twenty-eight small classes. 
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TIME (sec} 
Spectrogram of class 13c sound, from cluster 
103. Two sounds can be seen on this spectro-
gram. Sound 13c is in the upper right portion, 
between the two arrows. The other sound, most-
ly below 3kHz, is from class 2f. Analysis 
filter is as in Figure 6, p. 67. 
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Table 21. Rank, size and frequency of ·each of the 50 
classes, in the sample of humpback sounds. 
RANK ' CLASS SIZE FREQ CUM. RANK CLASS SIZE 
* FREQ ' * 
1 .. 7d 194 . 15.4 15.4 26 8c 5 
2 3c 139 11.1 · 26.5 '27( 26) 8d 5 
3 5b 134 10.7. 37 .2· 28 '2b 4 
4 Ia· 100 s.o 45.2 29(28) 2e '4 
5 7c 99 . 7.9 53.1 30(28) 2h 4 
6 4a 64 5.1 58.2 31(28). 2i 4 
7 7a 57 4.5 62.~7 32(28) ·ar 4 
8 8a 49 . 3.9 66.6 33 2a 13 
9 lOa 36 2.9 69.5 34(33) 2d 13 
10 1b - 34 2.7 72.2 )5(33) 5c 13 
11 13a )3 2.6 74.8 36(33) 7f :3 
12 3d 29 2.3 77.1 37 . 6a ;2 
13 lOb 28 2.2 79.3 38(37) 12b 2 
14 13b 26 2.1 81.4 ·39 . 1c 1 
15 9a 25 2.0 83.4 40(40) 2c 1 
. 16 12a . 22 . 1.8 85.2 41 (39 ) . 3a 1 
17 \ 5a 21 1.7 86.9 42(39) 3e 1 
IB( 17) Bb 21 1.7 88.6 43(39) 5d 1 
19' 3b 19 ~1.5 90.1 44(39 r·· ~se 1 
20 7e 17 1.3 91.4 45(39) 7b 1 
21 2f . 15 1.2 92.6 46(39) 7g 1 
22 . 2g 12 1 .o· 93.6 47(39) 10c 1 
23 4b 8 0,6 94.2 48(39) 11a 1 
24( 23) 12c 8 0.6 92.8 49(39) 11b I . 1 
25 Be 7 0.5 95.; 50(39) 13c 1 
* rank in brackets wa~ adjusted for ties, 1. e. all 
of ~ame size have the same rank. 
. .. ·r 
. ; ~· 
:.. 
~· - Y~ ........ . , ~f/ r t!"'"~•· r - , M • 
FREQ CUM. 
FREQ 
0.4 95.7. 
0.4 . 96 . 1 
0.3 96.4 
0.3 ·g6 .7 
0.3 '97 .o .· 
0.3 -97.3 
0.3 97.6 
p.2 97.8 
0.2 98.0 . 
0.2 98.2 
0,2·98.4 
0.2 . 98.6 
0.2 98.8 
0.1_ .. 98.9 
'0,1 99~-o 
0.1 99.1 
0.1 
-99-2 
0.1 99-3. 
0.-1 99~4. 
0.1 99-5 
0.1 . 99.6 
0.1 99-7 
0.1' 99.8 '. 
o. 1 99 .g 
0.1 100.0 ' 
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. T-he hJ ~!"'of sman ctasses relative to ~:rge classes can be 
represented graphically .by plotting· the size of the . 50 sound classes 
against their rel~tive rank (by decreasing p~obabili ty of · occurrence) •. 
The relationship fits a negative= ex~one~ial fundtion. (Figure· 54) .· 
I • 
REPERTOIRE SIZE 
Figure 55 illust'~ates the increas.e in number of classes found versus the 
' -. ., 
increase in sample size, Since there was no sampling unit (i.e., 
· · recording ·sessions had variable duration and resulted in variable number 
of . sou-~ds), this figure was obtained by splitting the 1255 · sounds inthe 
0 • • 
.. . 
"' 
,,f' 
. I 
sample _in subsets or'so (there was no ~ew sound in the last five 
analyze~), ~e~inning with the sounds from liOiking .t~pe 1 ' and ending 
I 
with .those fra·m working tape 1 o. It suggests that · most sound categories 
I , . 
used by }'um;:backs during the study and i n the· area were 
new sounds were obtai.ned in the last recording' session's, 
-
Fagen (' ·na, · P• 32) defines samp t~ cove rage as: 
•: •.• t ·.e robability that · i n a new, independent 
sar:ple f · b~ba~1~or, a ranrlomlY,phosen act will ~elon.s • ·a type already repres~n'ted in tjle ini-
tial 3ar .le of I behaviors.·~ 
-. 
found, as few 
., 
Sa"mple coverage is the sum of the true probabilities assigned to 
each of th~ha vior types: 
i ,. Ly Pi I u ., e : \,J . 
i"'i I 
Sample coverage its'elf cannot be directly estimated. However, one· 
. . 
can esti,rnate the. average sam.ple coverage for all samples of I acts from 
the animal's repertoire . In the ,present study, if N1 i s t he number of 
t •• 
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· The prob!lbili ty that a new case belon8s to a sound cl,asa not yet 
i 
defined ia only 0.01 , and the cove rage is essentially complete. 
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DISCUSSION ·. 
Data coding. Considering the ~omplexity of th~ humpback . whale's · 
..;, , 
, 
acoustic repertoire and the degree of va~iability between and within. th~ . 
I data codi~g yoved to. be fairly a~equate. 
(Table 4, P• :57) were also analtzed in three 
· dif~erent sound categories, 
The 936 cases used in run 1 
other ways: (1) average linkage cluster analysis and squared euclidian 
. ' 
distance '(Wishart 1978) were used first on · the discrete measurem~nts; 
(2) then on. the standardized discrete measurements; t and {3) on the 
· discrete measurements, after taking the .logarithm of . the measures of · 
frequency. Thee~ results wer~ not compared quarititativeiy. However a 
. ' 
qualitactive evaluation was made, and these methods were not as good as ·'! 
......_ •' 
the method adopted here in discriminatfng the different categories. 
Discrete measurements would certainly be uaeful in comparing" simi-
lar sound . classes, or in looking for signature and/or dialect informa-
tion in a given class, but it is not likely that they would be suffi-
cient for classifying such a complex repertoire. As mentioned in previ-
_ ous sections, methods based on measurements of fundamental frequency 
(e.g., Martindal8 19B:oa) or on computing of regre,lision lines (e.g: , 
i ' Cl~ 1983) were diffic~lt to use with many of the humpback's sounds •. 
. I . 
One major problem encountered during digitizing was the need to 
'I" 
digitize many sounds twice '(once .for ·each of the tvo scales ·used). This 
was not due to the digitizing technique, but · to the · speo·trograms avail- · 
able. : It c.ould. have been avoided by printin~ all . epeotrogra'!ls i n the 
0-B kHz range, with it logarithmic scale. Also, oth~.r models o~ sp~ctro­
graphe cfould have been used: a · linear scale .from 0-5 kHz would have been 
. J ' 
, 
acceptable. 
"" " . 
' · 
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· ~ This~ digitizing method was designed to retain as muoh, as . possible 
. ' 
of the 
( . . 
sounds • structure. Frequency contour, · shape, duration and hat-
· mll!1ic stru.cture ·were taken into account • . Exc~pt when ,much -noise vas 
present, hequency modulation vas also well measured. . Herman a Tavolga 
. . . . . I .. . . 
(1980) ~mphasized the frequency· discrimination capa~ilities of odonto .. 
cates and noted that :for birds and ·~ammals, fr~q~encrmodulation was 
'.imp~rtant in audi~or~ com~unicati~n. . Taking into account what ·variable·a· 
I 
. I • 
~ave beep used jin other! stud~e~, ; a.nd w~at was·.feasible vi th jhe equip-... 
ment available, I: decided tha-t losing some information on sound' in'ten-
• ' I 
si ty. ,, amplt tude :modula ti.cm and repet:l. tion ra ~e vas ac~ptabl~ in_ cod~l'\8 
th'e sounds. ~tore parameters than 'in most st'udies were inclu_ded, making· 
, it leas likely ' ' ' that the characteristics of the sounds utilized by the 
.wha,les were not measur~d. ' 
Preliminary analysis showed that m~ny £. with .very dj.fferent 
acoustic · properties ended Up With VeYy. similar matrices after 'digi tiz- · : 
' . . ~ 
' . 
ing. The main reason was that . many sounds had ·nolse and/or harmonics 
(real -~· . I harmonics or side bands caused by high repetition rate" in pulsive 
~· 
sounds). S~nce all compc\'\ents . were digitized, important facto.rs like 
. frequency of maximum intensity and frequency modulation were masked by 
.. 
the noise or hatmon~cs. .Thi.s can beJ e~lved by adding ·cat.,gorical · ·vari-
~bles for peak frequency and. frequency modl.}lation. In fact, ~he ad.di-
_ {tio~, of these variables impro;~~e results of cluster analysia in this 
study• 
, . . 
It would probably be still . better if · the categories used in these 
, I . . 
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l. ' additional variables had. fi.ner gradations. One problem with these .addi•, 
. ~ ·'i . tional variables was that their weight relative to the digitized ma~ri,:x:' .1 } 
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I 
was f\Ot cons~ant. . Sho xt and/ or narrow t.req·uency . sounds scored . . rela-
. tiveiy little .in ' the da~·s matrix; th:s·, ~he · 4~'~d~ft.ional·variables car- · 
' ·· r~e~ m~c~ ~eight~ ~, V~riable~ ~~· ·peak ·frequ~~c; .and/or frequ~ncy ~odula· 
. tio~ h~~ much leas effect . in th~ clu~teri~ proces~ of 'longer. sounds, .if 
. ricJ. tn low ·frequ·encies. Correction·~ror ·this could have been· done by 
~king the-: numb~r of p~ints ~sampled '(here. ~~ly three: start, mitdile and 
. , . ' . . . 
:·end) : proportio~al~ t~e du~ation'of_ the sound,· by taking _ measur~ments 
. every ·o.1 il~c, for example .• 
"' 
However, b;i doing so one would face t~e 
. ·' 
. ) 
.. 
would ·be .. 
' ·. 
compared with the l?eginning or midale sections of very long sounds. 
• ' <-3> " . 
(t] 
(J • •• 
'There is another. way to account for sound . am-plitude . an~ frequ~ncy · 
... 
. modu~atfon: . sound intensity, could be entered ,in. each cell of the data 
• .' I '., ' . ~· 
matrix,as in· Koeppl,!!.!l.• (1978). Theseauthors coded their sounds· 
---- . ' 
manually, and . sound inte~sity was c9Ji.eif'1il f~ur levels. Hanual coding · 
is time consu~ing,: and would be subject tb difficult decisions in .. ambi-
\ ' . . . . 
guous cases. There is also an increased risk of . introducin_g enors dur-
· ing data transq,riP.tion. ' This coding could also be done automatically 
\ · . ·~ 
using · opticat, · ·devicee on spect .rograms •. Ladley (1964) an~ Pic.kstock _!! . 
.!.!· (1980) used image analyzing computers -to digitize sounds :from spec-
' . 
. trograms in . a ~apid and ~<!Curate f!I&Dner. Ledll!yl e approach ie in .tvo 
Ate.ps. A scanning instrument fi rat digitizes the picture a~ hlsh speed 
.~ • 0 
• (many · degrees of darkness are recognized). ·. Data .can then be measured 
[ 1] 
.. 
It woul!J. be preferable to digitize the middle section . of sounds 
lasting more than 2 sec, instead of · the fi ret 2 eec. '• This would in• 
sure that only corresponding portions .of the sounds .are compared~ 
Howeve :i; this Wtts not cons ide red an · inipQr.tant problein in the ~e"Sent 
study, '" ·as thne were ·vety few (44) sounds longer_ than 2 .eeo, and 
i;hey were. relatively consta}lt over moat . of their d~r·ation • . 
.·· 0··· .. . . . . . 
- ·~·- ~ ,...._ - ---- ··-·-. 
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ftom the comput~r's memory. Ladley also suggest~td ways to 
compare images that co':ll4. be .adapted · to establ.hh ~imilari ty bet)leen 
. . . 
whale sounds. The method used by Pickstook ·,!! .!!• (1980) &lao recog-
•• A 
nizes different grey values (i.e., intensity values). Results could be 
affected by variations in so~nd intensity due to distance and to . fine: 
) 
adjustm4)nts of the' maTk level of the spectrograph. Sounds can also be · 
( 
digitiz~d . dir~ctl~ fr~m magnetic tapes, usin~ Fast Fourier ·Transfor~a 
(c ... :Sllber, pers. comm.: Goedeking 1983); By coding : for\ s;~nd i~s'-t~. 
in each cell of the matrix, one W~':J.lil · avoid probl.ems S\.\,ch as nlative 
. , r . . . . 
weight of ~ome variables when comparing sounds of different du~ation. 
. . . 
The number of'linee and columns in the matrix was a c~mpromise 
betwee·n accuracy .: an!! ' ·~o~nt ·. of data~ . . It proved t~ be generally ade-
quate, but the number of columns could be increased. Short -sounds like 
. -.......,....,.., 
\ 
· classes 3c, 4a and 4b were not very well covered by the grid used · in 
.this study. Clustan will not hanii_le more . th~~ j 40~ categorical vari-
ables, ~ut programs tci 
. . 
compute similarity coefficients are easy to 
write, and the results can be fed into Clustan. )lao, the increase in 
data caused by larger 
. ..., . .... 
. sated by a reduction in 
. ' • 
number of columns in the matrix could be compen-
. .. 
the total duration sampled: by sampling 1.7 sec 
instead of 2 sec, 5'4 ·sounds instead of 44 wo~ld be incompletely covered 
(a:n increas~ · of ·_less than 1%). This ' would allo; for a increase in sam-
pling)~te · !rom 0.1 sec to; 0.085 seC'; with the same amount .ot: data. 
~ur~l i~pression was 'sol!leti~ee heavily af~ected bi · rep~U tion rate 
in pu_lsiv_e _sounds. It is not known ,n !lumpb~!=!c whales h:ve _a S?_od sen-
si ti~Hv.J'for diecr~minating -repeti tioh rates. ' Od~ntocetes ·are known. to 
. .;p \- . , 
be extremely se_n!'itiv~ to time between_ their .echolocation 
' clicks. "The inclusion o~ repetition of changes in repetiti"on·· · 
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rate in the _variables; as in ThoMa a .. Kuech";l.e (1982), _would moat cer-
taifllY · improve any a\ltoma tic · ciassiflca tion · proc~ss. · · I't vas -:. not 
. . . . 
' ' . , . 
included' in the present study because Clustan is n?t capable of ha~dling 
.. 
variables · ·with missing ease~;~. In other words, one cannot incl~:4e vari...; · 
. . 
ables about ,repetition rate in Cluetan, because such variabl~s _would · be .. 
' . . . 
irrelevant-· for those cases _ that vera ton~l, ~oiJy or noisy:.'tona:t. How- - 1,_ 
· ever, it would be advantageous to incl.Ude this i·nformation if a program ~h~t can hand-le "No." Comp~riso~" - o~ses · vas. ~sed (la expl~ined ~n Sn~ath! 
Soka~ f973, such programs would use r~peti tion r~te when comparing pul- 1· 
siva 'soun~e, but vo,uld ignore ,it 1! ariy or both ,of ._the two sounds baKing I 
compared were not p~l~ive). 
-._ 
\ 
Sim:ilatity coefficient. In D general f the Jaccard coefficient 
be~aved well. · However, since it is computed on a cell by cell basis 
(s~e Appendix c)~ - it va·a thought to-tr& responsible -for the .splitting of 
some . classes _in many very small clusters, -as in classes 2f-2i, 12a, 13a 
and 13b. -_· These sounds were tonal~ with or without ~armonics, or pulsive 
.·· 
. -
with a fast pulse rate; resulting in the presence of side bands on. the 
spectrograms. In other words, their spectr.ograms were characterized 'by 
na•rrow band(a) · of energy. Even when such sounds had a similar s~ape, 
. 
similar frequency: modulat~on, _and ~ounde\1 Bi_mila~ to the human ear,, _ they 
low similarity vi lues.' i .f the-1 t frequench·':l . • -. were st;ill assigned. v~ry 
. " i 
' shift . i.n ~requency reduced. the num'ber .of 
correlation-type coef.fi~ient. ~uch as t he 
. div~rged, · even slightly ~ ; This 
. } i ' '. 
matches between -the . . sounds. A 
I 
. I 
. j' : 
J.· ' 
I j 
. i 
, I\ 
·. ~ -
! 
I 
l 
i' 
. 
' 
1,--' 
.Pearson product-moment coefficie\tt;·. might be better ·at dealing with .'such 
'·-· .. - .-·--- ___ .:~---=---·· · - - - ~ -- ·:- -- --- _.. - - - -- · ---- -:-· - ---- - ------- ------r- ----
·.-.·. 
. .. 
sounds. It has some theoretical and empirical problems (Eades f_965; ' i 
--i ~- Wishart 1978; Pimentel1979), but Sneath and. S!)kal .(11973) suggested ·that 
. ·' ' 
·j 
I 
' L with a . l.arge · nu'mber of vari~bles wit~ the B!!,me. dimensional and d.irec-
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tional 
.' I • prope:rties, as in the pYesent•study, its undesirable .',pro~erties . ~ . 
·woQld not ma'nifest themselves. -
I From the re~ults, ~ t is -also ! . ... .. obvious . that - duration ! haCl ' strong 
i effe~ts 
j ~ 
on the calculation o~ the si~ilarity. coeff~cie~t, 'ehi'efly for 
- souyds . with low frequencies~ (beca~se of. the log~ri thmic scale)': - Other • 
fac~ors ~bandwidth, minimum and maximu~ frequencie_s, B:nd chiefly for 
I 
eho~t sou~ds, peak frequency and Jfrequ~~ - modul-~tion) · ~lao affected 
~: -\' -
similarity. _Complex factors like internal situcture ( i ·. e., harmonics) .. · 
I 
· and· !Jhape w~re also taken into account. 
D, 
Clustering of the sounds would have. been improved if the effect 'of 
I ' ; ' I· / . . . . . 
. _size (ma_inly duration) had not affected the computation of similarity so 
I ' -:· - -he~vily • . It · can be seen in Figure 32, p. 123 (Class 7~), that .often 
. 
variatian in duration in a given class was .caused by one part of the 
so~nd- (.here, the beginni.ng), being yJ ry variable,' -while the res~ of. t~e 
i 1 so*nd was fairly sten~otyped. Fol~owing a suggestio ~Y .Miller (1979), 
th~ sounds ~ere centered in 'the .2 sec ·matrix before digitizing. This . 
! I .. 
was successful, since most cases from class 7d were put in ·the same 
I 
cluster, which would have been most unlikely if all sounds had been 
I 
digitized with· their beginning in the first ~olumn of the matrix (sounds 
- l 
that starte_d similarly wou~d h~ve been. eluate-red · together~ while varia-
• :Q 
-in . guration vo~ld have apli t class 7d :i.n many clusters.).· . This 
-co rect;onal measure, however, was not sufficient.. . S_imilari ty among 
i ·. • 
· .cl as members of different duration was still very low·, which was one of 
th reasons forcing the selection of .a -:threshold value of 0.45 .. This 
' resulted in~ high number of .clusters {1.15). This could ~e corrected in 
each comparison (i.e:·, f o t ' each pair of sounds· the; following manner: for 
I 
in fhe sample), one sound ' could .be .slid against the other on the 
'\ . . . . . .! I : . . •' I 
. ~ - ---- T----~--~--.·., '. ~~;;;I·~ ~-·• .. •~-e_~"'· •r-"' ~- --;---,-.: 
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·• 
\ 
·: . . i . 
horizontal " ' axis (time). i~ stQpl!l of 0.1 ~ec, and. similar! ty computed . 
. . . . I . . . 'W 
at ea_cb step. 'Th~ . highest'i value"of· si1Jiilarity would be used in cluster 
·anJt.rsis. · This -m~t~od has 
1
heen used i~ com;paring ·· am~no.:.acld sequ~ncea 
. ' l ' 
.in : j)roteins . (Gibbs ~ ;·~ 1 - M~Inty·;e ·. 197.0; Sackin ·1971). Another way , to 
. ·. ' '• i 
. . I 
d~crease the effect of siz1J ·:on. the computation of. similarity would be 'to 
. .. r· ... . 
select a similarity coefficient ·less sensitive to this effect~ su()h as · 
. - . . . !' . ··'-. : 
: the "~~ape ·.· differ~~ce" lcoef!icie{l:\ ~ .~Wishut 1978) or the · Pearson 
product-moment corrrlati~n coefficient.,. (Sneath a Sakal 1973; Wishart · 
1978
):thar approa~haa ~o~ld :lao be cons~dar:; i~ Oa:~bliah~~g aimilar-
i·~:r . between sounds ('e.g~ , Ledley· 19~4; Koeppl et -:ai. 'f97e: Miller 1979; I . . . - --:-: . . I <. • . .. 
Pickstock et al. 1980; Goed~ing 1983; Adret-H~usberger 1983);. : For a 
complex 
, ( 1980) and Goedeking ( 1983) have the best potential. · 
Cluster analysis. 9verall, cluste.r analysis perform,ed better than 
the . high number of cl,ustera ~uggests. This is because most classes had 
· been isolated in at least one cluster. Many amah - ~l~st.ers. contained 
extreme cases of classes that- .were defined in larger clusters.. Average 
· linkage is known for th~e tendency to · produce small ~nonconformist .. 
ciuaters (Williams, Clifford, and Lance 1 ~ri2, cited in Edelbrook 1979). 
I · 
Some classes appeared ·to be grade~ (see next -sect-ion), and one· would. 
. { . . . 
expect the~ to be . spli~ in many clusters, unless very lolf values of 
____ \ _________ _ 
•! . • 
. : . 
·.· 
(2] The -:ssme sliding - routin~ could be performed for frequ,ency as well as \ . 
~~me.. This woul~ measure contour similarity ind~pendent of absolute 
'pitch (P • . Tya~k, pers. comm.). It 1s not known at this poin.t. how- ·1 
ever, if sounds of 'similar shape but different pitch are recognized 
as a same signal by. the whales. -::, · · 
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•.. -.,. 
were used. Twenty~~:'o of the fift~ classes. were well iden-
cluste~ analy~is (Table 7, p. 64) • . even if .. most .of them had 
. 
. . 
.cases in more than one 'cluster. 
~ ., 
Ten classes v,ere split in many clus-
I• • • 
i 
tars, but were not fused ~ th other classes. Only' eighteen classes were 
j . ' 
not recognized by cluster· :a~alysis, ~nd most of· them W"ere very small. 
f • 
. Such ·. sp~&ll classes arE! of:t:en not even considered • 
, . ; 
Fo.r example, McLeod 
l • 
(1982) omitted categories 'wfth one or two . cases in ,his 
. : I 4 r 
abridged coding • 
. .. • •.. I ~ ·As indicated .. in. _the ·. 1~~-~· column lo·f T!ble 7 ~p~64~, 
'occuriing five t-imes or tnP·;e are co'f'idered, fourteeh 
whef\ onl~ classes 
classes out of 
' · ·. 
. ~ve'nty-seven · were rebo~zed with a· type :'A" or ·"B" eluate r, ten vere 
1,· 
~till ·spread ove~ Cl8. · 'clusters, and only three were not recognized . ..... . 
/ f 
It is unfor ·ate .that the author's impressions of the sounds ··had 
. ..~·-~:';· ... •· .· . 
to be us.e ~..,.-.·in. the classification process. This was made necessary by 
:- -<~··' '" ' .. 
m~ny'' faetors. First, results are affected by the< choice. of clustering 
\ 
; . . ~ .. 
_:-.-- - --~· -~ ;--.:.::-- ·; . 
· - ., · · · algorithm and similarity coefficient (Pimentel 1 979). Segond, the qual-
. ' 
' ity of data (which was unkno~n here, data coding being experimental) 
. . ' 
. ·' 
· (r~artindale 1980a). and the category structure pi'esent in the dat~ (data, 
would be clustered even if no oategory structure was present. Cormack ' 
1971; Martindale 1980a) also.· affect. the outcome of cluster analysi.s. 
Finally, n~ cl:assifica~io~ .' of humpback sounds existed. In fact, the 
author's t impressions were not only used to check the . results of cluste·r , 
~ ~ 
analysis, ~u t alsq to 'imprt>ve on it and reach the final classification 
adopte4_ het'e. This was becaus~ cluster analysis did not produce· results 
acceptable as a ·defi.nitive classificatio'n of the sounds • . W~knesses i.n 
data coding, -and high .variability in many · of the classes, appeared to be 
9 ~ ;- ,:, 
the main factors .' for this, and were discussed previously. 'consequently, . 
similarity between sounds was ofte'h low, and the threshold ~slue of 
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sim'ilari. ty was only 0.45, "'Manr cl~ss~s were split in mat;~y ciusters, 
and . a further reducti.on .of the simi~arity thresho~d would 'result i.n the 
. . . : 
i 
fus~on of clusters judged differe.nt by the author, 'before clusters 
t3 • 
repres.en ting tht:t same class could be :fused.! Eveh at this level, classes 
that were later . differentiated using criteria poorly represented in . data 
coding~ were often.found in the same cluster. ret. cluster analysis ,was 
I v~ry useful in rEiaching the final classification. Factors that were not 
I ' . 
well · measured were known, and the effect of · variation in duration (and 
in ~ome cas:s ba~dvidth) .we~p- recognized ea~l.y.· By' using a la~~..number . 
. of clust~rs, the work vas mostly to fu~e clusters that sounded .or looked 
similar. which was easier than having to deal with 1255 cases. Sirice 
the autbot vas left vi. th only a few variables to consider (e.g., repeti-· 
tion rate and, so~etimes, bandwidth and frequency modulation), it was 
easier to·'irisure consistent decision making. •/ 
t 
' · THE JRJMPBACK 'S REPERTOIRE 
Variability within sound classes. . As mentione'd in the Introduc-
tion, there are ·many possible sources of-variability for each cl~ss: 
, 
within and between individual variability (including age and sex. 
effects) • group variability and maybe populat~on variability. This last 
source vas not involved here. as all sounds were 'recorded from the same 
population. Seasonal -and long-torm temporal changes a~e .two other poe.: 
sible sources of variability. It is difficult to assess the seasonal 
variability. I do not believe that ·it vas a major facto~ecause most 
1979 sounds were recored in August, as well as many 1980 sounds. Date 
of recordi ng was not included in thi.s analysis, and therefore seasonal 
variation will not be assessed until this is done. I did .not compare 
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;j. 
.~ . . { ·the probability of oc~urunce o
1
f each cla~s fo.r 197~ ;and 19_80. How .. 
11t_ ever, Tyack · ( 1982) . found that social ·sounds changed ·u ttle over .th:r;ee 
. : ,• ' ~ ' . . 
yea·rs fn Haw11ii • ... 
' Signal . directional! ty can affect greatly the . f requei)CY . content . and· 
' • • • . • • n • . • ' : ' • ' i . ' • • • • • .. 
a~pli-~ude . of signals· (Scheviil & . . Wa~)c~n~ 1966). It_- is . not_ kriowh ~f 
. . • . I 
humpback so~n~~ a ·re di_rectiol\a1. A~weri, this ~ questi~~ w~s '' a~~e~pted . . . '·. 
.. · i:n .·the. present study. _. sounds . dia ·not_ ·app~ar t .o be direcitionat, .bu-t;·tlie · . . . .. ·. 
identi-t;"· of the vocaliz:i.ng animal was not' certain. . However, . dist~IIC!l i' 
:. • ••• • - ' " • • • ~ • • • • • • • 0 • .. s ' . . :: .. ·. . ~ ' : . ' 
certainl:r . induced · va:ii.abili ty- .in· the. · soun~e,' Ba~dwi'dth is .the :most · \· .. 
.. : . · 
· S:ffect\!d. Since high frequenc:ies ·have a - li~gher rate ··of.- attenuation,~ -
. " . ,· .. 
they can . drop · out of distiuit ·ao·u.nds· (Pilyne & Webb ! 1971; Watldns ·. 1974;:--- · ·. 
. ' . ... . ' . . . . ,. . . .. ' . : · . .... ; . ~·: : . ·: ·.... : 
: Wiley ! . . Richaz:ds 19~8 and 1.'982). : 'nur.ation- ·cari' also......-be-lt affectedi .' .i( . · 
. : · . . -- . . . .. I· 
either' the· beginning or tlie end ~fa sou~d i s of iower ~n.tensi~y (.Leg~r 
. : e'f" 'al. ' 1980), This was pa~tially ~~ntrolled by digitizing ·-orl~y - so~rtds 
-- . . . . ·. 
with a good ·· signa.l-to-n~ise 'ratio. But . as cati be se~n in .Figures_ :31~ .and ' 
.., 
' ' 32 (p. 120 ·and 123); s~~~ds cari still be lo.ud enough - to be digitized, . 
. . . . . . 
. _ . 
· I ~ b~ t be al tared by distance. The loga_ri thmic frequency scale reduced the . 
.. . 
·~ . 
effe~_tS, of ' this type of variat_~~n· ' (ba.ndwidth) on the computation 'of ,) .• 
. si.milari ty. -... 
· r'~ true ·graded signals,· .va-riation within· class_ .carries informs t:l,on. 
'Not kn?wi.ng __ the impo.rt_anc~. o'f. . . the other sources ·of ~~gnal variability', . 
" - . . . . ' . An. important .characteristic· ·it fs dif'ficttit to identify: graded si gnals. 
' . ' I' 
. - . ( . ' . . • .. 
of · graded eoun'ds is · the presence . of · ·inte,mediate case_s be~~een 
. . ' ', . • . i . \ 
categories. ;·Using this ·criteri a, the following·ctasses o.ou:id be part of 
· ,;.· con tlnuqm. ' Class" 4a , .5• · and 9a cou 1 d ,;· pa /.of .a . cant inu~a .~I"!'. 
a long Mny axa0o bandwidth, 'duration, and . ·dom~ fre.quency . (Figur~ 
56). Classes · 1 3a, · 13b and. 3a: ·could also be · along a conti nu·um (Figure 
. ' 
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Grada~ion between ~lasse~ 4a, 5a·and ga. Cl~ss 
4a had a variable bandwidth (a-g). Some .of the 
. • cases .with a w~de bandwidth ha'd most of their 
energy in v.e'ry, low frequencies (g) and were 
similar to the\ sub-units of class 9a sounds 
(j-k). Two or three sub-units -were present in 
. . other cases (e-f). making them very similar to '' 
the .shortest cases in class 5a (h- i) • . 
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sounds with grad~ally lower ·peak frequencies and lesser rate of 
frequency downsweep could be found. Finally, . clas~es 5b, ?a, . 7c, 7d, 
' . i ~ . -
7e, . Ba, and 10b also seem to vary along a continuum. Intermediate ~·a·aea 
are ·present between classes 5b and ?a. In general, the g_radation : from· 
: . 
. o · . 
' \ 
5b ·to 7a consisted of an increase in durat;.on, a lqwering .of pe~k fre-
. q uency, and the, presenoe of a frequency upsweep toward the · end of the 
sounds {Figure 58). Cla~aes· 5c-5e and 7b could also "be seen ·as varia-\ . 
. : 
' . 
tiona on .5b and 78. There was a gradation. between· clasf;les ·?a and · ·7c, 
cha racte'rized by the di.sappearance of th!3 relatively high freq~ency 
· · , :;;(~r~u~d 1'· kHz) portion at .the beginning of 7a sounds. Class · ?c graded 
.. -:·· .. .. 
t .. 
in class 7ii with the addition of a pulsive portion of r_elativelr con-
stant frequency, na.rrow bandwidth and ' ~low ptilse rate at the· beginning 
of the sounds; It was very short in s·ome class ?d s'ounds, whic~. :were·; 
clustered with class ?c. But it, was very long in others (Figure 58). 
· Class 7d .- gra~ed in class 7e, w~~h .cases having higher peak frequenchs, 
and in class Sa, with · cases having little ·increase .in . peak r"requency _and 
'\./~-, 
bandvid th .-in their la~ t portion. Class 7~ also graded in cla~s 10b; 
' / . . . . '• · : .. 
which had a faster repe,ti tion ··rate. and wa.s usually longer (Figure 58)· ... -. . 
; ;"': . . 
The decision of splitting these graded ser~es ·in many · classes was 
subjectiv,e • . One reason was that sound~ that a.re. ~~~d~d~ ~r .more 
'of their acoustic properties are not .necessarily percei ved as graded by 
. . . 
·the animal. The animals may not perceive and/or no.t use all the varia-
'I 
·tion (Green a Marler 1979), and be more sensitive to between classes 
. ' ·f 
variability than to within class variability (Marl~r 1975). Evfitn ·:if the 
. ' I 
·sounds are part of a real _continuum, the distinction of a certain ·number 
of cl asses is .useful, since these s i gnala . should have differe.n.t · :m!!an-:-~ 
inga • . . . 
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·Gradation. between classes 138, 38 and 13b. 
Sounds in class 13a differed eomewh~ in their 
bandwidth, their peak frequency and~heir rate 
of frequency change (a-d).· Some cases were 
difficult to distinguisb frOm class 3a (e-f) 
and 13b (g-i). , 
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• F.igure 58. · .. Gradation ·{·b~tveen ·classes 5b, ~7a, ?1Y, 7d, .·. ?e., 
: Ba and 1 Ob. Class 5b had a very variable . 
· bandwidth (a-d)~ . : Some cases. were Vfity .similar. : 
to 7a (e-f), which were usually longer and ' 
started with a· pillf}ive section around 1 ~2 ·kHz, 
and to 7c (g-h)~ Some cases in class 7d (i-m) · 
were v~r.Y similar to 7c, t~eir low-frequency 
beginning being of ver.y·ehort duration. The 
inc rRse in ;repeti t~on rate 'toward .the . end . of · 
7d sounds ·vas lese• important. oi even lacking 
in some ' cases (i-m). These · cases graded in 
class 8a (n-o) when the ' terminal ,frequency 
'· upsweep was also reduced t 9r in class 7e (p-q) . 
when peak frequency was higher. Class 7e .grad-
ed in. c~ass 1 Ob which we·re usually but riot al:-: 
ir 
"~~. 
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ways longer and ha~ no frequencies below 0.5 
kHz •. Other cases had slower ·repetition rates 
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There were tWo other argU'ments in favor of ~plittin~ these se'rie.s~ !. 
...,. • (# I 
._. . I . 1.' • :r' 
First, the distribution of ·sounds , along the cont\nuum wp.s not homogene-
ouo. TYP•• iha.t verO abundant ver~ linked to •_•~\ other ·b)· ra~e_;· inbr-
mediates. Second, even' if. there were only subtle· v,.riations between the 
intermediate cases fa~d the classes-·that bordered th~~~ : _m~r~ .. substantial . 
va:riatio.ns. were f~und between_ the two: bordering cia,ses; mak~ng it dif..: 
ftc\llt t'o fuse them ·into a .singl,~ . cateso!Y~ ·T~is ·is lve~ ~~·re ~r~e _. when _. 
there . was a chain _of sign~le grading into each othe , For _example~ it · · 
does not s'eem appropriate to p~t ·class 5b in t~e same · ~:t~gory· . .'as . Sa, 
\. even if:, a c~ain of intel'D_Iedi~tes . can be .. found between_lhe two·. ·Playback 
· of synthesized .sounds would help deciding if the~e ser es are graded, · or . 
~ . . l 
l perceived c&tegoricall~ (Byrne 1982}. Other classes . may also be 'graded, 
, I 
· since many classes had important variation }n one or mo're variables • . 
. :·· .< Repertoire size. The asymptotic n~_tu,re . of · Fi.~r~ 55 (p. ~78) sug-
gests that most of the classes used by humpback whal~s in Newfoundland 
waters in summer· Bf!d fall hav.e been sampled. The slig~t .increase in the 
last part . of the curve might be due_to a different ~e~o~di~ _ context.' 
. I . . -
·_ T))ese sounds were._. recorded late in ... season (Octobi1r . 1980). Groups · 
appeared · to be larger and . more stable th~n - in s~er. These ·sounds · 
(classes 5e, 7b, . 10o) w_eu· record~d ~nly once. 
. I 
The sample ,coverage estimated with ' Fagen's (1978) technique also 
,_....,. ' . 
indicated that fev classes would be discovered by increasing sample 
size. However, this estimate is basea on the number of classes with 
·, 
only one element Which might "be considered ' the 'most uncertaln ~lBSSEjS 
I 
of the. rei:>ext'oire. - First, .sounds that have been recorded .only . ·once. 
. -
. .. . 'tight 
· ~ -
. ~ . 
. .. 
. ' 
It was probab~~ have been produced. by' other species .of whales. 
. ' 
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not the case; .since often they .':'ere in a sequence of humpback ·sounds~ 
; 
and stnce their freq/enoy characteristics · are like those of better 
reoogniz.ed liuilipb·ack sounds. Because t~re so t:arf!, the ; . ide'btifica- · 
' ' . 
these classes is. also m9re subjective than for larger.classes • 
: ~ . . . 
; Often, they· were not even revealed 
' . 
by · cluster analysis. · Yet, sin~e this 
.. I v 4' , . I I . r 
.estimate/ ag'rees witll, Figu_re 55, it is_ likely .tha~ t~e !present catalog is 
. I . . ·' , .. ' I . 
_virtua1.iy.c~m~ltt'~e for the years\ ee~so~·· and the area ~studied • 
. . / Th• 50 claaaea found ~n thi; ~t~dy are not th..compl~te r~pertoiu 
of the_' populat:J.o~ ·. 13tudled. 9.nly · one communication .channel :Was atudie~, .. 
. ··t • • 0 • 
and ·bumpba~ke are likely to use others notably the ·. optics~ . 
channei (see the Introduction). Since social.struoture, reproductive 
' I . . I • 
.... . . . ·, 
. t-
/"""\. . ' . 1. · :.~. 
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.. 'v ·! 
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statue· and activi,t! vary seasonally in this spetries, ·the ·present sample. 
must be considere~ incomplete. Yet,.this n~beJ of behavior types is . 
·hfgher ·than what is' .report~d for most species." Moynihan. (197.0) revie.wed 
. . . . . 
studies -in animal communication and repo~ted ', 6--37.· displays ' (total 'for 
' . . 
all communication ~hannels) !or ~mmalian species. No s,pecies vas found 
to have as many ~40 or 45 different · displays. lfow~ver such arguments. 
rest in part _on the .difficulty of definit)g · displays. For · example,. 
Schleidt ( ·1 973) te~ognized 59 classes · i~ a species · that was gi.ven 37 
· displays by Moynihan (see Hailman t 977)·. Fagen ( 1 978) also classified 
. ' . 
,2.~211 behavior 
~ : ~ 
acts in 69 behavior types, in a study o.r .domestic cat 
• (F~iis cat'us). 
.----
. l I . 
• . 
! It is still possible. th~t some .categoriea have been split 
' : . . 
in many 
classes in t~e present stud~, since classification! vas< don# only on. ,the' . 
., 
. signals' acoustic properties. Green ! Ma~l~r (~gl, :PP• 92-93) warned : 
that: 
I 
1 
.. ~ . 
"Every signal can vazy al()Qg the dimensions that · physically 
~: 
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esc ribe Tt. . Varia tiona in · som .1. howev .. ~, .. y fail to be < 1 99 
.a... erce1.ved. Thus, :. not every' bit ~f the signal-pattern infor-
,. mation theotetically available is necessary assessed o.r 
1 
ti_lized by the r.ece~ver." . _':. . J 
In. the iresent class~fication, ·when doubt existed, two categori'es l were 
recognized. Since this catalog Yill have to be tested in .correiation 
s~.udies \a~d playback e:iper~ments, it was. judged prefera~~e to ~pll. t:_ it 
. · .will be \r.elative~y easy la~e-r tq j~in .classes_ that a~e ·found ~dentical.' _ 
Probability of occurrence of the different classes. · It is obvious . 
that .hu~pbacks ·use some 'sound classes much .. . more often than· others (Fig-
.\ ' . 
ure 54 p.\ 177) • . Studying hu~an· written language,, Zipf · (1935) · found a 
.. 
~;. I . . . ·. ;,r .· , ' 
linear r 'elationship , )etween. the loghi thm of 
\ 
the logar~thm of the ·rank of the syllables or words 
I 
I . ~tales ( 1 ~63) assumed that . Zipf' s lay, as it is. known, ~ppiied . to . ani~l 
I . ~·:~~: ... , . :. :. ,. ' 
' 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
! ' . 
signals as
1 
'well. With data on rhesus monkey signal·~ 
: . . I ~ . 
{ 1973) obf ained a linear relationship by plotting 
howeve·r. Schleidt 
I
I . 
the logarithm of fre-
/ 
quency ~gafnst tpe rank instead of ,its logarithm. McLeod { 1 982) with 1 
. I . 
pilot wha~e Y!>!'alizations, and tll'is study, also found that ~ a plot of 
I . 
rank againJt fr~i!uency fits a· negative exponential function.· · 
! • 
i . . 
I-t is 
1
not kno"wtt if .the differences in 'frequency of use . found · i .n ·, 
· this . study. are due to the sampling technique, i.e., · if f~equently u~ed • 
ft • I .: . . . 
. · ~ounds occu1tred in si tuationis ·better 'sampled •. Thi~ p'robably account for 
.. 
part of · the ~ariation in class size. Sou.nd production was found to be 
dependent on .context .in o:ther studies of . cetacean . soun~. For example, 
. 
Payne ! Payne ( 1971) reported a much higher rate of sound production 
during night for ·tight whales, while sound production was extremely low 
in small groups of humpback whales (Tyack 1982) and for sperm whales out . 
of acoustic 'range ofconspecifics (Watkins 1980). ·_Th~ difference 4!1~~t.· 
be qualitative· .as well as quantitative. Dtstance between whales and 
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boat may also 'have affected the observed f'requency of occurrence of the 
· differ~nt clas,ses: sounds ' composed · of high 'fre~uencies, for example, 
will not be record~d as . far ~s low .. frequen~y s, ~nds·. Cons~quently, 
. . 
whales ,pr'oduci~ low freguenc_y sounds were more o~ten in the recording 
range. Sounds that attenuate fast are probably · · undersampled . i ·n · this 
. . . 
' 
. ~tudy• · This . was· partially t .aken · into a.ccount during digitizing, by. 
sel~cting ·only sounds w~~h. good signal-to-noise ratio. This eliminated 
l 
.many low f.requency . sound.s · obviously . coming from d~~tant . whales~: ., It. ·. 
· should be· noted ftowever that the ·se1e~tion. , or' so'Unds to digitize. wa!3 not 
~ . . 
strictly random. It might be .more ·irifoi:inative .to compute t~e same curve 
. . . . . ' . . 
as· .in· F.igure 54 froin all- identifiable sounds in the original recordings, 
. . : . // .·· : . . . . . ·. 
·. although the bias . against high · frequency.· .sounds, . probably used . in 
short-d~stance. communicati~n, will be increased. 
· The relationship_ foun~ · between proba?ility. of . occurrenc~ and · rank 
, • ) .' . ·• • ·o 
also suggests tha·t 'ptht ··of the variation is inhe:t;ent to the communica-
- . . '•' _,...,_ 
.tion · system. s.c~leidt (1973) g~ves m~ny possib~easona for high pro-.. 
~ability o~ occurrence of some si~alls. The first reason is a apecial \. 
ro'te in the··:giaJDJiiar, as ·for ~ signals th t start, maintain or terminate · a . 
~~q~~~ce of int~ractiona. . There ' c~n . also be ,in{iu~nces from factors .; 
. ' . . ! . I . 
·Other than communication, ae ·aourids can have· other functions . than com-
. ' . ' . .,. r 
, municat;ton; An ' exa~ple of · thl!t is cl~ss 1a (blows)', which ranked fourth 
. . 
in the ~e.pertolr~, 1but also 
bility of use can also 
serves a respiratory function. High · proba~ 
be an. ~da.ptation \o en~it~~ent ·~~:ae ~ or jto 
' . 
I 
increase localizability ~f the sender. I 
This ''does not. mean that· rare types are uni mportant. 
., 
In fact, in 
• I I I 
information theory, . the least fr.~quent signal carries the greatest 
. 
·· amount cSf information (~iole~ . 1963; Schleidt 19.73; 'llils6n 1975). · 
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I 
.Comparison to previous results • As in ·Kinne (1975) and Clark 
. (1983)_, the sounds could ·be assigned to three production modes. Two 
' . 
vera obvious: respiratio:t;t noises (e.g.,' blove, classes 1a and 1b) and 
· pex:cussion noises (siaj,a : resul tirig from the impact o-f · the whale's' entire 
body, · flipper or tail on the surface, as in clas.s ·4b)~ Like Clark, I' 
assumed ~hat the other sounds were vocaliza~ions or calls, with the pos-. · 
sible except'ion of class 7f • . which might be similar to the baleeri· rat.tle '. 
reported by Watkins & Schevi~ (1976) foT r~g~t whales (although no 
~hale was·seen with the baleen above the surface at that time), and 
maybe .class 6a~ w~ich, with its exclusively noisy nat~re, does not ~und 
like a vo·calization • .. 
·c~~ari~on with 6t.her investigations is difficult. Not all pub:. 
lished reports" ·on whale-' vocalizations are illustrated ~i th spectrograms: 
It is very difficul f to compare aural impres.si~ns and spect~h 
. ' other authors' -verbal descriptions or oscilloscope displays. i\1len spec-
trograms are used, they frequently ~ave a different scale and analysis 
. ·- . 
filter. In many . studies of humpbacks and other mys tice~es: low fre-· 
quency r~pges ·(often ·0-1 kHz) · and narrow . analysis filterS'- were used. 
This · can affect greatly . ' the · appearance of sounds • . For. example, fr~-
quency modulati6ns ·~f as little ~s-6:0 Hz · (Sche~ill.~ ~atkins 0~~72; - Cum-
mings et al. _1974; Clar~· 1983) appeared very marked on -spectrograms of . 
• :. •• , o 
minke whale and right whale sounds, because 0 ·of the narrow frequency 
~~analyzed, while such frequency. I!!Odulation vas not even recognized 
~the.' pr~se' study • . SimilarlY..• th~ . individu~l· clicks . of many pulsive 
(I • ' • • ~ 
·sounds were re~olveq here, while a· harmonic s_tructure would usualiy .be . 
present . if· narrqwer · analysiS filters had ·.b,een used. hlao, · many of the 
a· 
\ , . : ~ .. 
. . ; 
"· 
. ' .. .. • 
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terms found in description of whale sounds (e .• g.' moa·n, grunt; growl, 
chirp, pulse) ·are used wite different meanings, and are rarely defined. 
~ A few classes were easily identified to sounds pre~iously reported 
in the literature. It was indicated in the description of these sou~ds. 
This is. summarized in Table 22, which associates the. equivalent ·(or 
potentially equivalent, . in brackets) 'classes found in this st'udy and 
sounds report~d elsewhere. · The last column gives the rank of these 
classes in. the . present stu~y. Mos't sounds desc+ibed· by .other authors 
that could be associat,ed with my classes were ·fairly common in ·· the 
present study: they ranked first, fifth, s;i.x.th, 'eigth, ninth, tenth;, 
seventeenth and twenty-third (in this last· cas·e, 4a·, i-t ·was mentioned 
earlier that it wa~ undersampled). Classes that were only tentatively 
associated with reP,orted .sounds were sometimes common ~e. g .• , rank .. 2, 
3, 5, 6, 10; 14, 17, 20), or .relatively . rare (e.g. rank= 25,-26, 28, 
. .,. 
33. 37) .. 1979) dealt 
' : 
. 
tori th ht.impback entangled in fishing nets •. · 1B6'th the.se. authors 
· . . !' 
. found a very low .rate of sound production for humpba<:_ks in ~tewfoundland . 
. I 
.. waters, which was corroborated in the present studY,, · even if .quantita-
tive data. on produc~io~ rate .were_· not analy;ed: How1v~r, smal'l sample 
, , I 
size.. (two whales in Winn _!! al. 1979, and . one in Beamish 1979~ probably , 
explains why they _found .less diversity in sound typ~s and no medium fre-
_quency .sound~ in their data, cOmpared with the humt>back song • . A few of 
the sounds they identified' wer~ similar to so~g units, but they n~ticed 
a slower repetition rate (the sbunds were pulsive) in northern water~. 
I 
But considering their saJple size and' the · variability f ound in most 
classes of the present s.t~dy ~ thi s conclusion is uncertain. 1 
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1 
•• Compar.i~·o~ l:Jetween the 50 :. · classes : identified 
~ in · this . study _and previously report~d humpack 
social sounds. 
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• The sounds a:r;e grouped into general typ~a· · · (see Table · 1, pp. 23-24). 
References- · are listed at the bottom 'of. ' the table. Sounds' 'description 
were obtain~d f:r;o~ .each publication, and/or ·by looking at the spectro- : 
grams (RR. 'stands for . repetition· ra~e, in pulses per second) •. These 
sounds could. not always be matched to the sound · classes ·. identified in~ 
this study • . Possi~.ie matches are· indi~ted ·in brackets·~· 1 
rr· 
SOUND 
TYPE· 
:REF • DESCRIPTION ILLUSTR~TED 
* 
CORRESPOND! N~ 
'CLASS .. 
RANK 
--------------------------------~--------~----------~----~ 
lpud ~1 . l ... ·. whee.zing blow 
· exhalations .4 shriek 
4 · trumpetting 
flipper or ', [4] broadband pulse 
.t'ail s~a.ps 
va'rious 
moans . . 
[6] moan with 
fast RR: 80.-15 
[6] pulsed moan, 
.s 
s 
s 
1b · ~ ·('1b). 
( 1b) . 
4b 
('l,f, 8d , 8e) · 
., 
10, 
10 
.10 
: 23 
33,26,25 
8· 
ll 
., i . 
f ' 
I 
. ' 
.· ... : 
.·• 
. ; 
'!.. . 
' . ' 
i 
'\ 
. ( 
.. · slow RR:25-50 [6] · pulsed moan 
· ending in Yup 
[6} ' pulsed moan 
s 7d 
. __ : ........ ---------~·"' 
.. 
grunts 
yups 
. 
chirps 
cr:ies . 
clicks 
' 
. I 
. ~nding . iQ moan . 
[5] _ratchet;· inc·rea..- ~ 
sing RR. 
[4] moan · 
14] grunt 
t~I Yup, . . fast RR yelp 
' [6] 'pure . to~e or 
broadband 
[6] freq m()dulat~d · n plllai~ . 
2 . · ~ou~le-clic~ 
. 6 . nauo-w-band 
· 6 ., wide:-band · 
( con.tinued on next page) 
.s 
sd' 
s 
s . 
s 
so 
s 
•• • ·. :"' ·~~ .. ~ ICW . . ;;:;c:w, ~lfl•m ;: . > 
". . ". 
(8b) 
8b -
7 c 
(7c) 
-~ 
.. (2h,3c) 
(2b,2i) 
(4a) 
(4a ) 
(4a) 
4a· 
~-
,. . 
17 
5 . 
5 
28 ,2 
.. 
28,28 
6 . 
6 
6 • 
6 
. . ( : 
.. 
·~ 
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Table 22. · 
• 
~04 
f 
SOUND 
TYPE 
REF. ·DESCRIPTION ILLUSTRATED CORRESPONDING RANK 
click 
. trains ' 
·others 
. r' 
· 21· click~ 
· 5 . click trlfin 
5 cli~k train" 
5 click train 
4 pul~e train, . · ··· 
RR: 1, plua . I 
.04-1.2 .kHz noise · .· 
.. (4] pulse .. train, · 1 
RR>"1 ;· uneve·n ani- ; :· . 
pli tude 
[?] .pulse train 
" U] (no name) white-noise 
blast 
pulsive · 
whoos}!es 
* CLASS 
s (7e) 20 
0 
0 
··. 
so .10a 9 
. ~ . 
\ 
I 
I 
(7e) 20 
s .. 
s - (6a) 37 
s 
s 
m pulsed aoun.ds so (4a, 13b) 6,14 pulses, low 
I • 
and narrow 
7 type 1 / s 
7 type 1? s. 
7 type 25 • . s 
8 . typ~A s . 
8 .type B s (5b;7c) 
' • . 
* /S "" spectrogram . 0 .;.~ oscilloscope display 
I ' ~ 11 Watkins, 1967 [4] Thomp~on et al. 1977. 2 Winn et al., 1970 [5] Beamish, 1979 . . 3 Perkins '8: Whitehead, 1977 . 
·. 
. 1 
3,5 
Winn et al. 1979 
Lawton~ 1979 
Tyack, . 1982 
··--
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C:OUCLUSION 
In trying · to design an automatic method to classify humpback whale . 
i.' • " I • 
social sounds from : Newfoundland waters, . measurements usually .·taken o~ 
animal sounds were fqund inadequate. Picksto~k ~ al. (1980) also found 
~ . . 
that measures such as .me~n, maximum ·o:r minimum frequency do· not · quantify 
• ' . • I ' . " 
I1atterns of .. frequency changes adequately. The onew data coding; used · 
with average linka·ge. cluster ~nalysis and th~ Jaccard similarity coeffi-
cient, was an improvement. The classification obtained this war could 
·not, ··h~we.~er; .· be used as a final classifi.cation of the sounds. The 
resuits of . clusi'er analysis and the . .author's a:u'Yal .. and · visual · impfe.s-
sions cif .. the /;riunds ·were. comp~red in estabiishi-ng · the catalog of 
~umpback' s social sounds. The. final classificatiqn ado_pted is much mo-;-e 
complex (50 d·ifferent categories) than previous reports (e.g. I Sch.ev:f.ll · 
i I • 
1964; Beamish 1 979; Winn !,! ai. 1979) had suggested. This is due to .the~ 
very low ra.te of sound- production in Ne~tfoundla.nd waters and t'o the 
small ~am~le size used by these authors • 
. The digH~izing techni,que could be improved to include variation in 
sound intensity; Hodificatio~s irr the computation of. si~ilarity, to 
re4_uce the effect ·or'· duration on similarity, would als9-improve perfor-
mance·of cluster.analysis. Other multivariate techrtiques used in numer-
' .. 
'. 
ical taxonomy (e.g., ordination, · 'prfncipal · component could analysi:s) 
; . 
and . results . ·compared. They may not be appropriate fo_r 
. . . ' ... . . 
this data set, t 'he high number of sound clas.ses 'making visual ·. examina-
.. 
.,., 
.... . 
tion of two- or three-dimension plot~ . very difficu~~ ~e.g., Clar~ 1982). _· 
The ·methoQ. used here prO'babl~ is only an intermeaiate 'step in the pro-
.. 
. · 
·---
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·, 
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\ ··. 
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gression toward rapid and efficient coding and blassili~ation .tech-1 • • 
niques . for sounds. As discussed above, n.ew techn~ques 'will account 
better fo~ sound int'ensity (i.e., Ladley 1964; Pickstock . et · . a.L~~ 19~0) 
. . .... --r:;-
and wil~ ' not ~~quire spectrograms (Goedeking 1983). '\ 
. . L ' . . 
Th~s · catalog can only be considered 
exclusiJ.ely o'~ the acou~tic proper~1.es 
I . 
on the possible func'tion . of the signals. 
I 
' 
a beginnirtg; since it was based 
I 
I 
of the sounds, Data are l}eede'd 
I 
A direction finding ,;.device 
(Clark. 1980) could be used to determine w·hat; whale (or group of :whales) . 
produced the sisnals, making it possible to cbrrelate sound classes "lli~h 
. ' ,·' 
behavior .~ypes. . Playback experiments (Clark&. Clark 19so; ,Ty~ck 1983) . · 
should also be used to determine the number of ·.different sound ·· ·classe_s 
-- -... ~ , . • .~ I .:• • _' 
. · ,.. .· rec9gnized by hump~acks, .. as well as their · funct;,o-n--
. (. · Ihould be inte!eeting to compete these( sounds with eocial ;ound~ · 
b . 
_, .,....._) reco-rded in the same situation . but f rom othe r populations (e. g., hump..: 
/ . ':.- . 
•· 
( ~ . ., . 
o·-~ales\'.'feedin~ in Alask~n water.s). Humpback of different popula-
·' 
·tions ·have a. different song, yet s!'ng stru·cj:u're is the same _(Payne~ 
!1.· 1983). It is not· yet known if. different populations. share at least 
. . . P,art of their social sounds. Gomparisons could also be ma de with, social 
·- . . sounqs·· recorded· on the·. breeding grounds. Larger groups · t~e,re, as well 
as probable ·hormonal differences, occu rren'ce of. courtship, breeding and . 
competition between males should mean a differ~n~ frequency of uae f or 
at . least : some · sound 
· ' 
categories. 
~ 
It 
social sounds are used .exclusively on 
·grounds. 
would be conceivable that some 
the feeding or t he breeding 
. 
·. · · Possible v'atiation (both in structure and frequency of use) during . 
the S88!JOn or between years was not investigated here. Few sounds (179) 
I .. , . , . . 
from 1979 were digitized , ~nd: they did not seem different .' 'rroin. : the . .'· 
.. , : .. ·,• 
' 
( . . · ~--l ~ . .. , . 
I 
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sounds ·recorded in 1980. This is ~lao what Tyack (1982) found. . ~his 
aspect should be specifically add'ressed in the future. Fev recordings 
of humpbacks wint~r~ng in Newfoundland are · available (J •· Lien, pers. 
comm. >'· A better cove'raBe ar~und ·~he year would be ~eceesary .in a study· 
· 4 
of variation in rate and type of v~calizations in time. If variation.· 
~ was found, it could be . . relate .to the v~ilation in hUmpback's song 
(Payne _!1 &l~ 1983). .This would n cessi tate a detailed study of the 
song's units', whi~h is still lacking. (R. Payne, pers. comm. ), 
. ' 
. ·'·· · , .. Study of the syntax of_ the humpback's acoustic repertoire i· was · not 
I I 
Such study is made difficult by ~he fact that the humber of 
I * • - : 
. whales. inyolved tn' a . aequen:Qe o; ~ounds is impossiblq to de er1~~~· .one. 
'is . limited to study .temporal as~pciation between sound cl ss~s. as. in .. . 
\ ... . . 
McLeod (1982). 'iith a direction finding device, it ~ight be po sible to 
attempted. 
:i. 
record sequen~es w~ere the interactants are known. !-lore. 
rna tical studies . would. then be possible. 
!i:inally, the possibility of i~terspecific communication should . be 
assessed. In a few occa~lons . during the present . study, . humpback~·s 
b~havior and ~~ of vocalization was affected by the presence of / a . 
school of odontocetes,; Small sample·.size and lack of baseline data 
. ' 
(rates of sound P.ro~uction w;ere not · com'puted, since not all sounds were 
,~ 
· digitized)' prevented me from quantifying this effect. 
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. Appendix .A· 
FREQUENCIES SELECTED' FOR DIGITIZING 
· .. 
It was decided to sample 16 freq~encies~ One possibility was to 
distribute them at equal distance ·on the frequency a:tis of the spectr.o-
grams • . However, R. Payne (pers. comm.) suggested a_ logarithmic spacing, 
since most species tested to date seem .. to discriminate · frequencies on 
such a sCBle. MYstiCete sounds re~orded to ~t~ usually have . strong 
.emphasis in frequencies under . 1000 Hz, and a . matrix based on ~ linear 
_frequency-scale would .. n()t cover · thi~ region very wel_l ·(only 2 freque~-
cies below 1000 Hz (125 and 625. Hz) were selected in" a first scheme·, · 
based on a linear scale). A logarithmic scale permits a better sampling 
of .the lower. frequencies. __ Payne ·a McV-~;ty (197q and B~a~ish ('197~) on 
humpback whales and Clark ( 1982) on right whales ·used the :.logarithmic 
scale for · their spectrographic analysis. ·The. first line· was assessed ·at ·· 
125 Hz because of the amount of noise often prevalent in lower frequen-
cies. 
Since the spectr<;>grams were printed _with a line(l.f frequency scale, 
the _spaCing between the frequencies 'to digitize had t.o be logarithmic.· 
For this, I used a ~inear increase of the iogarithms of · frequencies. 
Arbitra-rily, I chose to increase the togarithm of frequencies by ·.119, . 
from the minimum value of 2.097 (which is log 125), beca~se it yields 16 
' . . 
values in the 125-8000 Hz range, with the_ highest ~lightly lower than 
.8000 Hz. 
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·· Table 23. 
Lbg(freq) 
,, 
.. . 2.097 
··~...,... 2.216 
.:.("" 2; 335 
2.454 
. 2.573 
2.692 
2._611 
2.930 
',i . 3.049 
. 3. 168' 
3.287 
'3.406 
' 3,525 
3.644 
3.763 
3.862 
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Frequencie~ . selected . for digitizing. ;· 
. . . . . . 
Frequency (Hz) ·' Line number i n .matrix 
.. 125 .. 
· 164 
216 
284' 
~74' : . 
492 
- 647. 
851 
1119 
1472 
1936 
2547' 
3350· 
4406 
5794 
7621 
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: AppencUx B 
gary • . It was modified by the- author for. digitizing oh a . lo·garithmic 
frequency scale. The mo.di!ied version is given here. 
I 
.. Digitizing program· (C 'la~gUage) 
#include <sgtty.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define NROW '16. 
#.define . NCOL . 21 r •, . 
· .. ·(:r/1ooo.o•2:54/cm khz) #define ·FREQ(x) 
.#define TIME( x) 
#define .UNTirffi(x) 
; · (x/1:000.0*2.54/cm-aec) · 
. ((x/2.54)*1000.0*cm sec) 
. ~- ' -
. 
typedef struct I doubl~. X' .j l 
FILE ' 
... double 
int 
struct 
struct 
Xy 
Xy 
struct 
.· J··beg, 
·*digit, *o!ile; 
em sec em khz; . 
matrix(NROW)[NCOL]; 
sgttyb oldmode; . . 
sgttyb 'newmode • I Bt 200
1
1 B1200, ·'\b', 
origin; 1 
maxfreq, minfreq; · ' ! . . . 
Xy -low, pe~k, high; 
mid,- End; 
ma1n(argc, argv) 
char **argv; ! ·. 
I} t t 
.• 
.. . . 
CRMODlLCASE.lBS1 -li . 
aetbuf(stdout, (char *)NULL); 
i!(argc ! • 2) I 
fptintf(atderr., "usage: log file_ name\~"); 
exit(1); 
} . . . : 
· if((digit • f~pen(~/~ev/digitizer", "r")) •• NULL) I 
fptintf(stderr, "sound: can not open /dev/digitizer\n"); 
exit(t); · · 
J .. . 
if((ofile ."" fop.en(argv(t], "a")) •'!' . NULL) I 
fprint f ( s tde r·r. "sound: . can not' open %s\n", 8 rtri'[ t 1.> ; 
· exit(1); ' · ' 
j . . 
J 
lock(); · 
getscale(); ' 
·-·· ... ~-.,..L _~ .~,·~- ,~·· ·----
\ 
I 
~ . 
.. :. 
. . ... 
;. 
I. • 
• !, 
.... 
' 
/" 
' 
···;: 
•, 
~ -
. -. 
. ,(. 
.· 
.· 
. while(1) I · __ .,· · · 
· · · . · getparam(); 
digitize(); 
'outmat();, 
fflush(ofile); 
. } 
'. rtscale() . ' 
· printf( "ente'r .x scale 
scan!("%!", ~em - sec); 
printf(".enter · y-scale 
scan!("%!", &em khz); 
printf("ente'r origin 
getxy(&origin); ; · 
. fetparam() 
double time; 
d<?uble' maxp; . .: · 
double minp; _·.. . 
cha·r buf(200]; . . : 
. ' 
- -. 
. .. ·. 
in~e<rJ; 
in-em / kHz "); 
'• ' 
")·· . 
' . 
' . ' 
.• ' 
printf("\n\nenter comments and other data\n"); 
printf("ter~inate with a control b\n"}; ' 
while(fgets(buf, sizeof(buf), ·digit) !=NuLL) 
if(buf(O] ! • '\n·') I · ' 
prihtf("~s", btif); · 
22( . ' 
I 
.• 
'\ ' 
' • 
' . 
. J .,. } i: fprintf(ofile, "%s", buf); 
.getpoint(&b g.low, "enter lowest frequency beginning of sound"); 
getpoint(~ eg.pea~, "~nter peak freqqency, beginning of sound"}; 
getpoint(&beg.high, "enter highest frequency beginning of 
'· 
· sound")'; . · ~-
. ..--fprintf(ofile, "%.2f %~2f - %;2f\n", beg.low.y, 
beg.peak.y, beg.hi'gh.y); 
ge.tpoint(&maxfreq, "enter maximum frequency"); 
getpoi,_nt(.!minfreq, ·"enter minimum f¥equency"); 
· fprintf(ofile, "%.2! %.2! %.2f %.2f\n", 1!18Xfreq.x, maxfreq.y, 
minfreq.x, minfreq.y); · , . 
getpoint(.!mid.low, . :"ent~r lowest frequency, middle"};· · 
getpoin~(&mid.peak, "enfer peak frequency, --middle"); 
getpoint(.tmid.high, "enter highest frequency, middle"); 
fpri;ntf(ofile, "%.2! %.~! .%.2!\n", mid.low.y, 
, .. mid.peak.y, mid.!high.y}; 
··getpoint(&End.low, "enter lowest · frequency, end"); 
. g~tpoint(&End.peaki "ente~ peak frequency, end"); 
·: getpoint(&End.high, "enter highe~t frequency, end"); 
fprintf(ofile, "%,2f %.2f.·%.2f\n", End •. low.y, 
End.peak.y, End.high.y); 
time ·· lnd~peak.x : - beg.peak.x; · 
.. -' 
> ' 
·' . 
. •' 
-.. 
. · : 
' 
. l 
.. i 
-: 
,_ .. 
'· 
... -
.·· 
~ ·•. . . 
.  
. . ' 
. . 
.. I . . . . . 
maxp • (maxfreq.x - .be·g.peak •. x)/time; · 
minp ·• (minfre~.x- beg;peak.x)/time; 
fprintf(ofile, "%.2f %.2f . %'.2!\n .. , ~ime, maxp, minp); 
printf("ori(in at %d\n", . · . . I 
_ (int)((origin.x + UNTIME((2. - time) / 2. ))/tO)) ·; 
.I 
'·l . 
printf(::origin at_ %d\n", (int)_(or:ilgi~.x I 10)) ;*/ I , 
print!( \nenter -sound .data- terminate with a control D~n'); · 
. /* . 
* :_ print the matrix of digitized sounds 
'*/ 
outmat() .. I --. . . 
. . .. · regist"er inti, j; 
· for(l-:0; . i<NROW;- i++) i ·... .. : ·_ · '; -·· · .. 
· ·: •• · for(j•O; j<NCOL; j++) ! · . , · ... · · ·. 
· pu.tc(matrix[i][ j ]? 't .~: ;o• , . ofile); 
, . matrix[i](j]•O; '. . , .. _ l· ,• . . . p~tc(~\n',,dfi},); 
. . } 
' . ~ · ~·. .. 
I* 
* ~ead a point f~om t~e digitizer · 
* convert x and y to seconds and kilohertz 
*/) . 
,. . 
getpoint(xyp, message) 
char *message; l . . . 
· if (mess a e) .· 
register Xy *xyp~ 
rintf("%a ", me~sage)~­
if(getxy(xyp) •• 0) 
retuin(6); 
xy~>x • TIME(xyp->x); 
XYf!->Y • FREQ(xyp->y);, 
if(message) · 
. : 
l. · 
J 
\ · 
I' 
· · printf("%.21' :C.2f\n", xyp->x, xyp- >y); ' 
return( 1 ) ; ,_: · · 
getxy( xyp) 
Xy *xyp:. . I .. 
· · ' :·· · char buf[2o6]; 
int ' x, y; 
' 
while(t') ( 
~ 
. if( fg~~s(buf, .L;;buf); 
. I - . digit) •• NULL) 
. . 
• 
. ·~ '--:---~-''·'tU',..,.."':"~~-- -
• . 
·. 
.. I 
. ' 
. ' 
.· . ·. 
' . 
' 0 1 
~ . ---~--
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' · . 
.. j 
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I. 
I • 
·' 
.. __ . -· 
r . 
'• ' 
: II ' . 
. . . ' •' 
. ' 
: .· .. · . 
:J 
. , l'eturn(O); . . . 
if(sscanf(buf, "%d%d", . ax~· ay·) . '! ~ .2·). · · 
. continue; · · 
· xyp->x .;, -x - origin_.x; 
·· xyp->y • -y ~ origin.y; 
J .\ _r•:uin(1): . . .: . 
digitize{) · 
.,. . 
· register i,1;1.t row, ·; col; 
Xy point; ·· 
double log10(); 1 I • , 
.. . . 
.whiie(getpoint(&'point~ (ch~r *)O)) I . 
row • 15.57 - ' ((log10(point.y *-~tOOO) · -
. . - . ' 
. col "' point.ox * 10. '+ 0.5; . 
/*printf("r•%d c•%d\n", row1 col);*/ · , 1 1 
. . • . ·. . if( row< 0, II .row.> .. NROW I:. col < 0 I I 
~ · · · . · . continue; . 
matrix[row][col]++; . • l . 
.,:! · ' . 
/~ 
* make sure the digi tize'r i's not in use and then set 
· * pl:_op'a'r line speed and ·parame'ters 
*/ . 
lock() 
. ·I . 
gtty(fileno(digit), !oldmode); 
.· 
2. 097) I o. 11 9) ; 
col . > .. NCOL) · - ~ 
.... · 
· if ( oldmode. s~ flags & BS1 ) I . 
· : · fprintf(stderr, "sound: ~igitizer · buay\n"); 
· e:d t( 1); . 
} ' ~ . 
stty(fileno(digit), . ~nevm Ide): 
•• 
. -..~.-. · ·--:-~~ ~fil4JM!t?.,. .. i4t~.;.,.;.,.., . ,.,,w,..,.-·,.,....' ..-...:..-.-:-
• • - y 
. "' . 
.· 
.,. 
' 
I ' • 
.. 
) 
) 
~ 
·, .i 
l 
. l:; . 
. • •• ~ ... tl ... ':.! ... - , ... -~ 
' !· 
.. 
. ,. 
i 
i 
\ 
! 
' 
' ~ · . ~ . . 
J } 
1 
i . . : ~ 
.. 
' : ,• 
. . ~ 
·• 
. j: 
-. 
s 
[1] 
'[2J 
:cJJ · 
· [4] 
[5J 
.[6] 
[7] 
• .. 
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Sampling. program ~A"PL) ~ 
., . 
·.,. ,L SELECT~ R' I 
Z+-LC1J?Lt2J 
Z+-Z[:O .. Zl . 
I+-PZ 
Z+-<Itl>PZ 
DEC 'FO I ,R 
z 
DEC 'RO' 
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Appendix · C . 
JACCARD COEFFICIENT -AND AVERAGE LJNKAGE CLUSTER AlJALYSIS 
\ 
JACCARD SIMILARITY COEFFICIENT 
I ( hThe Jacca~d similarity coefficient between cases i and k was. com-
. puted acco~ding to the following f?rmula (Wishart, ,1978): 
A 
s· -----
A+B+C 
where A 
B = 
c .. 
--..\ ' 
number of 
number of 
number of 
-
attributes 
attributes 
attributes 
_. 
(cells) common. to both . cases 
present. in case i and bsent in ·kk 
present'in case k and absent in i 
' ·. 
positive . matches betwe,en· 
"-.__ 
This coefficient is the total number of 
two sounds divided by the total of t~e positive matches and . the. - --'\ 
mismatches • . It .does not take the ~egative matches (number of attribu,tes 
... 
absent in both . cases) (Sneath & Sokal, 19~3; - Wishart, 1978). 
AVERAGE LINKAGE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
This is an agglomerative techni~ue, whicfl means that at the begin-
ni'ng, all cases are c'onsidered a different cluster. If there are n 
sounds, there are n clusters. In ·the first cycle si~ilarity is esta-
. . 
bUshed between each pai'r of sounds. At the end of this cycle, the two 
sounds vi th _the highest similarity ~re fused. There are nov n-1 clus-
. . 
ters. In the.second cycle, the similarity table is updated ' by c~mputing 
~ • • t..! 
the· sim~larity betve.en the new cluster and all the other . clusters.. In 
· . _average linkage, t~is aimilari ty is estab.lished in the following way: , 
l .·u 
the similarity between the new cluster and any other one is the average 
. ' 
of the similarities between each member of one- cluster ·and all the 
members of the other cluster. At the end of this cycle, the · two clue-
t~rs w!th the highest similarity ~re fused. There are now n-2 clusters. 
This _process will contin,ue .i.mtil all cases have been put in .a si!lgle 
·-·-- -~- -·· w:~ .,~~-'\ :--
; 
_:_ 4 __ _ 
" I 
.F 
.. 
1•·. · 
., 
I 
I ' 
't 
I 
I • 
.. I 
• 
. I 
. ·. 
•' . l , 
. , · . ·'' 
. clusters, .or until cycle n-1 • 
This process · can also be described in ·· the following manner 
' 
(Wishart, 1978). If clusters P ·and Q have already been fused, then the 
similarity S(R,P+Q) between any cluster R and . the new qluster P+Q is 
· obtained from ·the fotm,ula: 
NP . ~ S(R,P) + NQ ·x S(R,Q) .... 
S(R,P+Q).; 
(NP+NQ) · (NP+NQ) 
loo; • 
wher·e NP and NQ are cluster sizes, and. S the average similarity . between 
. . 
. ~~e two clusters, i.e. average of the similarity of .'each possible pai.r 
.: between tlie two eluate rs • . 
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For each class, the number of cases (n), mean dominant .frequency at 
three points (start, middle, and end of sound), minimum and maximP.m fre-
quencies, and duration are gi~en, with the standard deviation in brack-
ets. 
> . 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN. MAX. DURA-
(n) FREQ. FREQ. TION 
START MIDDLE END (kHz) . (kHz) (sec) 
1 •0.71 0.83 0.59 0.19 4.64 0.61 
. (86) (0.51) (0.29) (0.50) (0.08) (1.3.4) (0.15) 
- . 2. 1 .51 0.73 0 •. 77 0.42 '. 4.32 0.31 
(1.1) (o.s7) (0.14) (0.25) (0.13) (1.87) (o •. 1o) .-
3 1.26 1.28 1.02 0.41 6.01 1.02 
(36) (0.38) (0.55) (0.68) {0~18) (1.62) (0.21) 
·4 . 0.7~ 0.00 1 •. , 2 . : . 0'.64 . 3.54• .0.98 . . 
' .. C1) 
5 
( 1 ) 
1.68 2.18 0.66 . 0.5.2 2.66 
6 2.28 2.05 2 . 30 ·· 0.47 
(6) . (0.91) (0.64) (o.68) (o.2o~ 
1 1 .oo 1 .oe o.88 o.69 
. ( 1 ) 
0.80 
1.52 
(0.09) 
1.72 
" . . . ' '~ . 
. 8 ·. 1 .69 0.84 1 .88 0.48 7 .so 0.85 
(5) . (0.94) . (0~07) (0.4.4) (0.17) (0:32) (0.36) 
9 2.88 . 2.23 1.89 0~44 "3 •. 53 0.76 
( 1 ) 
' .... .. 10 2.59 1.07' . 2.)5 
(1) ·_';.' 
0.84 4.52 
' -
1 .19 
ci 
11 1 • 53 0. 77 1 • 51 
(1') 
0.66 ? .52 1.59 
12 0.82 0.91 0.92 0.46 2~ 92 2.18 
( 1 ) . 
13 0.82' 0.80 0.60 0.50 2.09 1.74 
(3) (0.24) (0.05) (0.19) .(0.18) (0.35) (0. 36) 
· ' (con til'lued) 
. . 
. . ~ .. 
J • 
., 
! . 
' : .. 
~ t 
------·- . .1 . 
• • 
. · . • .  
\ ' . 
• • • i . 
' ' · 
' 
.. . 
• ' 
. \ 
' 
·.\ 
CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN. MAX. DURA-
.. (ri) . FREQ. : FREQ. TION 
START MIDDLE END (kHz) . (kHz) (sec) . 
14 .0.94 1.40 0.51 0.22 6.47 0.48 
(3) (0.17) (1.10) (0.21) ( o·.16) (2.26) · (0.03) 
1 15 . 
(2) 
1 ~33 . 0.6{ 2.75 .0.52 6•59 0.85 
(0 •. 95) (0.03) ·(1 .85) (0.01) (0 .05) .(0~ 30) 
115 . ' · • 1.86 0.31 7_ ~2----'f". 31 
I 
(1'") 
- ~---- -·-
. 17 0~46. 7.65 0.61 
. ( 1 ) 
0.·42 5.83 1.22 18 ·1 : 15 o~11 p.49 
( 1 ) J 
. \ 
0.57 7-30. 0.79 19 .. t-04 _, .oo 
. (1) I ,.. 
0 .• 67 
20 
: ( 1 ) 
0.65 0.98 0 .• 76 . 0.18 ' 7 .64 '1.17 
-
21. ·. 0.43 . . 1·01 . 1.01 0.36 8.13 1.32 
( 1) - · 
22 
('1) 1.34 
"1 .18 1.31 
23 .. '2.74 ·o..oo .. 1.73 
. ( 1) . ·. ' -
. 0.47 
0.&1 
~ . . 
24 
' ·. ( 1 ) 
0.80 ' 0,.69 - 3.6~ ; 0.43 
..:. 
5 •. 1 6 1 • 20 
. I 
8.04 0 . 65 
-~ -
7. 41 0 .39-
..: 
25 2.83 2 •. 96 . 2.60 9·':12 ' 7 ·47 0.83 
(1) ~ 
: 26 1.02 '1.17 ~ ·o.56 · 0.50 6.70 .o.e5 
<n 
27 . 2.2)" 1.17 3-57 0. 55 5~31 0.47 . 
(3) (o-.64) (0.36) .(1.71) (o.os) (2.74) (0.16) · ·· 
. . ' 
(co~tinue~) 
'• . 
. '"ll\ 
t 0 • 
, .. 
: · 
' . ' 
• • 0 ' ·~ ~ - ·-~---~··--· - - . ·· :~·.-· ~·-:-- .:; ·:."~---:~~' ••~;~~r-, . ...,..;.-~-:-- . ........ 
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.. 
FREQ ·· (kHz) CLASS DOMINANT ~tiN •. MAX. DURA- .. · 
(n) ,/ . FREQ. FREQ. ,:'ION 
START MIDDLE END (kHz) . (kHz) (sec) 
. · . 
28 0.75 3-59 2.30 0-39 7'.89 1'.26 
( 1 ) \ . : 
' . 
29 0.55 0.69 1.09 0.18 7-95 o. 71 ' 
(2) (0.06) (o. 30) (0.04) (O.OtB) (0.24) (0.09) .' . 
. ' ' 
. ,, 
' . 
30 0.77 0.80 1.46 0.33· 6 . 75 0.5·5 
. . 
(2) (0.06) (0.18) (0.14) (0.04) (0.08) (0.04) . ·~*-; :. ! ' 
r--.. -.... 
31 0~45 3.04 1 :,03 0.29' 7 -38 0.75 
· .. '(1) ' • , . 
'.J '· -_ .. 
32 . 2.53 2.81 ' 3.-19 0.55 1 .1 5 . . ~ ·' .. 
" 
.8.00, 
( 1) .. • 'i 
-
33 o.95 1.01 1 • 92 , o.8o 2.13 0.79 (1} 
34 . . 0.62 1.08 1.67 0.53 I 3.44 1 .05 · (1) 
35 1 .6.0 1.30 1.58 ().72 4.88 1 .• 22 
. ( 1) . , . -4 .~0 /o.20 ~ ' 36 1.28 1.24 0.60 0.49 (3) (0.14) (0.16)· (0.13) (0.09) (2 . 44 ) (0.17). . . 
. . '· . . 
37 . 2.05 1 .33 0.66 0.31 . 3.61 o.so 
. (2) ' (0.69) (0.26) (0.18) ( 0. 04) ( 1 : 1 5) ( 0. 07) 
38 . .. 1.47 0.69 0 . 72 0.24 5-44 . 1.60 
( 1) . 
t 
39 . . 0.63 0-75 0.74 0.50 2.45 0. 23 
. _(4) (0.·11) (0.18) (0.18) (0.1 3) (1.06) (0.10) · 
t 
40 0.77 0.75 0.43 0.28. 1.50 0.21 
(4) (0.21) (0.18) (0.08) (0.08) (0.87) (0.02) 
. 11 .. 
. ' . 
' . 
41 3-50 4.02 4.87 2.48 6.38 0.07 . 
. . '\ 
' .. 
(144) (1.42) (1.21) (1.53) (1.38) (1.51) (0.10) : 
(continued) 
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CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN.. fof.AX. DURA-
., (n). ,. . FREQ. FREQ. TION 
START MIDDLE ENI? . (kHz) (kHz) (sec) 
42 o.·69 1.08 5.70 0.11 7.16 0.15 
(23) (0.56) (1.47) (1.18) (0.06) (0.96) (0.03) 
·' ' . 
43 2.11 0.55 4.01 
( 1 ) 
44 0.72 0 •. 62 3.; 14 
(4) ( o·; 1 6) (0."17) ( 1 • 55) 
45 . 2~39 ' 2.39 . 2:38 
' (7) (1~39) (1.41) (1.42) 
.;, .. .......-
h, J'_ . 
46" 0.6·1 . 0.41 0.41 
(39) ·. (0.52) (0.21) (0.22) 
47 1·.55 I .·52 1 .12 
(4) 
_(1 _.19) (0.18) (0.?2) 
" 
48 . 1.42 . 0.83 1.31 
(8) (Q.22) (0.13) (0.17) 
. 0.23 7.43 0.14 
0.29 4. 36 . . 0.11 ' 
(O.·?O) (2 .44) (0.03) . 
. -
1.32 5.93 . b.02 
(1.60) . (2.26) (0.02) 
0~18 . 3~22 0.04 
(0 .• 1'1) (2.16) (0.03) 
0.64 3.07 
(0.~2) (0.49) 
0.58 . 2.48 
(0.20) (l.10) 
0 ~ 11 
(0.07). 8 . 
52 ;~46 ' 0.47 . 0.75 0.25 . 7.63 #0.41 · 
(4) {0.40) (0.55) '(0.48) ·(0.06) (0.25) (0.05) 
53 \ 1.40 1.66 1.83 0.81 3.35 . 0.17 
(9) (0~61) _(0.55) (0.63) (0.46) {1.62) .(0.19) 
54 1.54 1 .47· I 1,00 
o{Po 4•13 0.26 (26) {0.41) (0.31) (0.40) (0 10) {1.68) ·(0.08) 
\ 
55 0.49 0.41 0.39 0.2~ 1.48 0. 08 
·(28) (0.21} (0~1) (0.21) ( 0.11 ) ('1.39) (0.06) 
(continued) 
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CLASS DOMINANT FREQ {kHz) MI:l. MAX.- DU·RA-
( n) FREQ. FREQ. TION 
START MIDDLE END (kHz) (kHz) ·(sec) 
· 56.· 1.46 0.99 o.64 0.20 3.58 o.o8 
(25) (0.78) (0.33) (0.31) (0.09) (1 . 71) (p.04) 
57 0.28 0.36 0.76 0.14 3.18 0.23 
(162) (0.16) (0.22) (0.45) (0.04) (1.85) (0.10) 5, o . 24. ·0.41 o.74 ·o.14 1.-35 0.15 
: (4) (0.05) '(0.10) (0.'39) (0.0,3) (0.60) (0.04) .. 
•. ' 
. . c • . 
. . ~ \ , 
·.· .. '·· . 
" 59 · 1.22 · · 1.27 2.01 o.L3 7. 40 1.1 2 
· ··. o'> · co.24> ca.87) co.3t) co.otf<o.6o) co. t 3> I J ~~ - .-. ,.,, ,• " ·:•, • 
1 .82 . . 0. 24 
. . ·-· . ..,. ... ~' I 
. . . -
,. / . 
.. . 
'61 ,0 ~ 39 0.31 0.75 :. ,_6.13 3.07 0.51 
· (201) (0.38) (0.28) (0.52) (o.o1)'· (1 .• 74) (0~11) · • • • • 0 
• 
62 o. 71 ', .· 1 .57 0.87 ' 0.22 3'•83 0.54 
(2) (0.11) (0~23) (0.02) (0. 13) (0. 33) (0 . 15 ) 
63 0.97 0.47 1.51 ' 0 .• 25 5.22 0.45' 
(.3) (0.46) (0.01) (0.39) (0.11) (1.90) (0.13) 
64 . · 0.64 . ·.· 1.69 1.72 0. 18 2.88 · · 0.44 
(2) (o-.2'3) : (0.22) (0 ~ 27.) ·(o.o6 ) · co;t~a ) (0.04) 
65 1.5Q 1.53 : . ,..52 0 . 13 1.97 · o;$3 (1) 
-
.. 
-
... 
' 
66 0.64 0.88 0~60 0.13 ' 2.99 0.64 
(3) (0.03) (0 . 11) (0.09) (0. 01) ('1.29) (0.09) 
67 1 .48 ' . 1 .46 0.83 0.19 2.85 :- 0. 61 
(4) (0.11) (0.09) (0.88) (0.08) (0.92) ,(0.04) 
68 1.34 1. 51 0. 59 .0 ~ 18 7-04 0~93 
( 1) 
- t - ' -. . 
. . ,• 
69 0.31 . 0.33 0.83 0 .13 . 2. 39 0.94 
( 29) (o.t 7 ) (0.38) <o >r9) · (o.o1) ( 1. 52 ) (0.13) 
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CLASS DOrHN ANT FREQ (kHz) MIN. MAX. DURA-
(n) FREQ. FREQ. TION 
·sTART MIDDLE END i. (kHz) (kHz) (sec') 
70 0.56 0-53 0.54 o.n 3-63 3-32 
(26) (0.52) {0.-40) (2.17) (2.15) 
71 . o:99 0~59 1.02 o. 3 2.05 1.55 
(2) (o.:n) (o;t6) 
(0-44) (o.r' 
(0.84) · (o. 1) (0.13) (0.13)· ·. 
72 .. 
·(1.)' 
73 
. (2) 
74 .·. 
( 1) 
75 
(2) 
76 
(4) 
77 
(2) 
·, 78' 
( 1) 
. J 
. 79 
(7) 
o.n 0.13 0~54 • o.n 
.. 
. -
~ 
0.·18 0.21 
. ·co.on ·'co.o8) 
o·.~1 . 0.15 
(o.o2) .. (o.o1) 
0.7~ 0.17 0.12 0.13 
0.39 0.71 0.54. 0.13 
(Q.06) (0.93) . (0.01) (0.01 ) 
0.54 0.09 0;49 o. f2. 
(0.1·6) (0.10) (0.26) (0.00) 
.. 
2.40 b.oo 2.10 0.13 
(2.40) .(o.oo) (L27) (0.00) 
1.68 0;22 "1 .so 0 .• 12 
-
. ·, ·.46 
. 0.06 0.27 0.13 
(0.,62) ( o. 16) (0.20) (0.01) 
2.91 2.57 
o.:r~ · 1.05 
(0.06) (0.33) 
2.01 1 ,'36 , . 
-
2.92 0.49 
(2.05) (0.1·4) 
2~89 0."62 
(0.93) (0.02) 
7 .l9 0.33 
(0.64) ·(0.01) 
3-94 .0~7_~ :: ... • 
..: 
3.;; 0.46 
( 1 • 75) (0.08) 
... 
. , 
80 
(4) 
0.93 
(0.53) 
0.10 o.so 
(0.12) (0.30) 
81 1.80 1.21 1.55 
( 5) ( 0. 4 7) ( 0. 18) ( 0. 48) 
82 . 1 .06 0.94 0.96 
• · (20) · c.o.65) ~o,42) (o.51) 
.· ·o.13 4.25 0.57 
(0.01) (2.44) (0.20) 
. ~ 
o.6o"' 5.09 0.79 
(0.32)· '(?.07) ( o. 23) 
0.15 4.96 1.34 ( o.os) . '(.1 ~6~) (0.1.7) 
· ' . 83 0.89 0.47. .0.52 -0.13 3•41 0.88 
(23) (0.45) (0.31) (0.33) (0.01) (1.24) (0.14) 
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CLASS. DOMINANT FREQ (kHz) MIN • . _MAX. DURA:. 
. (n) FREQ. FREQ. TION · 
. START MIDDLE END '(kHz) (kHz) (sec) 
I · -
..:. ! 
... .. . . · 
' . tt,. 
. . . 
. ' . 
·- : · ... .. 
• 
, . 
. -· 84 1.14 1.01 · 1 .86 0.17 3. 7T 0.9.0 
. (5) (0.22) (0.16) (0.92) (0.07) (0.28) (0.16) 
85 0.94 1.67. 1. 72 0.2'9 2.62 1.59 
. . ( 1) 
. ........____ 
86 . . 1.82 0.89 1.55 0.20 - 6.66 2.38 
·- . (14) - ·-(0.74) (0.35)- {1.23) (0.07) (1 .• 6~)" (0.70) · 
. . 
87 1.72 1.35 . ·· 1.25 0~47 
.(4) (0.92) (9.14) ' (0.34) (o-~ 24) . 
. . . 
88 . 3.06 . 1<37 "0.73 0.62 
' (2) -(0.32) {0.45) (0.25) (0.3,5) 
89 0.65 0.61 0.66 0.44 
( 1 ) 
4. 73 
(2. 21 ) 
.,4. 71 
(0.21) 
0.96 
. " 
3.65' . . 
(1.. 36) 
0.::58 
(0.:12) . . 
1.00 
.·. , 
90 t.8o 1 .83 · .- o.69 0.52 3.84 - ·1.63 
(2) (o.16) (0.18) (o.t8) {o.19) co.2s) ·co.oo)' 
91 
(1.) 
... 
92 
( 1 ) 
1. 40 5.28 0.61 
I 
. . ! 
. • 1.~s .. _ ·'\' ~? 0.92 
-93 
(3) 
1.29 
· I . 
q.95 ~· 0.60 
(0.48) (0.7.4) (.0.65) 
'94 . '1.57 . 1.09 
( 1 ) 
95 -. ,0.82 0.65 
( 1 ) 
'96 . 
. ( 1 ) .·. 
;. '97 
.· ( , ) 
~.05 
1.1. 9 ' 
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1 .• 22 
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~~94 
... 
0.41 3~66 1.~6 
~-;. 
0.24 2.13 3.32 . 
. -
0.1 .3 6.39 2.03 .. ·· 
(0.01) - (2.37) (0.17} 
0.22 3 ~97 2.11 
-
.. 
.. : 0.12 7.73 5.97 
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- CLASS DOMINANT FREQ (kHz} MIN. MAX. DURA- . 
(n) FREQ • FREQ. TION 
START MIDDLE END (kHz} (kHz} (sec) 
:98 1.19 1~42 1~34 0.54 3.20 1.49 
( 10) (0.21) (0.23) (0.26) (o. 18} (~.62} (0.25) 
99 1 .09 0.24 · Oe25 0.13 2.19 0.72 
(2) (0.36) (0.01 5 (0.08) (0.00) (0.30) (0.31) 
. ,. 
. 1 .86' 
-" · . 100 1.q 2'.35 0.13 6.61 2.88 
··~-;.: ( 4) (1~16) (1.23) (0.82) (0.00) ( 1.27} ( 1 • 35) 
101 2.76 ·2.28 '3 .44 . 0.13 6.98 1 • 11 
~ 2) (0 •. 28) (0. 30) (0.21) (0.00) (0.76) (0.40) 
2.28 . 2.22 ).48 '~0.23 ·6.60 1.54 102 . 
( 2) (0.26) (0.;18) (0.08) ,.(0.01) (0.30) (0.10) 
.. 103 ).06 .2.66 2.79 1 .as . 6.29 0.20 
• I ,... . 
(22) (1.70) (1.17) (1.53) (0.60) (1.77) (0.08) 
104 3.37 3-25 
. ( 1 ) . ~ 
3.35 0-47 6 . Q6 0.15 
----
---
105 . 0.74 1.09 1 .05 / ' 0-39 3.82 0.21 
( 1) 
106 2.32 -~~63 2.26 0.13 5.82 0.18 
.. ( 1.) 
- .· 
107 0.79 2.69 2.86 0.36 7.93 0.67 
( 1) 
108 1 .1 0 2.11 0.65 0.39 7.12 0.51 . 
(1) 
,. 
).04. 109' 0.96 0.39 0.41 0.19 0.)2 
(3) (0.55) (0. 1 7) (0.17) (0.05) {2.54) (0.10) 
1 1 0 2.03 0.59 ' 0.6( 0.30 2.95 0.92 
(1) 
111 . 0.91 0.61 0.85 0.22 1.76 
( 1 ) 
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~LASS ·DOMINANT FR~ (kHz) ~IN. MAX. DURA-
(n) FR~. .FREQ. TION 
START MIDDLE END . (kHz) (kHz) (sec) ' . ' 
' 
112 '3.8:5 0.4:5 0.46 0.16 7.56 0.48 
(2) (0.51) (o.o4) (o.o6) co:o6) ·co.69) (0.13) 
.. 
113 o .• 74 3.07 ·4.66 o:33 .7.35 , 1.08 · 
(.1) • • II 
114 '3"Z95 2.56 1'.66 0 .• 83 7.81 0.37 ·. 
(2). (2.26) (6.70) (o.4b) (o.so) (o.1o) (o.n} .. 
' . 
1.15 . 2.88 '3.42 ., -34 0.85 5-34 ' 0.67 
( 1 ) 
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